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Abstract
These Proceedings summarize the contributions to the Workshop
Future Physics at COMPASS, dedicated to the NA58 experiment
at CERN. The COMPASS Experiment (COmmon Muon and Pro-
ton Apparatus for Structure and Spectroscopy) comprises a deep
inelastic scattering programme with muons and spectroscopy pro-
gramme with hadron beams. The workshop focused on the latter
programme, which has not yet started. The status of the experi-
ment is outlined and future options for the muon programme are
discussed at the end.
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Preface

Five years after approval the COMPASS experiment started to take first data in 2001. The main objectives
of the first years of data taking (until the shutdown in 2005) are the study of nucleon spin structure
using deep-inelastic scattering of muons. The gluon spin structure will be investigated using open
charm production on a polarized target as well as the production of hadrons produced at large transverse
momenta. The flavour-decomposed quark spin structure on the other hand is studied by the analysis
of the leading hadron flavour in such processes. In addition to the longitudinal spin structure COMPASS
also investigates transverse quark spin structures using a transversely polarized target. These studies
will give significant and important results in the first running periods for the COMPASS experiment,
which are being pursued with a reduced setup compared to that of the original proposal. Owing to
the significantly shorter running times than originally envisaged, these measurements will not, however,
allow the precision originally proposed to be achieved and thus will be continued in later years.

In addition to the above-mentioned measurements, the approved COMPASS physics programme
contains detailed studies of light hadronic states (glueballs, exotic mesons) in different production pro-
cesses, the study of chiral perturbation theory by soft scattering processes, as well as charmed hadrons.
For this purpose the COMPASS detector should be completed.

In the recent medium-term planning the CERN management expressed its strong interest towards a
continuation of the COMPASS physics programme well beyond the shutdown in 2005, namely covering
the period 2006–2010. The basis of the continuation is a very convincing physics programme based
on the original COMPASS proposal. As this document dates back eight years, the CERN management
(represented by the director of research C. Detraz) proposed to hold a workshop on Future Physics @
COMPASS and offered to host such a workshop at CERN. The purpose of this workshop was to review
the physics programme outlined in the proposal and to possibly complement it by new ideas. It is in
this spirit that the COMPASS group organized this discussion, which took place at CERN in September
2002.

The workshop was divided into several sections first outlining the present status of the experiment
(both on hardware and analysis issues) and then the experiment framework for future measurements.
These measurements focus on the study of hadronic systems using various hadron beams and which may
only be addressed very briefly in the present running period. New input came from the consideration
of photoproduction of exotics, thereby complementing efforts undertaken at JLAB for doubly charmed
baryon studies thanks to recent measurements by the SELEX experiment at FNAL. In addition the field
of deep-inelastic scattering has more recently been widely opened by theory by the developments of
so-called generalized parton distributions allowing nucleon structure to be completely mapped, a project
maybe as ambitious as the human genome project.

The organizers of this workshop are much indebted to their colleagues from COMPASS and to
CERN in particular, which gave much help in the organization of this workshop. Last but not least
we thank the members of the Scientific Advisory Committee and the Local Organizing Committee who
prepared a very friendly and fruitful atmosphere.

Franco Bradamante Stephan Paul
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THE COMPASS SPECTROMETER:
STATUS AND PERFORMANCE

S. Dalla Torre
INFN, Sezione di Trieste, Italy

Abstract
The status and performances of the COMPASS spectrometer at the end of the
first year of data taking, namely September 2002, is reviewed in detail. Par-
ticular attention is paid to the innovative aspects of the apparatus, which are
essential to fulfil the whole COMPASS physics programme in the COMPASS
critical environment (high beam fluxes, high trigger rates and quite crowded
events); these aspects have also the merit of opening the way to future experi-
mental studies in similar extreme conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The COMPASS Collaboration, consisting of more than 200 physicists from 26 Institutions from all over
Europe, Russia, Japan, Israel and India is performing the experiment NA58, an experiment devoted
to hadron physics at the CERN SPS [1]; this scientific goal is pursued with a rich, twofold research
programme (as already indicated in the Collaboration acronym: Common Muon and Proton Apparatus
for Structure and Spectroscopy):

– Nucleon spin structure, with particular emphasis on:

– Gluon polarization ∆G(x)/G(x)

– Flavour-separated polarized distribution functions ∆q(x)

– Transverse-spin distribution functions ∆T q(x)

– Spin-dependent fragmentation ∆DΛ
q

– Spectroscopy items, and more precisely:

– Primakoff reactions

– Polarizability of π and K

– Glueballs and hybrids

– Semileptonic decays of charmed mesons and baryons

– Double-charmed baryons.

Nucleon spin structure measurements are performed using the SPS polarized muon beam scattered off
polarized nucleon targets; the spectroscopy programme foresees the use of secondary hadron beams
and a variety of targets, including some cryogenic ones. While beam and targets are different for the
various measurements, the large majority of the spectrometer detectors are common to both physics
programmes. The present status of the experimental apparatus and its actual performances are discussed
in the following sections. Up to now, the experiment has collected data with muon beam for polarized
deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) measurements: in discussing the status, some reference to items specific
to this part of the research programme (like the polarized target) and to performances with muon beam
are given.
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Fig. 1: The COMPASS spectrometer, top view.

2. THE SPECTROMETER LAY-OUT

The COMPASS experimental apparatus (Fig. 1) is a two-stage spectrometer, namely a Large Angle
Spectrometer (LAS), placed immediately downstream of the target to allow for wide angular acceptance
(±180 mrad) and the Small Angle Spectrometer (SAS), downstream of the first one. In the original
design, both spectrometers were equipped with analysing magnets (SM1, bending power: 1 Tm; SM2,
bending power: 4 Tm), trackers telescopes, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, muon filters and
a RICH for hadron identification. Presently, for the first phase of the experiment, the spectrometer on
floor includes most of this set-up, while part of the large-area trackers of the second spectrometer, the
read-out electronics of the electromagnetic calorimeters and RICH-2, foreseen for hadron PID in SAS,
are missing. The COMPASS Collaboration is now considering the completion of the spectrometer.

The spectrometer extends over a total length of ∼60 m and several detectors have quite con-
siderable transversal dimensions. These dimensions have imposed the construction of several relevant
mechanical structures, as, for instance, the ones shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4.

3. THE POLARIZED TARGET

The COMPASS polarized target [2] is formed of two cells, each 60 cm long, housing the target material,
with opposite polarization. The heart of the system is formed by the 3He–4He dilution refrigerator that
allows the target material to be kept at a temperature well below 1 K (typically: 50 mK) and the super-
conducting solenoid, designed to provide 2.5 T field with homogeneity at 10−4 level. The COMPASS
solenoid, a new superconducting magnet with wide aperture to ensure ±180 mrad acceptance for the first
spectrometer is not yet available: its construction by industry has, so far, not been successful; present
perspectives for the successful construction of the COMPASS solenoid are quite favourable. Presently,
the COMPASS polarized target makes use of the excellent solenoid built for the polarized target (Fig. 5)
of the SMC experiment, with field homogeneity within 2×10−5: the acceptance is reduced to ±70 mrad.
Both the SMC magnet and the future COMPASS one can also provide a transverse magnetic field (up to
0.5 T) to make possible target transverse polarization, for key measurements included in the COMPASS
physics programme.

The target material used so far is irradiated 6LiD, a material characterised by an extremely favour-
able dilution factor (∼50%) and which allows for very high values of nucleon polarization. The COM-
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Fig. 2: The support of some tracking detectors in the region of Muon Wall 2; two stations of MWPCs and one of steel drift

tubes are visible.

Fig. 3: The large frame of the electromagnetic calorimeter ECAL1.
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Fig. 4: The support structure of the large area trackers in the RICH-1 region allowing trackers to be rolled in the on-beam

position and out for maintenance interventions; the RICH vessel is also partially visible.
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Fig. 5: The SMC target cryostat with the target holder as used in 1993 (from Ref. [3]). (1) target cells, (2) microwave cavity,

(3) solenoid coil, (4) dipole coil, (5) correction coils, (6) dilution refrigerators, (7) precooler of 3He, (8) indium seal, and (9)

external seal.
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Fig. 6: The measured polarization (preliminary) in the upstream (+) and downstream (x) target cell respectively during the 2002

run; the polarization cannot be measured during transverse spin orientation.

PASS polarized target is the first large-scale one in which this material is used. A world polarization
record at 2.5 T was obtained in 2001: −47% in one cell and +54% in the other one. In 2002, the quite
satisfactory performance of the polarized target during the whole run (Fig. 6) confirms that the instrument
is not only adequate for making records, but it is a reliable tool for good physics measurements.

The spin relaxation time in longitudinal mode (2.5 T) is too long to be measured, in transverse
spin mode (0.4 T), it is longer than 1000 h. When target polarization is transversally aligned, the frozen
spin mode is the only possible operational mode, a mode in which the target polarization cannot be
monitored continuously: this long relaxation time is a prerequisite for the data taking with transverse
target polarization. About 24% of the 2002 data-taking period was dedicated to collecting data with
transverse orientation of the target polarization.

4. THE TRACKERS OF THE COMPASS SPECTROMETER

The requirements for the performance of the trackers are quite different at different distances from the
beam axis: three families of trackers are present in the spectrometer: the Very Small Area Trackers
(VSAT), the Small Area Trackers (SAT) and the Large Area Trackers (LAT), illustrated in the following
sections.

4.1 The very small area trackers

In the very central region, only technologies capable of standing extremely intense beams can be em-
ployed; moreover good time-resolution capabilities are needed to disentangle the information from the
event of interest from that of the preceding and following ones.

The Beam Momentum Station (BMS) makes possible the measurement of the incoming particle
momentum on an event-by-event base. It consists of an analysing magnet which separates the particles,
according to their momenta, in the vertical plane, and four hodoscopes of scintillator counters, with
horizontal elements and granularity of 5 mm. The hodoscopes are from previous experiments at the
SPS muon beam line, will the high-voltage power supply and the TDC read-out is a new COMPASS
installation. The achieved time resolution is ∼300 ps, the BMS overall efficiency is ∼90% and the
momentum resolution is better than 0.7% at 160 GeV/c.

A system of 9 stations of scintillating fibre hodoscopes [4] (Figs. 7 and 8) allows the measurement
of 21 coordinates along the beam line, upstream and downstream of the target. These detectors have an
enormous rate capability: up to 5 MHz per fibre. The total system includes 2668 fibre channels and
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Fig. 7: One of the scintillating fibre stations installed in the COMPASS spectrometer; clear fibres connect the active region and

the multianode PMTs, located far from the beam line.

4008 discriminator channels. Fibre diameters range from 0.5 to 1 mm. Fibre material is SCSF-78MJ
by Kuraray Corporation. Fibres are read by multianode photomultiplier tubes H6568 from Hamamatsu.
Particles to be detected cross typically 3–3.5 mm of scintillating material, thanks to the multiple layer
arrangement of the fibres. The typical efficiency is ∼99%, while time resolution ranges between 350 and
550 ps (Fig. 9). Space resolution is also quite good: 130 µm or 250 µm, according to the different fibre
diameters.

Two stations of silicon strip detectors (Figs. 10 and 11), four views each, having 50 × 70 mm2

surface, with 50 µm pitch, complement the tracking of the incoming beam trajectories. They exhibit high
efficiency (∼99%) and 3 ns time resolution (Fig. 12) (see Ref. [5] for more details).

4.2 The small area trackers

These tracking detectors cover a region of ∼20 cm from the beam axis, with the exclusion of the central
region, where the particle rate is very high (∼3 cm with respect to the beam axis). Two different types of
novel gaseous detectors are used in COMPASS for the small area tracker set-up: they are micromegas [6]
(micromesh gaseous detectors) and GEM detectors [7] (see Fig. 13 for a schematic description of the
basic detector principle and Fig. 14 for a picture of a typical GEM foil). For both types, we have, in the
COMPASS spectrometer, the first installation of large surface units.

Micromega detectors form, in the COMPASS spectrometer, a telescope of 3 stations (Figs. 15
and 16), for a total number of 12 measured coordinates; the active surface is 40×40 cm2 with a central
dead zone of 5 cm in diameter. They form a telescope placed between the target and the first analysing
magnet SM1. They have a typical space resolution of 70 µm, time resolution better than 10 ns and
efficiencies larger than 97%.

The GEM system consists of 10 stations, each equipped with two detectors for the measurement of
4 coordinates (each detector has two-dimensional read-out elements); the detector surface is 30×30 cm2,
with a central circular dead zone with 4 cm diameter. Space resolution is ∼50 µm, time resolution ∼12 ns
and typical efficiency in the range 96–97% [8].

6



Fig. 8: Terminal edge of the clear fibres, multianode PMTs and the front-end electronics of one of the scintillating fibre stations

installed in the COMPASS spectrometer.

Fig. 9: Time resolution of one of the COMPASS scintillating fibre hodoscopes: 360 ps has been obtained for this unit.

Fig. 10: One of the silicon strip detectors used for beam particle tracking in the COMPASS spectrometer.
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Fig. 11: The two stations of silicon strip detectors measuring incoming beam trajectories in the COMPASS spectrometer.
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Fig. 12: Time resolution of the COMPASS silicon strip detectors.
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Fig. 13: Working principle of GEM detectors. At each GEM foil, charge multiplication is obtained applying a potential

difference between the two faces of the foil itself (see the frame showing a zoom of the GEM foil); the total detector gain is

obtained with a set of three foils.

Fig. 14: Picture of a GEM foil.
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Fig. 15: One of 40×40 cm2 micromegas built for the COMPASS spectrometer.

Fig. 16: The micromega telescope installed in the COMPASS spectrometer.
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Fig. 17: The front-end cards of the drift chambers W4-5.

Fig. 18: One of the three SDC drift chamber detectors installed in the COMPASS spectrometer; the support of one of the GEM

stations is also visible.

4.3 The large-area trackers

Telescopes of large-area trackers (all with surfaces of several m2) are formed by detectors with four
different designs, some of them are new detectors, namely drift chambers SDC and straw tube planes,
others come from previous experiments and have been refurbished: MWPCs from the OMEGA spec-
trometer and the large drift chambers W4-5, from the SMC experiment. The read-out systems of the
refurbished detectors are completely new, designed to match the basic requirements of the COMPASS
data acquisition system (see Fig. 17 and Section 8).

The SDC system includes three drift chamber stations (Fig. 18), each measuring 8 coordinates
with 7 mm drift cells; the space resolution is ∼170 µm (Fig. 19) and the efficiency ranges between 95%
and 99.8%.

The COMPASS straw tube telescope includes 15 Double Layer (DL) planes (2.3×1.6 m2) of
tubes, 6 mm diameter and 10 mm diameter at the plane external edges [9] (Fig. 20). Nine DL planes
were operational in 2002, while now all 15 DL are installed in the spectrometer. The straw tube planes
have a space resolution ∼270 µm and efficiencies ranging between 85% and 98%.

The largest tracking set in SAS is formed by 11 MWPC stations, for a total amount of 34 planes

11



Fig. 19: Typical space resolution (166 µm in this example) of the SDC planes.

Fig. 20: A straw detector double layer mounted in the COMPASS set-up; the aluminium-coated Mylar protective foil, which

separates the dry atmosphere surrounding the tube and the external atmosphere, and the front-end read-out electronics are

visible.
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Fig. 21: Three of the 11 MWPC stations included in the COMPASS spectrometer.

of 2 mm pitch anode wires. These detectors, fully operational in 2001, exhibit a mean efficiency of
99.3%. MWPC trackers, previously used in the OMEGA spectrometer at CERN SPS, have been fully
refurbished introducing a central dead zone to make them compatible with COMPASS high beam rates.
Three stations are visible in Fig. 21.

Two large size drift chambers, named W4-5, were added to the COMPASS set-up in 2002 (Fig. 22).
These detectors open the possibility of measurements at large Q

2 and made possible the first data taking
with a transversely polarized target during the 2002 run. More W4-5 stations will be available for the
2003 run and the access to the large Q

2 domain will be completed by other large-area trackers under
discussion in the context of the completion of the COMPASS spectrometer.

5. COMPASS CALORIMETRY

Both COMPASS spectrometers are equipped with electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters: ECAL1 and
HCAL1 in the LAS, ECAL2 and HCAL2 in the SAS.

Both, HCAL1 and HCAL2, are sandwich type calorimeters made up of iron converters and scin-
tillator plates. The light collection is performed with wave-length-shifting fibres. These two calorimeters
are fully mounted and instrumented. Their measured resolution is

– HCAL1 (Fig. 23)
σ/E = 59.4%/

√
E ⊕ 7.6% for π

σ/E = 24.3%/

√
E ⊕ 0.6% for e−

– HCAL2:
σ/E = 65%/

√
E ⊕ 4% for π.

The electromagnetic calorimeters are not yet operative. ECAL1 is made up of lead glass blocks
from previous GAMS and OLGA calorimeters; all blocks are available, the calorimeter support is in

13



Fig. 22: Front of one of the drift chambers W4-5.

Fig. 23: The measured HCAL1 resolution for pions (upper plot) and for electrons (lower plot).
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Fig. 24: The basic geometry of the Muon Wall 1 trackers: they are aluminium ‘Iarocchi tube’ detectors.

production. The known resolution of the OLGA calorimeter is σ/E = 5.8%/

√
E ⊕ 2.3%. ECAL2 is

made up of blocks from GAMS to be complemented by sandwich type elements (of either the pappardelle
or Shashlik type); the LG blocks are presently mounted and partially instrumented.

6. PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION IN COMPASS

Muon identification is performed with muon filters, while hadron identification is pursued with RICH
detectors. RICH-1, equipping LAS, is already operative while RICH-2, the high momentum partner,
which will complete SAS, is one of the major projects foreseen for the completion of the spectrometer.

6.1 The muon walls

Muon filters are implemented in both spectrometers: Muon Wall 1 (LAS) and Muon Wall 2 (SAS). The
detectors of Muon Wall 1 are planes (4×2 m2) of aluminium ‘Iarocchi tubes’ (the basic geometry is
presented in Fig. 24, while a picture of the detectors is given in Fig. 25). They sandwich a 60 cm thick
iron absorber. The detectors employed in Muon Wall 2 are planes of 3 cm diameter steel drift tubes; the
absorber, 2.4 m thick, is formed of concrete blocks.

6.2 COMPASS RICH-1

RICH-1 [10] has been designed to separate π’s and K’s with momenta up to ∼ 60 GeV/c in a high-
intensity environment and to cover the full acceptance of the large-angle spectrometer. The material
has been minimised to preserve the tracking resolution of the small-angle spectrometer and the energy
resolution of the downstream electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters. The main parameters achieved
are:

– RADIATOR: A 3 m long C4F10 radiator at atmospheric pressure, with a contamination of oxygen
and moisture kept below 5 ppm, to have a transmittance higher than 80% for 165 nm photons, for
a typical path length of 4.5 m.

– VESSEL: For the vessel (∼ 80 m3) non polluting materials were used, mainly aluminium. The
incoming leakage rate is ∼ 3 Pa×l/s.

– MIRRORS: The mirror system consists of spherical mirrors, radius of curvature 6.6 m, segmented
in 116 hexagonal and pentagonal pieces covering a total area > 20 m2 (Fig. 26). Two spherical
surfaces focus the Cherenkov photons onto two sets of photon detectors placed above and be-
low the acceptance region. These mirrors have a local deviation of the shape from the spherical
σθ < 0.2 mrad, a maximum deviation from the nominal radius of curvature δR/R = 0.5% and a
reflectance > 80% down to 165 nm.

– PHOTON DETECTOR: Taking into account the large area to be instrumented (5.3 m2) and the
need for a pixel size of ∼1 cm, MWPCs with segmented CsI photo-cathodes were chosen. These
UV photon detectors were developed in the context of RD26 [11] and, later, for the ALICE HMPID
project [12], and adopted for several other projects [13]. RICH-1 is equipped with 8 identical

15



Fig. 25: Muon Wall 1: the muon filter of the Large Angle Spectrometer.

chambers, each one having an active surface of 576×1152 mm2 (Fig. 27). Two 576×576 mm2

double-layer PCBs, each segmented in 5184 8×8 mm2 pads, coated with CsI form the photo-
cathode planes (for more details about the coating technique see Ref. [14]). Silica quartz windows
(600×600×5 mm3) separate the radiator from the photon detectors.

– FRONT END ELECTRONICS The 82 944 channels, equipped with analog readout electronics,
correspond to ∼ 40% of the total number of channels of the experiment.

– MATERIAL BUDGET: The total radiation length is 22.5% of X0. The major contributions to the
material budget in the acceptance is given by the radiator (10.5% of X0); the other contributions
are quite reduced: the mirror substrates (5.5% of X0), the mirror mechanical supports (2.5% of
X0) and the front and rear vessel windows (2% of X0 each). In the beam region, where a He-filled
pipe is used, particles have to cross only 1.6% of X0.

Figure 28 shows an event from the RICH on-line event display. The preliminary resolution of the mea-
sured Cherenkov angle resolution for ultrarelativistic particles is 0.4 mrad (Fig. 29); a flavour of the
RICH performances is presented in Fig. 30.

7. THE COMPASS TRIGGER FOR THE DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING PROGRAMME

The set-up forming the COMPASS trigger for the DIS programme (Fig. 31) consists of almost 500
dedicated scintillator counter channels, viewed by PMs, read via dedicated, custom discriminator boards.
Mean-timer circuits are used for those scintillator strips, which, because of their length, are equipped with
PMs at both ends. Custom mean-timer boards allow to form correlations between different hodoscopes
in an extremely short time. The COMPASS trigger for the DIS programme is based on the correlation
of the information from different hodoscopes in order to select scattered-particle trajectories originating
from the target. To increase the trigger purity, in particular in the small Q

2 domain, the information from

16



Fig. 26: The mirror wall during the alignment of the mirrors.

Fig. 27: RICH-1 upstream side: the photon detectors, top and bottom sets, fully equipped with read-out electronics are visible.
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Fig. 28: An event from the RICH on-line event display.

Fig. 29: Preliminary resolution of the measured Cherenkov angle for ultrarelativistic particles.
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Fig. 30: Preliminary mass spectrum obtained with COMPASS RICH-1; π and K peaks are clearly visible; there is also an

indication of a proton signal.

the hodoscopes is complemented with that of the hadron calorimeters (Fig. 32). Different combinations
of hodoscope information allow the various kinematical regions to be spanned (Fig. 33).

8. FRONT-END ELECTRONICS AND DATA ACQUISITION

The 191 000 electronic channels of the COMPASS spectrometer are read by a read-out system charac-
terised by its pipelined architecture and by a design which makes it fully extendible [15]. An overall
scheme of the COMPASS read-out and data acquisition system is presented in Fig. 34.

Different front-end chips are used (such as a SFE16 preamplifier-discriminator for the micromegas,
APV25 for GEMs and silicon detectors, MAD4 and ADS8 for large area trackers, COMPASS-GASSI-
PLEX for RICH-1 read-out). The front-end and digitising boards (based, for the conversion to digital
information, on chips like F1-TDC [16] for several trackers, FIADC for calorimetry and AD 9201ARS
for RICH-1) transfer the information to custom VME boards (CATCHes [16] for most of the detectors,
GeSiCA for GEMs and silicon trackers). In particular, RICH front-end BORA boards [17] perform a
first sparsification and data reduction stage thanks to the use of distributed intelligence: each front-end
board is equipped with a powerful DSP and an FPGA. From VME boards, data are transferred via optical
S-links to large memory buffers, spill buffers, hosted in PCs, where the data of a whole burst are stored.
The SPS duty cycle is ∼ 25%: the use of large-memory spill buffers allows the whole SPS cycle to
be used to increase the effective bandwidth downstream of the buffers themselves. All the electronics
read-out components from front-end to spill buffers are custom designed.

The Data Acquisition System (DAQ) (Fig. 35), downstream of the large memory buffer, is based
on commercial devices: its heart is the Gigabit Ethernet Switch, which allows the information to be
distributed from the spill buffers to a net of 12 event-builder PCs. The DAQ software is based on ALICE
DATE.

The present performances of the overall read-out and DAQ system can be summarised by the
following figures: at ∼ 5 kHz trigger rate over the spill duration (∼ 5 s), the read-out and DAQ dead
time is 7%, while the typical event size is ∼ 40 kB, corresponding to data rates of 220 MB/s during spill,
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from front-end and to the spill buffers and 60 MB/s DC downstream of the spill buffers. This figure is
comparable with data rates expected for LHC experiments, being only two or three times smaller. Work
is in progress to reduce the DAQ dead-time in 2003.

The read-out and DAQ system reached, after the first weeks of the 2002 run period, active time
rates of ∼ 85%. It was thus possible to collect, during the 2002 run, 260 TB of data, corresponding to
5 billion events. The foreseen figure for the data flow from the COMPASS experiment to the central data
recording facility of 3 TB/d was exceeded during the last period of 2002 data taking.

9. COMPLEMENTS OF THE SPECTROMETER

The efficient operation of a modern experiment requires some necessary complementary tools for the
slow control of the experimental apparatus and the on-line check of data consistency and quality.

The increasing complexity of experiments and apparatuses and the corresponding enlargement
of the collaborations impose efficient, up-to-date solutions for the circulation of information and its
availability in real time: the COMPASS electronic log-book is one of the Collaboration instruments
answering this challenge.

9.1 The Detector Control System

The aims of the COMPASS Detector Control System (DCS) include

– operator control of hardware systems like the HV and LV ones

– monitoring and data archiving over long-term periods of hardware parameters (such as HV and LV
systems, crates, gas systems, pressure and temperature sensors, data taking, cooling systems and
data from the SPS accelerator)

– alarm handling and

– information visualisation.

For COMPASS DCS, the Framework package, based on PVSS and designed at CERN for LHC experi-
ments, has been adopted. Data from PC work-stations running Linux and NT systems, from VME CPUs
and from fieldbuses (like VME, CANbus, Profibus, serial RS232 lines) are precessed.
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Fig. 36: COMPASS data-taking efficiency during the year 2002 run. The upper curve indicates the integral spectrometer

efficiency, the lower curve the integral spectrometer efficiency folded with the SPS efficiency.

The present status can be summarised as follows: the system was started with heavy support from
CERN/IT division, several sub-systems are included, but only basic functionality is presently imple-
mented; system optimisation is certainly required to make it more stable and faster.

9.2 The on-line data monitoring system

An up-to-date on-line data monitoring system in COMPASS has been obtained with the COOOL soft-
ware package written in C++ and built on ROOT libraries. The data decoding libraries are shared with
the off-line data analysis package. The data, directly copied from the DAQ farm (more precisely from the
event builder PCs), are analysed at a typical rate of ∼ 150 (over ∼ 25 000) events per burst. Histograms,
two-dimensional plots and tables are produced and information correlation as well as on-line cuts can be
applied.

The data monitoring is complemented by the MurphyTV package which, by checking data rates
and formats from the different hardware sources, allows the prompt diagnostic of the read-out systems.

9.3 The electronic log-book

The electronic log-book, filled on-line by the shift crew during the experiment run, completely replaces
the old style paper log-book. Information and comments can be introduced; it is also possible to paste in
plots and tables from the on-line monitoring system; data taking information (such as run number, target
polarization, number of collected events, information from the SPS) is automatically transferred to the
log-book for each ‘run’ (lasting typically 30 minutes) together with a basic set of monitoring histograms.
Collaboration members at CERN can access the information at any time via the world-wide web.

10. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that the COMPASS initial lay-out is almost completely implemented and working,
while some detector systems are richer than foreseen (scintillating fibres hodoscopes, MWPC stations
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and SDC drift chambers). The access to the high Q
2 region, not possible with the foreseen initial set-up,

has been opened with the installation of two large-sized W4-5 drift chamber stations (more stations are
expected for the 2003 run) and two large-sized trigger hodoscopes.

A few days after the end of the 2002 run, the best summary of the spectrometer performances is
given by the figures for the data taking efficiency, shown in Fig. 36. An inspection of the plot clearly
indicates an increasing efficiency during the first weeks of data taking and fairly stable performance in
the second part of the run period. The mean spectrometer efficiency over the 2002 run is almost 80%;
this value, folded with the SPS accelerator efficiency, results in ∼ 70% global efficiency of COMPASS
data taking. These performances for efficiency, typical of experiments in operation for many years,
demonstrate a largely successful 2002 run.
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PROSPECTS FOR THE COMPASS ‘MUON’ PROGRAMME

Alain Magnon
CEA Saclay, SPhN-DAPNIA-DSM, F91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France

Abstract
COMPASS started to take data in 2002 with a recently completed new spec-
trometer using the longitudinally polarized 160 GeV muon beam of the CERN
SPS and a solid polarized target filled with 6LiD. A preliminary look at data al-
lows us to draw projections on the statistical errors which could be obtained in
the near future for the gluon polarization ∆g/g and the transverse spin struc-
ture function h1.

1. INTRODUCTION

The present objectives of the COMPASS experiment which has started with the muon beam programme
are the measurement of the polarization of gluons ∆g/g within polarized nucleons, the measurement
of the still unknown transverse spin structure function h1, the measurement of lambda polarization,
and the measurement of the inclusive and semi-inclusive longitudinal spin observables g1 and ∆q. The
spectrometer was commissioned during 2001 and the first serious data taking started in 2002. Owing
to some delays or technical difficulties, some major pieces of equipment were not available and back-
up solutions were used, leading to a reduced angular acceptance. In addition, the financial difficulties
which CERN has encountered with the LHC construction have a serious implication on the total amount
of accelerator time available per year. This report gives an update on the overall figure of merit of the
experiment based on recent simulations and also on a preliminary analysis of the 2002 data. The expected
statistical errors on ∆g/g and h1 are given. Expected progress but also handicaps are discussed. Finally,
in view of the SPS shutdown in 2005, a possible strategy for data taking in 2003 and 2004 is presented.

2. PROGRAMME WITH POLARIZED MUONS

If one uses longitudinally polarized target and beam, the measurement of the longitudinal spin asym-
metry in the production of D

0 or D
? mesons [1] or in the production of a pair of hadrons with high

transverse momentum PT [2] allows the determination of ∆g/g. The importance of the RICH detector
performances should be underlined at this point since the RICH is essential to perform the K identifica-
tion necessary to single out efficiently D

0 and D
?. The first spin structure function g1 can be measured

by detecting the scattered muon µ
′ only. If one detects in addition at least one produced hadron, one can

reach the polarized parton distribution functions ∆q. All these channels can be obtained simultaneously.

If one uses a transversely polarized target, the measurement of the azimuthal modulation of the
single hadron cross-section can lead to the transverse spin structure function h1, a yet unknown quantity.

3. COMPASS MODIFIED LAS SPECTROMETER

The year 2001 was almost entirely devoted to the commissioning of the present version of the spec-
trometer. All equipment was installed and their properties could be studied. However, two difficulties
remained in 2002: the large bore radius superconducting magnet which matches the ≈ 250 mrad max-
imum opening angle of the spectrometer could still not be delivered to COMPASS; the construction of
the straw trackers which provide the Large Area Tracking (LAT) downstream of the Large Acceptance
Spectrometer (LAS) was delayed due to unexpected difficulties, consequently, only about one half of the
straw trackers were available.

A backup solution was worked out, as shown in Fig. 1. It consists of using the SMC magnet which
has similar properties but a reduced opening angle of ≈ 100 mrad instead of the COMPASS magnet
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Fig. 1: The nominal and modified setups for the Large Acceptance Spectrometer.

and replacing the missing straws by the two larger-area Drift Chambers (DCs) foreseen for the upstream
section of the LAS. This implied the construction of a third DC for the upstream section of the LAS.
As shown in Fig. 1 it turns out that, in spite of their reduced area compared to the straws (DCs are
= 1.2 × 1.2 m2, straws are = 2.7 × 3.2 m2), the DCs match the angular opening of the SMC magnet.
Finally, due (mainly) to constraints in detector construction it was found that the total amount of material
seen by the scattered particles was larger that initially foreseen. This resulted in a degradation of the
mass resolution for both the D0 and D∗ channels and a proportional increase of the background-to-signal
ratio for their detection. These changes had to be validated by a re-estimate of the overall figure of merit.

4. STATISTICAL ERROR ON ∆g/g AND OPTIMUM MUON ENERGY

As described in the COMPASS proposal [1] the gluon distribution is probed through the photon gluon
fusion (PGF) process, γ + g → q + q̄. This process can be signed by the production of open charm and
the spin asymmetry of that process provides a measurement of ∆g/g. A new evaluation of the statistical
uncertainty on ∆g/g using the D

0 → Kπ and D
? → D

0
πs → Kππs channels was performed [3]. The

simulation has the following features:

1. Open charm events are produced using Aroma 2.4. Since Aroma is not supposed to predict cor-
rectly the absolute cross-section, a renormalization factor K is applied to the muon production
cross-section. Using the measured photoproduction cross-sections, we estimate K = 1.66 for a
mass of the charmed quark mc = 1.34 GeV.

2. Combinatorial background events are produced using Pythia 6.1. This new version of Pythia
allows the simulation of the whole Q

2 range from quasi real photoproduction to DIS. The rate of
background is found compatible with the proposal within 20%.

3. The resolution in the D
0 mass and in the difference ∆M = MD? − MD0 between the D

? and
D

0 masses is evaluated analytically event by event using a procedure developed previously [4].
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The average δMD0 is 15.8, 17.5 and 18.1 MeV for an incident muon energy Eµ of 100, 160 and
190 GeV, respectively. The average δ∆M is 3.73, 3.83 and 3.89 MeV correspondingly. Note that
the variation of δ∆M with beam energy is very weak since this resolution is dominated by the
contribution of multiple scattering in the target.

4. In the standard asymmetry method one computes A = (N
↑↓ − N

↑↑

)/(N
↑↓

+ N
↑↑

), the raw
asymmetry in the number of open charm events where the longitudinal polarizations of the beam
and the target are either antiparallel or parallel. ∆g/g is obtained as:

∆g/g = A(1 + B/S)/(PµPT f〈aLL〉), (1)

where B is the number of combinatorial background events, S the number of signal (D0 or D
?),

Pµ and PT are the beam and target polarizations respectively, f is the dilution factor and 〈aLL〉
the mean value of the PGF analysing power. The quantities aLL and B/S have large variations
over the spectrometer acceptance. In order to improve the statistical efficiency it is proposed to
take these variations into account by weighting each event with the quantity w = aLL/(1 + B/S)

which gives:

∆g/g = (1/PT Pµf)(

↑↓∑

i

wi −
↑↑∑

i

wi)/(

↑↓∑

i

w
2
i +

↑↑∑

i

w
2
i ). (2)

This weighting method is equivalent to gaining a factor 〈w2〉/〈w〉2, in terms of the number of
events. In our case, due to the fact that aLL can even change sign over the acceptance, this factor
is quite large, in the range of 1.5–2 depending on acceptance and beam energy.

A luminosity of 43 pb−1 per day corresponding to ≈ 2 × 10
8
µ/ 5 s spill (≈ 1.4 × 10

8
µ at 190 GeV)

is assumed. The global data taking and reconstruction efficiency εoverall is taken to be 0.25, as in the
proposal. Since data analysis has just started, this critical factor is still poorly known. In order to derive
estimates of the full duration of data taking for a given accuracy, it is convenient to use a time unit which
incorporates εoverall which we call days@100%.

Table 1: Statistical error on ∆g/g for both D0 and D? channels for different setups and beam energies. The luminosity

corresponds to 100 days, and an overall efficiency of 25%. The number from the proposal does not involve the ‘weighting

method’ and is rescaled to 100 days at 25%.

σ(∆g/g) D
0

σ(∆g/g) D
?

Eµ GeV 100 160 190 100 160 190

Proposal 0.31 0.26
Nominal setup 0.30 0.22 0.25 0.25 0.20 0.24
idem + SMC magnet 0.38 0.24 0.26 0.31 0.22 0.25
Modified setup 0.39 0.24 0.26 0.32 0.23 0.26

Table 1 gives the statistical resolution on ∆g/g, assuming 100 days running at nominal luminosity
and εoverall = 0.25 equivalent to 25 days@100% and using the weighting method [3]. In the proposal
Eµ was fixed to 100 GeV and the weighting method was not applied. Energies of 160 GeV and 190 GeV
were considered also because the Lorentz boost, which favours smaller angles, helps to compensate for
the loss in angular acceptance. The line labelled ‘Nominal setup’ corresponds to the setup shown in the
upper part of Fig. 1. The next line shows the effect of replacing the large-aperture COMPASS magnet by
the SMC magnet. The last line corresponds to the ‘Modified setup’, shown in Fig. 1. It has three stations
of Micromegas and one station of drift chambers (DC) upstream of SM1; three stations of GEMs, two
DCs and one station of straws (replacing the three foreseen stations of straws) downstream of SM1. Note
that one half-station of straws is positioned after the RICH to re-inforce tracking in that region.
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At 100 GeV, the statistical loss due to acceptance reduction is significant for both the D
0 and the

D
? channels. This effect is reduced at 160 GeV and 190 GeV as expected. However, at 190 GeV, the

SPS can only deliver ≈ 70% of its maximum flux which results in an increase of the error compared to
160 GeV. Therefore, a beam energy of 160 GeV is optimum for the present Modified setup. The resulting
statistical uncertainties on ∆g/g of 0.24 (0.23) for the D

0
(D

?
) channels should be compared to the initial

values from the proposal of 0.31 (0.26). We conclude that the reduction in acceptance along with the
degradation of the mass resolution is compensated by running at Eµ = 160 GeV and calculating the spin
asymmetry using a weighting method.

5. 2002 AND BEYOND, EXPECTED STATISTICS

5.1 ∆g/g from D
0 and D

?

In the proposal, it is assumed that COMPASS runs for 1.5 years with a 6LiD target with two assumptions:
The SPS delivers ≈ 150 days/year of beam for physics and the overall efficiency of the experiment is
0.25. This translates into an effective total running time of:

T = 1.5 × 150 × 0.25 = 56 days@100%. (3)

Using the error estimates from Table 1 (Modified setup, Eµ = 160 GeV), we obtain:

σ(∆g/g) = 0.160 (D
0
), σ∆g/g = 0.154 (D

?
), σ(∆g/g) = 0.11 (D

0
&D

?
). (4)

In 2002, the SPS delivered 112 days of beam out of which 36 days were used for preparing the spectrom-
eter and the remaining time T = 76 days was shared between longitudinal and transverse data taking:
T = 76 = 57L + 19T days. The overall efficiency εoverall can be decomposed as:

εoverall = ε(data taking) × ε(tracking) × ε(RICH). (5)

Where:

1. ε(data taking) accounts for the beam availability and data taking efficiency. In 2002, we had
ε(data taking) = 0.59.

2. ε(tracking) accounts for detector and trigger efficiencies, track (including beam tracks) reconstruc-
tion efficiencies and data acquisition dead time. Given the preliminary status of data analysis we
obtain ε(tracking) ≈ 0.1 for events having a scattered muon and two hadrons originating from a
D

0. For events having only a scattered muon, ε(tracking) ranges from 0.3 to 0.4.

3. ε(RICH) represents the fraction of kaons, identified as kaons by the RICH. The present number is
≈ 0.30.

Awaiting improved figures, we presently have: εoverall ≈ 0.015. Note that this does not account for
the presence of impurities in the RICH kaon sample which deteriorates the S/B ratio. When measuring
spin asymmetries, data may be rejected because of instabilities which should be accounted for by a still
unknown factor.

Given the present εoverall we obtain TL = 0.85 days@100% for the 2002 longitudinal data taking
which would lead, for ∆g/g, to a result of marginal significance.

To illustrate the importance of εoverall and set the goal for the near future, we assume the following
scenario for 2003 and 2004: The SPS delivers 105 days each year, the preparation of data taking is
restricted to 15 days of SPS beam and we run about 20% of the time with a transversely polarized target.
Making the most pessimistic assumption that εoverall does not change, the effective total running time
for 2002, 2003 and 2004 would be:

T = (57 + 72 + 72) × 0.015 = 3.0 days@100% (6)
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which translates into:
σ(∆g/g) = 0.48 (D

0
&D

?
). (7)

To reach the proposal’s error: σ(∆g/g) = 0.11, εoverall needs to be enlarged by a factor of ' 20 which
would correspond, for example, to having:

ε(data taking) ≈ 0.8, ε(tracking) ≈ 0.7, ε(RICH) ≈ 0.6. (8)

This shows the utmost necessity to reduce the spectrometer setup time, given the already reduced yearly
beam allocation and to improve by all possible means ε(tracking) and ε(RICH).

5.2 ∆g/g from high PT

The analysis of events containing a scattered muon and two hadrons with a high PT is still in a primitive
phase for the 2002 COMPASS data. However, an analysis of similar events obtained in the previous
SMC experiment has almost been completed [5]. From these data, the statistical error on ∆g/g is about
0.5. It allows us, by normalizing to the number of reconstructed events with high PT , to provide an
estimate of the expected statistical error from the COMPASS data. With a cut Q

2
> 1 GeV2

/c
2 applied

to the data, this procedure gives, for the 57 days of longitudinal data taking in 2002:

σ(∆g/g) ≈ 0.4 (high PT hadrons, Q
2

> 1 GeV
2
/c

2
). (9)

Releasing this cut increases the statistics by a factor ≈ 10 which results in:

σ(∆g/g) ≈ 0.13 (high PT hadrons). (10)

5.3 Transversity

COMPASS plans to measure the transverse polarized parton distribution ∆T q(x). This quantity can
be viewed as the counterpart of the longitudinal polarized distribution ∆q(x) for a nucleon polarized
perpendicular to the incoming lepton direction. Unlike ∆q(x), it cannot be accessed by inclusive DIS.
However, semi-inclusive DIS provides the possibility to measure ∆T q(x) via the azimuthal dependence
of the hadron yield with the so-called Collins angle φc. This dependence involves the analysing power ac

which is still unmeasured. The measurement of transversity has been simulated using Lepto 6.5. Since
nothing is known about ∆T q(x), the simulation assumes ∆T q(x) = ∆q(x). For ac, a linear dependence
with the fraction z of the virtual photon energy transferred to the hadron is assumed, ac = 0.75 × z. In
addition, the following kinematical cuts are applied, Q

2
> 1 GeV

2
/c

2, 0.1 ≤ y ≤ 0.95 and z ≥ 0.3.

Figure 2 shows the expected errors on the quantity xh1 = xΣqe
2
q∆T q(x), (the equivalent of

xg1(x) for transversity) for 30 days of data taking, for both proton and deuteron, assuming εoverall =

0.25, i.e. 7.5 days@100%. The simulation was performed for both COMPASS and SMC target magnets.
At high x, hadrons are produced at large angle and the reduced acceptance of the SMC magnet has a
strong effect on the counting rate.

For events with only one hadron, our present estimate is ε(overall) = ε(datataking) × ε(tracking) =

0.59 × 0.14 = 0.08. Given the previous assumptions for both ∆T q and ac and assuming we still use the
SMC magnet, a significant measurement of transversity (i.e. a ' 6σ signal) could be performed if one
spends 20% of the total allotted time with transverse spin.
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Fig. 2: Expected errors on xh1(x) for deuteron (left) and proton (right), for COMPASS (full circle) and SMC (open circle)

polarized target magnets at Eµ = 160 GeV.

6. CONCLUSION

COMPASS started to take data in 2002, using the 160 GeV polarized muon beam at the SPS and a polar-
ized target which provided both longitudinal and transverse nucleon polarizations. The focus is presently
the measurement of ∆g/g, the gluon polarization within longitudinally polarized nucleons. Preliminary
data were also taken with transverse polarization to access the yet unknown transverse polarized parton
distribution ∆T q. The figure of merit of the experiment for the muon programme has been updated to
account for modifications in the apparatus, mainly a reduction in the angular acceptance, and also a re-
duction in the SPS beam allocation compared to that of the proposal. It shows that a significant physics
result on ∆g/g is within reach before the SPS shut down in 2005. However, this requires imperatively to
improve the overall efficiency of our experiment by an order of magnitude if we compare to the present
estimate which follows the 2002 data taking. The recent progress achieved in the data analysis gives an
indication that such a goal is not unrealistic. However, it demands that both on the hardware and on the
software side, all efforts are focused on understanding and improving, possibly to their ultimate limits,
the many critical factors which enter in this figure of merit.
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Abstract
The existence of non-qq̄ hadrons such as glueballs and hybrids is one of the
most important qualitative questions in QCD. The COMPASS experiment of-
fers the possibility to unambiguously identify such states and map out the glue-
ball and hybrid spectrum. In this review I discuss the expected properties of
glueballs and hybrids and how they might be produced and studied by the
COMPASS Collaboration.

1. INTRODUCTION

A fundamental qualitative question in the Standard Model is the understanding of quark and gluon con-
finement in Quantum Chromodynamics. Meson spectroscopy offers the ideal laboratory to understand
this question which is intimately related to the question of “How does glue manifest itself in the soft QCD
regime?” 1 Models of hadron structure predict new forms of hadronic matter with explicit glue degrees
of freedom: Glueballs and Hybrids. The former is a type of hadron with no valence quark content, only
glue, while the latter has quarks and antiquarks with an excited gluonic degree of freedom. In addition,
multiquark states are also expected. With all these ingredients, the physical spectrum is expected to be
very complicated.

Over the last decade there has been considerable theoretical progress in calculating hadron proper-
ties from first principles using Lattice QCD [2,3]. This approach gives a good description of the observed
spectrum of heavy quarkonium and supports the potential model description, at least for the case of heavy
quarkonium.

Lattice QCD now has reasonably robust predictions for glueball masses [2, 4, 5], albeit in the
quenched approximation. Although there is growing evidence for the observation of glueballs it has
required considerable theoretical analysis to argue that there is an extra isoscalar J PC

= 0
++ state

in the meson spectrum. The problem is that a glueball with quantum numbers consistent with those of
conventional qq̄ mesons will mix with the qq̄ states complicating the analysis of their couplings [6]. There
is a strong need to unambiguously observe glueballs and perform detailed analysis of their properties as
a rigorous test of QCD. A deeper reason for these studies is that lattice field theory has become an
important tool for understanding strongly coupled field theories. QCD is the one place where we can test
our calculations against experiment so that agreement with measurements will give us the confidence
that we really can do nonperturbative field theory calculations.

Hybrid mesons pose another important test of our understanding of QCD. It is now clear that lattice
QCD calculations support the flux tube picture of hadron dynamics, at least in the heavy quark limit [7].
Excitations of the flux tube are described by non-trivial representations of the flux tube symmetry [8]. A
good analogy is that of the electron wavefunctions in diatomic molecules. In this picture, conventional
mesons are described by a qq̄ potential given by the lowest adiabatic surface and hybrids are described
by a qq̄ potential given by higher adiabatic surfaces arising from different flux tube symmetries. It is
necessary to map out these higher adiabatic surfaces to test our understanding of ‘soft QCD’. To do so
requires the observation of enough states to map out these excited surfaces.

Although lattice calculations are maturing, giving more reliable results for masses, it will be some
time before they can reliably describe decay and production couplings. We therefore rely on phenomeno-
logical models to describe their properties and build up a physical picture needed to help find these states.

1For a more detailed review on this subject see Ref. [1].
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2. CONVENTIONAL MESONS

To search for glueballs and hybrids it is necessary to have reliable descriptions of conventional mesons
[9–11]. Conventional mesons are composed of a quark–antiquark pair. The various quark flavours are
combined with antiquarks to form the different mesons. The meson quantum numbers are characterized
by a given JPC . In the constituent quark model the quark and antiquark spins are combined to give
a total spin with S =0, 1. S is then combined with the orbital angular momentum L to give total
angular momentum J = L + S. Parity is given by (−1)

L+1 and charge conjugation by C = (−1)
L+S .

This results in allowed quantum numbers, for example, JPC
= 0

−+, 1
−−, 1

+−, 0
++, 2

++
. . . while

J
PC

= 0
−−, 0

+−, 1
−+, 2

+− are forbidden by the quark model and are generally referred to as exotics.

Although the goal is to discover non qq̄ states we can’t ignore conventional mesons. We need
to understand them quite well if we are to disentangle the non-qq̄ states we seek from conventional qq̄
mesons. We can do this because the couplings of states are sensitive to their internal structure. Strong de-
cays are modelled by the 3

P0 model and by the flux-tube breaking model [10,11] while electromagnetic
couplings are quite well understood for heavy quarkonium and qualitatively for light quark mesons. The
electromagnetic couplings can be measured in 2γ couplings and single photon transitions. The latter can
be measured via Primakoff production by COMPASS.

3. GLUEBALLS

The predictions of glueball masses by Lattice QCD are becoming fairly robust [3]. The results of a
Lattice QCD calculation of the glueball spectrum by Morningstar and Peardon [5] are given in Fig. 1.
The lowest mass glueballs have conventional quantum numbers [4]: M0++ ∼ 1.6 GeV,M2++ ∼ 2.3 GeV
M0−+ ∼ 2.5 GeV while the lowest lying glueballs with exotic quantum numbers, J PC

= 0
+−, 2+−, and

1
−+, are much higher in mass. It is therefore difficult to produce glueballs with exotic quantum numbers.

To disentangle glueballs with conventional quantum numbers from a dense background of conventional
states is a painstaking task.
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Fig. 1: The mass of the glueball states. The scale is set by r0 with 1/r0 = 410(20) MeV. From Morningstar and Peardon [5].
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3.1 Glueball decays

We expect glueball decays to have flavour symmetric couplings to final-state hadrons:

Γ(G→ ππ : KK̄ : ηη : ηη
′

: η
′

η
′

)

Phase Space
' 3 : 4 : 1 : 0 : 1. (1)

The situation is complicated by mixing with qq̄ and qq̄qq̄ so the physical states are linear combinations:

|f0〉 = α|nn̄〉 + β|ss̄〉 + γ|G〉 + δ|qq̄qq̄〉. (2)

Mixing will both shift the unquenched glueball masses and distort the naive patterns of couplings given
by Eq. (1) [6, 12].

Meson properties can be used to extract the mixings and understand the underlying dynamics.
For example, central production of the isoscalar scalar mesons has found the ratio of partial widths
Γ(KK̄)/Γ(ππ) to be [13]:

f0(1370) < 1 (0.5 ± 0.2)

f0(1500) � 1 (0.3 ± 0.1) (3)

f0(1710) � 1 (5.5 ± 0.8)

Relating this information to theoretical expectations, Close and Kirk find [12]:

|f0(1370)〉 = −0.79|nn̄〉 − 0.13|ss̄〉 + 0.60|G〉
|f0(1500)〉 = −0.62|nn̄〉 + 0.37|ss̄〉 − 0.69|G〉 (4)

|f0(1710)〉 = +0.14|nn̄〉 + 0.9|ss̄〉 + 0.39|G〉.

A similar analysis was done by Amsler [14]. The point is not the details of a specific mixing calculation
but that mixing is an important consideration that must be taken into account in the phenomenology.

Before proceeding to hadronic production of glueballs we mention that two-photon couplings are
a sensitive probe of qq̄ content [12]. The L3 Collaboration at LEP sees the f0(1380) and f0(1710)

in γγ → KK̄ but not the f0(1500). Because gluons do not carry electric charge, glueball production
should be suppressed in γγ collisions. Quite some time ago Chanowitz [15] quantified this in a parameter
he called ‘stickiness’ given by the ratio of meson production in radiative J/ψ decay to two-photon
couplings:

S =
Γ(J/ψ → γX)

PS(J/ψ → γX)
×
PS(γγ → X)

Γ(γγ → X)
(5)

where PS denotes phase space. A large value of S is supposed to reflect an enhanced glue content.

3.2 Glueball production

There are three processes which are touted as good places to look for glueballs:

1. J/ψ → γX

2. pp̄ annihilation

3. pp→ pf (G)ps central production

It is the latter process that is relevant to COMPASS. Central production is understood to proceed via
gluonic pomeron exchange. It is expected that glueball production has to compete with qq̄ production.
However, a kinematic filter has been proposed which appears to suppress established qq̄ states when in a
P-wave or higher wave [16].

In the central production process:

pp→ pf (G)ps (6)
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ps and pf represent the slowest and fastest outgoing protons. Central production is believed to be dom-
inated by double pomeron exchange. The pomeron is believed to have a large gluonic content. Folklore
assumed that the pomeron has JPC

= 0
++ quantum numbers and therefore gives rise to a flat distri-

bution. But the distribution turns out not to be flat and is well modelled assuming a J = 1 exchange
particle [17]. In other words the pomeron transforms as a non-conserved vector current. Data from
CERN experiment WA102 appears to support this hypothesis.

Close and Kirk [16] have found a kinematic filter that seems to suppress established qq̄ states
when they are in P and higher waves. The pattern of resonances depends on the vector difference of the
transverse momentum recoil of the final-state protons:

dPT = |~kT1
− ~kT2

|. (7)

For dPT large, the well-established qq̄ states are prominent while for dPT small, the established qq̄ states
are suppressed and the f0(1500), f0(1710), and f0(980) survive.

Fig. 2: The φ distributions for (a) f0(1370), (b) f0(1500), (c) f2(1270), (d) f2(1950) for the data (dots) and the Monte Carlo

(histogram). From Close and Schuler [18].

Close, Kirk, and Schuler give a good account of the data by modelling the pomeron as a non-
conserved vector exchange [18]. They find that the φ angular distribution, the angle between the kT

vectors, appears to distinguish between the production of different states [17, 18]. In particular:

0
−+ Parity requires the vector pomeron to be transversely polarized. The distribution peaks at 90

◦.

1
++ One pomeron is transverse and the other longitudinal and the distribution peaks at 180

◦.

2
−+ Similar to the 0

−+ case but peaks at 0
◦. Helicity 2 is suppressed by Bose statistics.

2
++ Established states peak at 180

◦ while the f2(1950) peaks at 0
◦.

0
−+ Some states peak at 0

◦ while others are spread out:

• f0(1500), f0(1710), and f0(980) peak at small φ.

• f0(1370) peaks at large φ.
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The fact that the f0(1370) and f0(1500) have different φ dependence indicates that it is not just a J
dependent phenomena [19, 20].

The 0
++ and 2

++ expect both TT and LL contributions. The differential cross-section is given
by [18, 21]:

dσ

dφ
∼

[
1 +

√
t1t2

µ2

at

aL

cosφ

]2

. (8)

Differential cross-sections for scalar and tensor mesons are shown in Fig. 2 [18, 21]. Good fits to the
distributions are obtained by varying µ2

aL/aT with µ2
aL/aT = −0.5 GeV2 for f0(1370), = +0.7 GeV2

for f0(1500), = −0.4 GeV2 for f2(1270), and = +0.7 GeV2 for f0(1950). Thus, the φ distributions are
fitted with only one parameter.

4. HYBRID MESONS

Hybrid mesons are defined as those in which the gluonic component is non-trivial. There are two types
of hybrids; vibrational hybrids and topological hybrids. The hybrid spectrum is generated by generating
effective potentials from adiabatically varying gluonic flux tubes. A given adiabatic surface corresponds
to some string topology and excitation. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. In the flux-tube model the lowest
excited adiabatic surface corresponds to transverse excitations of the flux tube.

Fig. 3: A set of hybrid adiabatic surfaces for static central potentials. Λ = Σ, Π, ∆, . . . corresponds to the magnitude of

Jglue = 0, 1, 2, . . . projected onto the molecular axis. The superscript = ± corresponds to the even or oddness under

reflections in a plane containing the molecular axis and the subscript u/g corresponds to odd/even charge conjugation plus

spatial inversion about the midpoint. The familiar qq̄ potential is labelled as Σ+

g and the first-excited potential is the Πu so the

lowest lying hybrid mesons should be based on this potential. The double lines on the excited surfaces indicate the calculational

uncertainty in determining the potential. From Juge, Kuti and Morningstar [22].
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While this picture is appropriate for heavy quarkonium it is not at all clear that it can be applied to
light quark hybrids. Nevertheless, given that the constituent quark model works so well for light quarks,
it is not unreasonable to also extend the flux tube description to light quarks. In the flux tube model the
lowest mass hybrid mesons with light quark content have masses ∼ 1.9 GeV [23–25]. There is a double
degeneracy with JPC

= 0
+−, 0−+, 1+−, 1−+, 2+−, 2−+, 1++, 1−− corresponding to the two transverse

polarizations of the flux tube. The degeneracies are expected to be broken by the different excitation
energies of the flux tube modes, spin dependent effects, and mixings with conventional qq̄ states (and
possibly qq̄qq̄). Lattice results are generally consistent with these predictions with M(1

−+
) ∼ 1.9 GeV,

M(0
+−

) ∼ 2.1 GeV, and M(2
+−

) ∼ 2.1 GeV [26, 27].

4.1 Hybrid meson decays

Decay properties are a crucial tool in both directing exotic hybrid meson searches and distinguishing
hybrids with conventional quantum numbers from conventional qq̄ states. A general selection rule for
hybrid decays, which appears to be universal to all models, is that to preserve the symmetries of quark
and colour fields about the quarks, the Πu hybrid must decay to a P-wave meson [28, 29]. In other
words it cannot transfer angular momentum to relative angular momentum between final-state mesons
but rather, to internal angular momentum of one of the final-state mesons. For the case of the 1

−+ exotic
the ρ̂→ b1π, f1π modes are expected to dominate.

To calculate hybrid properties we need to rely on models. We will use the results of the flux tube
model [24, 30] which is based on strong coupling Hamiltonian lattice QCD. The degrees of freedom are
quarks and flux-tubes. This model provides a unified framework for conventional hadrons, multiquark
states, hybrids, and glueballs.

The flux-tube model predictions of Close and Page for the dominant decay widths of exotic hybrid
mesons are given in Table 1 [30]. One can see that the â0 and f̂

′

0 are too broad to be observed as
resonances. The ω̂1 decays to a1π and K1K as does the φ̂1. These final states are notoriously difficult to
reconstruct. Thus the best bets for finding exotic hybrids are the decays ρ̂1 → [b1π]S , [f1π]S with Γ '
170 MeV. This is why the ρ̂ is the focus of so much attention in hybrid searches. The narrow f1(1285)

provides a particularly useful tag in ρ̂→ πf1. Although there is a general consensus among models with
respect to the qualitative properties given here one should be aware that there is some disagreement in
predictions. See, for example, the predictions of Page, Swanson and Szczepaniak [31, 32]. In particular,
Page et al. [32] predict the â2 width to be very narrow so that it would be useful to search for a2π and
h1π final states. If nothing else this would be a good test of the models.

Although hybrid mesons with exotic quantum numbers give a distinctive signature, hybrids with
conventional quantum numbers are also expected in the meson spectrum. The situation is more compli-
cated than simply looking for additional states because we expect strong mixing between non-spin exotic
hybrids and conventional mesons with the same quantum numbers. Thus, to distinguish non-exotic hy-
brids from conventional states requires detailed predictions of properties [10, 30, 33, 34].

A first example is whether the π(1800) is a conventional 3S isovector pseudoscalar meson (the
2nd radial excitation of the π) or a hybrid meson. Predictions for the partial width of a π3S and πH are
given in Table 2. The flux tube model predicts that the π3S decays to ωπ but the πH does not. Likewise,
the πH has a large partial width to f0(1300)π while for the π3S this partial width is quite small. Therefore
the ρω and f0(1300)π modes can be used as discriminators between the two possibilities. The π3S has
been observed in πf0(1300) lending support to its identification as a hybrid.

Another example is that of the ρ′ and ω′ mesons. One expects the physical vector mesons to be a
linear combination

|V 〉 =
∑

n

αn|n3
S1〉 +

∑

m

βm|m3
D1〉 + γ|VH〉. (9)

To disentangle the various components of the physical mesons we need to perform a detailed comparison
between the observed states and the predictions for the unmixed qq̄ and Vh states, much as was done
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Table 1: Dominant decay widths of exotic hybrid mesons. From Close and Page [30].

Initial state Final state L Γ

ρ̂(1
−+

) b1(1235)π S 100
D 30

f1(1285)π S 30
D 20

ω̂(1
−+

) a1(1260)π S 100
D 70

K1(1400)K S 100
φ̂(1

−+
) K1(1270)K D 80

K1(1400)K S 250
â2(2

+−

) a2(1320)π P 450
a1(1260)π P 100
h1(1170)π P 150

f̂2(2
+−

) b1(1235)π P 500
f̂
′

2(2
+−

) K
∗

2 (1430)K P 250
K1(1400)K P 200

â0(0
+−

) a1(1260)π P 800
h1(1170)π P 100

f̂0(0
+−

) b1(1235)π P 250
f̂
′

0(0
+−

) K1(1270)K P 800
K1(1400)K P 50

Table 2: Partial decay widths for the π(3S) and πH . From Barnes et al. [10].

State Partial widths to final states Total
πρ ωρ ρ(1465)π f0(1300)π f2π K

∗

K

π3S(1800) 30 74 56 6 29 36 231
πH(1800) 30 – 30 170 6 5 ∼ 240

for the scalar iso-scalar mesons. Partial width predictions are shown in Table 3 for the ρ2S(1465),
ρ1D(1700), and ρH(1500) states. For this example the πh1 and πa1 decay modes can discriminate
between the ρ2S , ρ1D and ρH to disentangle the mixings.

A similar exercise can be applied to the isoscalar sector with the relevant partial widths given in
Table 4. The decays ω(1420) → πb1 and ω(1600) → πb1 are both observed to be small so neither is
likely to be a pure 1

3
D1 state. This implies that one is the 2

3
S1 and indicates that the other has significant

ωH content. It is clearly important to find the 3rd state in this set and determine some of the other
branching ratios. The essential point is that although the two states may have the same J PC quantum
numbers they have different internal structure which will manifest itself in their decays. Unfortunately,
nothing is simple and we once again point out that strong mixing is expected between hybrids with
conventional quantum numbers and qq̄ states with the same J PC so that the decay patterns of physical
states may not closely resemble those of either pure hybrids or pure qq̄ states. With enough information
one could perform an analysis similar to the one performed on the scalar meson sector by Close and
Kirk [12].
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Table 3: Partial decay widths for the ρ2S , ρ1D and ρH . From Barnes et al. [10].

State Partial widths to final states Total
ππ ωπ ρη ρρ KK K

∗

K h1π a1π

ρ2S(1465) 74 122 25 – 35 19 1 3 279
ρ1D(1700) 48 35 16 14 36 26 124 134 435
ρH(1500) 0 5 1 0 0 0 0 140 ∼ 150

Table 4: Partial decay widths for the ω2S , ω1D and ωH . From Barnes et al. [10].

State Partial widths to final states Total
ρπ ωη KK K

∗

K b1π

ω2S(1419) 328 12 31 5 1 378
ω1D(1649) 101 13 35 21 371 542
ωH(1500) 20 1 0 0 0 ∼ 20

4.2 Production of hybrid mesons

Hybrid mesons can be produced in a number of processes:

1. J/ψ → γX

2. p̄p annihilation

3. peripheral production

4. photoproduction

It is the latter two processes which are relevant to the COMPASS Collaboration. Peripheral production is
discussed in more detail by Dorofeev [35] and photoproduction by Moinester [36] in these proceedings.

4.2.1 Hadronic peripheral production

In peripheral production the beam particle is excited and exchanges momentum and quantum numbers
with the target nucleus via an exchange particle. The excited meson continues to move forward, subse-
quently decaying into the decay products which are detected by the experiment. This is shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 4. Examples of experiments which studied peripheral production are LASS at SLAC, E852
at Brookhaven, BENKEI at KEK, VES at IHEP/Serpukhov and GAMS at CERN.

Target nucleon

Meson state XBeam particle

Exchange "particle"

Products
Decay

Recoil nucleon

Fig. 4: Peripheral production of mesons.

Evidence for hybrid mesons has been seen by the VES collaboration [37] in ρ0
π
−, πη, and πb1

final states in the reaction

π
−

N → (ηπ
+
π
−

)π
−

N with a 37 GeV/c π beam (10)
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Fig. 5: Invariant mass distribution of π+π−π−. The figure on the left shows the raw data and the figure on the right shows the

results of a PWA. From Ref. [38].

and by BNL E852 [38] in the final state πf1(1285) in the reaction

π
−

p→ (π
−

π
+
π
−

)p with a 18 GeV/c π beam. (11)

There is no reason a priori to expect that any type of hadron is preferred over any other in this
mechanism. The π exchange mechanism only provides access to natural parity states. But the advantage
of very high statistics is that with enough statistics one could use t-distributions to distinguish between
different exchange particles which would allow one to study states other than the natural parity states.

Experiment E852 at Brookhaven provides a nice lesson in the advantages of high statistics [38].
In Fig. 5 the event rates for π−

p→ π
+
π
−

π
−

p at 18 GeV/c is shown as a function of π+
π
−

π
− invariant

mass. Structure is seen corresponding to the a1, a2, and π2 mesons although it would be difficult to draw
conclusions from this figure alone. However, with the large data sample a partial wave analysis can be
performed. The results are also shown in Fig. 5. One now sees clear resonances corresponding to the
a1, π2 and a2. These reference waves can be used to measure the phase shift of the exotic waves that
are being looked for. This is shown in Fig. 6 where intensity and phase of the 1

−+ exotic signal clearly
stands out.

The lesson is that a PWA is a necessary component of any study of meson physics and that high
statistics offer the opportunity to perform the necessary studies.

4.2.2 Photoproduction

COMPASS offers a unique opportunity in that it can also study hybrid meson production via photopro-
duction by way of initial muon beams. Photoproduction is qualitatively different from hadronic periph-
eral production so that the series of preferred excitations is likely to be different. Additionally, it is a
strong source of ss̄ states. Via vector meson dominance one can view the photon as a linear combination
of the ρ, ω, φ and other vector mesons. In vector mesons the quark spins are aligned in a S = 1 triplet
state. As hybrid mesons with exotic quantum numbers are also in a spin triplet state it is believed that
exotic hybrid mesons are favoured by this process. At the present time there is virtually no photoproduc-
tion data available. Some time ago the OMEGA Photon Collaboration studied the process γp→ (b1π)p

at 25–50 GeV incident energy with the specific intention of seeking hybrids [39]. The most recent pho-
toproduction experiment was done at SLAC studying γp→ π

+
π

+
π
−

n at 19 GeV [40]. It showed hints
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the right shows the phase difference between the 1−+ and 2−+ waves from a coupled mass-dependent Breit–Wigner fit. From

Ref. [38].

of exotics but, unfortunately, the statistics were rather low. A dedicated high-statistics experiment with
the power of modern detection and analysis should re-examine this process [41]. This is almost virgin
territory and an area to which the COMPASS Collaboration could make important contributions.

5. MULTIQUARK MESONS

In addition to conventional qq̄ mesons, hybrids and glueballs, multiquark mesons are also expected to
exist. It was noted in the discussions of glueballs and hybrids that they contribute to the physical spec-
trum.

While there is no room to discuss this topic in any detail I mention it as an additional ingredient
that one should be aware of when studying meson spectroscopy. Several examples exist of multiquark
candidates. It has long been believed that the f0(980) and a0(980) are multiquark states although their
exact nature, a compact qq̄qq̄ object or an extended KK̄ molecule, is the focus of vigorous debate. The
nature of the f1(1430) is a longstanding puzzle and is part of our lack of understanding of what is known
as the E/ι puzzle. There is speculation that it is a K ∗

K bound state.

Multiquark states can also have exotic quantum numbers. The best bets along this line of study
would be fractional or doubly charged mesons although it has been speculated that at least one of the
J

PC
= 1

−+ exotic candidates is a q̄qq̄q object.

6. SUMMARY

The existence of non-qq̄ mesons is the most important qualitative open question in QCD. The discov-
ery and mapping out of the glueball and hybrid meson spectrum is a crucial test of QCD. It will help
validate lattice QCD as an important computational tool for non-perturbative field theory. It will take de-
tailed studies to distinguish glueball and hybrid candidates from conventional qq̄ states. This will require
extremely high statistics experiments to measure meson properties such as partial widths and produc-
tion mechanisms. COMPASS is unique. It has numerous tools to do this via π, K , p, and µ beams.
COMPASS can make important advances in this field. I strongly encourage you to do so.
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EXOTICS AND GLUEBALLS ON THE LATTICE

C. McNeile
Dept. of Math Sci., University of Liverpool, L69 3BX, UK

Abstract
I review the results from lattice gauge theory for the properties of the light 1

−+

exotic state and 0
++ glueball.

1. INTRODUCTION

High-energy experiments have confirmed that QCD is a simple elegant theory that contains quarks and
gluons. At low energy the states observed in experiments are messy hadrons. It is hard to relate the world
of quarks and gluons to the ‘real-world’ practicalities of hadrons, because QCD is such a hard theory to
solve. A particularly good test of our understanding of the non-perturbative aspects of QCD is to study
particles where the gauge field is excited somehow, and hence playing a more important dynamic role
than in ‘standard’ hadrons. Examples of such particles are glueballs (particles made out of the gauge
fields) and hybrid mesons (qq and excited glue).

Quantities, such as masses, depend on the coupling (g) like M ∼ e
−1/g2

[1], hence perturbation
theory can’t be used to compute the masses of hadrons such as the proton. The only technique that offers
any prospect of computing masses and matrix elements non-perturbatively, from first principles, is lattice
QCD. I review the results from the lattice for the glueballs and mesons with exotic quantum numbers,
Other recent reviews [2–4] of lattice results for hybrids and glueballs focus on different aspects of the
subject.

2. LATTICE QCD CALCULATIONS

In this section, I briefly describe the formalism for lattice QCD calculations. The lecture notes by
Gupta [5] provide specific details about lattice QCD calculations.

Many bound state properties of QCD can be determined from the path integral

c(t) ∼
∫
dU

∫
dψ

∫
dψ

∑

x

O(0, 0)O(x, t)
†

e
−SF−SG (1)

where SF is the fermion action (some lattice version of the continuum Dirac action) and SG is the
pure gauge action. The path integral in Eq. (1) is put on the computer using a clever finite difference
formalism [1], due to Wilson, that maintains gauge invariance. The path integral in Eq. (1) is evaluated
using algorithms that are generalizations of the Monte Carlo methods used to compute low-dimensional
integrals. The algorithms produce samples of gauge fields, that are essentially snapshots of the vacuum.
The physical picture for Eq. (1) is that a hadron is created at time 0 using an interpolating operator. The
quarks then propagate to time t in the background of the gauge fields, where the hadron is destroyed.
The physics from the calculation is extracted using a fit model [1]:

c(t) = a0e
−m0t

+ a1e
−m1t

+ · · · (2)

wherem0 (m1) is the ground (first excited) state mass and the dots represent higher excitations. Although
in principle excited state masses can be extracted from a multiple exponential fit, in practise this is a
numerically non-trivial task, because of the noise in the data from the Monte Carlo calculation. More
sophisticated fitting techniques are starting to be used to extract masses from the data. For example the
CP-PACS Collaboration have used maximum entropy fitting techniques [6] to look at excited states of
the rho and pion in quenched QCD. CP-PACS obtained the masses of the first excited rho and pion to be
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1540 (570) MeV and 660 (590) MeV respectively [6]. More experience is needed with these ‘advanced
fitting’ methods before they can be used to make physical predictions.

Any gauge invariant combination of quark fields and gauge links can be used as interpolating
operators (O(x, t)) in Eq. (1). Interpolating operators that are similar to the state will couple strongly
to the state. For example, a qqqq state may not couple strongly to an interpolating operator with only a
valence content of qq.

The fermion integration can be done exactly in Eq. (1) to produce the quark determinant. The
determinant describes the dynamics of the sea quarks. In quenched QCD calculations, the quark deter-
minant is set to a constant. Quenched calculations are roughly 1000 times computationally cheaper than
the calculations that include the dynamics of the sea quarks.

There are a variety of heuristic ways of understanding quenched QCD. One way is to view
quenched QCD as QCD with infinitely heavy sea quarks. The connection between quenched QCD
and the large Nc (number of colours) limit of QCD has recently been discussed by Chen [7]. Perhaps,
surprisingly quenched QCD gives quite a reasonable description of experiment. For example, the most
accurate quenched calculation of the hadron spectrum, to date, has been completed by the CP-PACS
Collaboration [8]. CP-PACS [8] found that the masses of 11 light hadrons disagree with experiment by
at most 11%. Quenched QCD is not a consistent theory and problems with the formalism have been
found in calculations [9].

In an individual lattice calculation there are errors from the finite size of the lattice spacing and the
finite lattice volume. State-of-the-art lattice calculations in quenched QCD run at a number of different
lattice spacings and physical volumes and extrapolate the results to the continuum and infinite volume [8]
limit. The increased computational costs of unquenched calculations means that most calculations are
currently done at fixed lattice spacings [10] or an extrapolation to the continuum limit is attempted from
coarse lattice spacings [11]. One of the most interesting unquenched calculations is being performed
by the MILC Collaboration [12]. MILC’s calculations include 2+1 flavours of sea quarks with a lattice
spacing of 0.09 fm, box size of 2.6 fm, and the lightest ratio of the pseudo-scalar to vector mass is 0.4.

3. RESULTS FOR GLUEBALLS IN QUENCHED QCD

Interpolating operators for glueballs are constructed for Eq. (1) from closed loops of gauge links with
specific JPC quantum numbers. Some highlights of the results are that the lightest glueball is the 0

++

state with a mass of 1.611(30)(160) GeV [2,13] (where the second error is systematic). The next lightest
glueball is 2

++. The ratio of the tensor to scalar glueball mass is M2++/M0++ = 1.42(6) [13]. The
spectrum of glueball states for other JPC quantum numbers with masses under 4 GeV has been compre-
hensively mapped out by Morningstar and Peardon [14].

In the real world glueballs will decay to two mesons, hence they will have a decay width. Lattice
QCD calculations are performed in Euclidean space, for convergence of the path integral in Eq. (1). The
Euclidean nature of lattice calculations makes the computation of inherently complex quantities such as
decay widths more involved [15].

The GF11 lattice group computed the decay widths for the decay of the 0
++ glueball to two pseu-

doscalars [16] to be 108(28) MeV. Although the error is only statistical, it is encouraging that the width
was small relative to the mass, so the 0

++ glueball may exist as a well-defined state. The calculation was
done at a coarse lattice spacing. The decay widths for individual meson pairs [17] did not agree with the
predictions from the ‘flavour democratic’ assumption.

The experimental situation [18] for light 0
++ scalars is very interesting, because there are too

many states to put into SU(3) nonets, as other particles with different J PC quantum numbers, such as
the pseudoscalars, can be. The f0(1370), f0(1500), and f0(1710) hadrons have masses close to the
mass of the 0

++ glueball from quenched QCD. Potentially one way of identifying one of the f0’s with
a quenched glueball would be to reduce the errors on the value of the mass of the 0

++ glueball until
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the value agrees with one of the experimental masses and the error is at least 3σ away from the other
masses. This requires the error on the 0

++ glueball mass to be below 50 MeV. The detailed error for
the mass of the 0

++ mass from Morningstar and Peardon [14] is 1730(50)(80) MeV. The second error
is from the different ways of choosing the lattice spacing in quenched QCD calculations and reflects the
fact the quenched QCD is not the real world. As the 80 MeV systematic error can not be reduced in
quenched QCD, the quenched glueball spectrum is known as accurately as it will ever be. There are
some preliminary indications that this ambiguity in the choice of lattice spacing has been reduced in the
unquenched calculations from the MILC Collaboration [12, 19].

In unquenched QCD interpolating operators with 0
++ can be constructed from quarks and anti-

quarks, such as qq. In full QCD, the pure glue 0
++ operators will mix with the fermionic 0

++ operators.
If the mixing is very strong, then the final 0

++ masses will have little to do with the glueball masses
from quenched QCD.

Weingarten and Lee [20] studied the effect of mixing between the glueball and qq states in
quenched QCD. They measured the correlation between the 0

++ glueball states and qq states in Eq. (1).
The results were expressed as a mixing matrix

(
mg E(s)

E(s) mσ(s)

)
(3)

where mg is the glueball mass, mσ(s) is the mass of the non-singlet 0
++ state at the strange quark

mass, and E(s) is the mixing energy. Weingarten and Lee measured: mg = 1648(58) MeV, mσ(s) =
1322(42) MeV, and E(s) = 61(58) MeV in the continuum limit. The qualitative picture that emerges
is that the f0(1710) is ‘mostly’ 0

++ glueball, and the f0(1500) is ‘mostly’ ss. It is not clear whether
f0(1500) being ss is consistent with its decay width [21]. The mixing energy E(s) has large lattice
spacing errors. For example at a lattice spacing of a−1 ∼ 1.2 GeV, the Weingarten and Lee [20] result is
E(s) ∼ 0.36 GeV. This has been checked by another group’s result [22] of E(s) ∼ 0.44 GeV.

The analysis of Weingarten and Lee [20] depends on the 0
++ states being well defined in quenched

QCD. Bardeen [9] et al. have shown that there is a problem with the non-singlet 0
++ correlator in

quenched QCD. The problem can be understood using quenched chiral perturbation theory. The non-
singlet 0

++ propagator contains an intermediate state of η ′ − π. The removal of fermion loops in
quenched QCD has a big effect on the η ′ propagator. The result is that a ghost state contributes to
the scalar correlator, that makes the expression in Eq. (2) inappropriate to extract masses from the calcu-
lation. Eichten et al. [9] predict that the ghost state will make the a0 mass increase as the quark mass is
reduced below a certain point. This behaviour was observed by Weingarten and Lee [20] for small box
sizes (L ≤ 1.6 fm) for quark masses below strange. It is not clear how the problem with the non-singlet
0
++ correlator in the quenched approximation affects the results of Weingarten and Lee [20], however,

their most important results come from masses above the strange quark mass where the ghost diagram
will make a smaller contribution that may be negligible.

Lattice QCD calculations are sometimes criticized for just producing numbers, but no insight.
Increasingly, lattice QCD methods are used to provide intuition about hadronic physics. For example
the large Nc limit of QCD has been a place where analytical calculations are possible, however, the
calculation of the 1/Nc corrections has turned out to be hard.

Teper and Lucini [23] have systematically studied the glueball spectrum forNc = 2,3,4 and 5. They
found that the dependence of the glueball spectrum on Nc is weak. To determine the Nc dependence
of the glueball masses, the systematic errors, such as lattice spacing errors, had to be quantified and
controlled. This type of lattice study is very useful to the attempts to compute the glueball spectrum
using the ADS super-gravity duality (for example see Brower et al. [24] and the references within), as
the glueball spectrum is obtained in the large Nc limit.

The light scalar mesons seem to be full of surprises. There are lighter 0
++ states, such as the

f0(980) and the a0(980), and the enigmatic f0(400−1200). The f0(980) and a0(980) states are consid-
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ered by some people to be kaon molecules or qqqq states, although there are dissenting opinions. There
has been some recent work by Alford and Jaffe [25] on qqqq quark states.

4. RESULTS FOR GLUEBALL MASSES IN TWO-FLAVOUR QCD

The Weingarten and Lee [20] analysis predicted that the mixing of the 0
++ glueball and qq states is

small. Parts of their calculation have been criticized in Ref. [22], however, the problems with the non-
singlet 0

++ correlator [9] in the quenched QCD will make further progress in mixing in the quenched
QCD difficult. There are attempts to take into account the quenched artifact in the a0 correlator [26].

A lattice QCD calculation that included the dynamics of the sea quarks should just reproduce the
physical spectrum of 0

++ states. Some insight into the composition of individual 0
++ states, such as

whether a physical particle couples to qq or pure glue operators, could be studied by looking at the effect
of decreasing the sea quark mass. For very heavy sea quark masses the theory is more like quenched
QCD, where glueballs are distinct from qq operators.

Figure 1 shows a compendium of recent results for the mass of singlet 0
++ states from two-flavour

unquenched QCD versus the square of the lattice spacing.

Fig. 1: Singlet 0++ mass in units of r0 as a function of lattice spacing. The crosses are from SESAM [27]. The octagons

are from UKQCD’s [22] first nf = 2 data set. The diamonds are the results from Hart and Teper [28]. The bursts are from

a combined analysis of glueball and qq interpolating operators. The squares are the results from quenched calculations (see

Ref. [22] for references).

Hart and Teper [28] found that the ratio of the 0
++ glueball mass in nf = 2 QCD to the quenched

QCD result was: M 0++

nf=2/M
0++

quenched = 0.84 ± 0.03 at a fixed lattice spacing of 0.1 fm. The nf = 2
results [28] for the mass of the 2

++ were consistent with the quenched value. As the lattice spacing
dependence of the mass of the singlet 0

++ state in two-flavour QCD and quenched QCD could be dif-
ferent, a definitive result will only come after a continuum extrapolation of the unquenched masses. In
quenched QCD [13], the difference between the continuum extrapolated mass of the 0

++ glueball and
the mass at 0.1 fm is of the order of 200 MeV. This is the same magnitude of the mass splittings between
the masses of the experimentally observed particles f0(1500) and f0(1710). Although the current results
for singlet 0

++ states are starting to be interesting, the lattice spacing used in unquenched calculations
must be reduced before direct contact can be made to phenomenology.
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Traditionally, glueball calculations have been done with Wilson loop type operators. However,
singlet quark operators of the form qq also have the quantum numbers of 0

++. The UKQCD Collabora-
tion were the first to attempt a joint analysis of 0

++ states that included glueball and qq operators [22].
Preliminary results are now available for a finer lattice spacing [29]. In Fig. 1 we plot the masses from the
calculation by Hart and Teper (diamonds) with the masses obtained in this analysis (bursts). The value
of 1/r0 is ∼ 373 MeV from the string tension [2]. The inclusion of the qq operators with the Wilson loop
operators has produced a further suppression of the mass of the singlet 0

++ state at the lattice spacing
used.

The mass of the 0
++ singlet meson on the lightest UKQCD data set are degenerate with the mass

of two pions [28]. As the mass of the sea quarks is reduced, two-pion states may affect the physics
of singlet 0

++ states. Two-pion interpolating operators may also need to be included in the basis of
interpolating operators.

5. RESULTS FOR LIGHT 1
−+ EXOTIC MESONS

The quark model predicts the charge conjugation (C = (−1)
L+S ) and parity (P= (−1)

L+1 ) of a meson
with spin S and orbital angular momentum L. States with quantum numbers not predicted by the quark
model, such as JPC

exotic = 1
−+, 0

+−, 2
+−, 0

−− are known as exotics [30]. Exotic states are allowed by
QCD. Morningstar and Peardon [14] claim that there are no glueballs with exotic quantum numbers with
masses less than 4 GeV in quenched lattice QCD.

There are a number of different possibilities for the structure of an exotic state. An exotic state
could be a hybrid meson, that is a quark and anti-quark with excited glue, or bound state of two quarks
and two anti-quarks (qqqq).

One possible interpolating operator [31], that can be used in Eq. (1), for a hybrid 1
−+ particle is

O1−+(x, t) = q(x, t)γjFij(x, t)q(x, t) (4)

where F is the QCD field strength tensor. If F is removed from Eq. (4), the operator creates the ρ particle.
In this formalism a gauge invariant interpolating operator, for any possible exotic hybrid particle or four-
particle state can be constructed. The dynamics then determines whether the resulting state has a narrow
decay width, hence it can be detected experimentally. In the large Nc (number of colours) limit [30, 32]
both exotic hybrid mesons and non-exotic mesons have widths that are small compared to their masses.

There have not been many new calculations of the mass of the light 1
−+ hybrid recently. All the

results from the various lattice QCD calculations, by UKQCD [33,34], MILC [31,35] and SESAM [36]
are essentially consistent with the mass of the 1

−+ state around 1.9(2) GeV [2]. The interpolating
operators used to create the exotic meson states in the MILC calculations [31] are different from those
used in the UKQCD [33] and SESAM simulations [36], hence giving confidence that the systematic
errors are under control. The results for the hybrid masses reported by Lacock and Schilling [36], include
some effects from dynamical sea quarks. The recent results for the 1

−+ mass from calculations that used
an asymmetric [37] lattice in time (for a better signal to noise ratio) are consistent with the older results.

The MILC Collaboration have started the first serious study of the exotic meson spectrum in
unquenched QCD [38]. The MILC Collaboration use a formalism called improved staggered fermions
for the quarks. This formulation can study much lighter quarks than competitive fermion actions. The
main disadvantage of this formalism is that flavour symmetry is broken. The preliminary result from
MILC for the mass of the lightest 1

−+ state is consistent with (or perhaps slightly lower than) earlier
estimates from MILC and UKQCD. MILC found problems extracting the 1

−+ state from the lightest
unquenched calculations [38]. Their preliminary speculation is that this is due to mixing with qqqq

states. Further work is required to test this.
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There are a number of experimental candidates for light 1
−+ states [18]. The E852 Collaboration

have reported [39] a signal for 1
−+ state around 1.6 GeV. There is also an experimental signal for a 1

−+

state at 1.4 GeV [18].

There has been some recent work [40] on the quark mass dependence of the 1
−+ states. The

lattice calculations are usually done at large quark masses and the results extrapolated to the physical
quark masses. The conclusion of Ref. [40] was that the inclusion of the decay of the hybrid in the
quark mass dependence of the exotic mass could reduce the final answer by 100 MeV. The predictions
in Ref. [40] will be tested as the quark masses used in lattice calculations are reduced. The 1

−+ state at
1.4 GeV seems low relative to the lattice results.

It is possible that the states seen experimentally are really qqqq states, in which case the operators
used in the lattice simulations [Eq. (4)] might not couple strongly to them. Alford and Jaffe [25] studied
qqqq operators with JPC = 0

++ in a recent lattice calculation. The motivation was to gain insight into
states such as the f0(980) that some people believe is not a qq meson, but a qqqq state. A similar lattice
calculation could in principle be done for the JPC = 1

−+ exotic.

To definitely identify a particle requires both the calculation of the mass as well as the decay
widths. There has been very little work on strong decays on the lattice. The most obvious hadronic
process to study using lattice gauge theory is the ρ → ππ decay, however, there have only been a few
attempts to calculate the gρππ coupling [41, 42]. Michael discusses the problems with the formalism for
hadronic decays on the lattice [15].

In the static quark limit the exotic states on the lattice are described by adiabatic potentials. The
ground state of the static potential (A1g) is the familiar Coulomb plus linear potential. The excited
potential (Eu) is a very flat potential, that can be used with Schrödinger’s equation to predict the spectrum
of heavy-heavy hybrids [2]. UKQCD [43] have investigated the de-excitation of the Eu potential to the
A1g potential by the emission of a light quark loop. In the real world, the decays would correspond
to 1

−+ → χbη and 1
−+ → χbS with S a scalar and η a pseudo-scalar. The decay width of 1

−+ →
χbη and 1

−+ → χbS transitions were less than 1 MeV and around 80 MeV respectively. The various
approximations in the static limit mean that these widths have no direct relevance to experiment.

The MILC Collaboration [31] have investigated the mixing between the operator in Eq. (4) and
the operator (π ⊗ a1) Eq. (5).

q
a
γ5q

a
q
b
γ5γiq

b (5)

that has the quantum numbers 1
−+. This type of correlator is part of the calculation required to compute

the decay width of the 1
−+ state to ρ, and a1. The more complicated part is to use Eq. (5) in Eq. (1)

which requires some clever numerical work.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The glueball spectrum from quenched QCD has been stable for a number of years and has provided useful
hints to experiments that are trying to find experimental evidence for glueballs. The mixing between
glueball and qq states has been studied by Lee and Weingarten [20] and the UKQCD Collaboration [22].
Further checks on the seminal calculations of Lee and Weingarten [20] will be hampered by formalism
problems in quenched QCD [9]. It is better to study the mixing using unquenched QCD calculations [22].

Progress in glueball and hybrid meson spectroscopy will be dependent on how close the masses
of the sea quarks are to their physical values. The physical mass of the singlet 0

++ in unquenched QCD
is obscured by lattice artefacts. To reduce the systematic errors on the mass of the singlet 0

++ requires
lattice calculations at finer lattice spacings. This is computationally expensive, but possible.

The computation of decay widths from a Euclidean lattice calculation is a tough problem. The
UKQCD Collaboration have recently computed the coupling for the rho to decay to two pions [44]. This
formalism may be able to compute couplings for decays relevant to scalar and exotic meson decays.
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There is a sizeable community of lattice people in the UKQCD Collaboration who are interested
in glueball and exotic meson physics. At the end of 2003 the UKQCD Collaboration will get a QC-
DOC [45] (QCD On a Chip) computer that has essentially the computational power of 10 000 PCs. So
the COMPASS Collaboration may expect improved lattice calculations of pertinent hadronic masses
from the UKQCD Collaboration in the next few years.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATUS OF EXOTICS

W. Dünnweber
Sektion Physik, Universität München

Abstract
A short introduction to exotic mesons is given and the experimental evidence
for mesons with the non-qq̄ quantum number combination J

PC
= 1

−+ is scru-
tinized. From studies of annihilation reactions and of peripheral production,
evidence for at least two 1

−+ resonances is accumulating.

1. INTRODUCTION

CERN has a great tradition in meson spectroscopy. Much of today’s knowledge is descended from the
bubble chamber and LEAR eras. The constituent quark model is a very useful tool to systemize the
experimental data. As a result, the qq̄ nonets for q = u,d,s with given J

PC
(C = (−1)

L+S
) are mostly

established up to L = 3 and many radial excitations are identified as well. As an example, Fig. 1 shows
the J

PC
= 2

++ nonet.
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Fig. 1: The JPC = 2++ nonet.

Exotics can be grouped into a) qgq̄, b) gg(g) and c) qq̄qq̄:

a) hybrids
The excitation of the gluonic string that binds quark and antiquark in an ordinary meson is a
natural degree of freedom. Our understanding of QCD and of confinement demands the existence
of states formed by coupling string excitations to qq̄. These may have non-qq̄ quantum numbers,
i.e. quantum numbers forbidden for qq̄ by the generalized Pauli principle1 . The lowest hybrid
states expected by flux tube or lattice calculations [1] have J

PC
= 1

−+
, 0

−+, and 1
−−, the first of

which is a non-qq̄ quantum number combination. For charged mesons C-parity must be replaced
by G-parity and the non-qq̄ combination is J

PG
= 1

−− for isospin I = 1.

1Allowed quantum number combinations of the qq̄ system are P = (−1)L+1, C = (−1)L+S , with ~L and ~S coupling to
the total spin ~J of the meson.
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b) glueballs
Gluon self-interaction is inherent to QCD. Building states from constituent gluons has been part
of the QCD game since its introduction [2]. Although non-qq̄ quantum numbers, e.g. 0

−−, are to
be expected in the glueball spectrum, the lowest lying states come in the order 0

++, 2
++

, 0
−+ in

lattice and other calculations [1]. Thus supernumerary states intrude into the qq̄ scheme. Indeed,
some qq̄ nonets appear to be overpopulated [3]. Configuration mixing will take place and this sets
the difficult task to decifer the gluonic nonet from characteristic decay branchings or production
strengths [4].

c) quartets and molecules
By flavour coupling a large number of qq̄qq̄ multiplets can be created, but it is expected [5, 6] that
these are not bound except for the (qq̄)x(qq̄) S-wave. It is tempting to identify the narrow f0 and
a0 states near the KK̄ threshold, close to 1 GeV, with such configurations. A unique signature
of quartet states would be flavour exotics. The only recent claim is an isospin 2 resonance in the
π

+
π

+ and ρ
0
ρ
0 S-waves produced in the annihilation process n̄p → π

+
π

+
π
− and ρ

0
ρ
0
π

+ [7].

The present text provides a review of the recent experimental results on resonances with the exotic quan-
tum numbers J

PC
= 1

−+ which are of prime importance for the initial stage of the COMPASS hadron
program. For a more extensive review on ordinary and exotic mesons, and on glueballs in particular,
excellent recent articles [4, 6, 8] are recommended.

2. ANNIHILATION AT REST

The ηπ system is attractive for the exotics search since its P-wave must carry non-qq̄ quantum numbers
J

PC
= 1

−+ (G = −). It cannot form a glueball, however, because of its isospin 1. Resonances with
these quantum numbers are designated here as ρ̂, although π1 appears to become prevailing [3].

Fig. 2: Experimental intensity distribution (binned and acceptance corrected).
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The reaction p̄n → ηπ
−

π
0, with antiprotons from the LEAR facility stopped in a liquid deu-

terium target, was studied [9] with the Crystal Barrel detector which was equipped for charged par-
ticle and photon spectroscopy with close-to-4π geometry. A sample of 5 × 10

4 events of the type
p̄d → π

−

π
0
(γγ)η(γγ)p with a proton spectator momentum < 100 MeV/c was fully reconstructed

and kinematically selected. The momentum cut was chosen to guarantee the spectator role of the proton,
i.e. the negligibility of final-state interactions with the produced mesons. The experimental intensity
distribution is displayed as a Dalitz plot in Fig. 2. A simple pattern is observed which is dominated by a
diagonal ρ

−

(770) band and two broad orthogonal bands in the region of the a2(1320). The latter show
large modulations indicative of interference between odd- and even-L ηπ waves.

The partial-wave analysis assumes intermediate states of π
−

π
0 resonances with a recoiling η or

ηπ resonances with a recoiling π:

.

All allowed (see above) known or candidate resonances with nominal mass inside or close to the phase
space boundary were tried. The isobar transition amplitude is expressed by use of the Zemach formal-
ism (see Ref. [9] and references given there). A simple model space containing only the ρ

−

(770)η,
a2(1320)π and (ηπ)P−waveπ intermediate states is sufficient for a good fit (χ

2
/Ndof = 506/391). The

contribution of the exotic ηπ resonance amounts to 11% (without the interferences with the other two
resonances), which is almost as much as the a2 contribution. Without the ηπ P-wave no satisfactory fits
are obtained and the χ

2 distribution gives evidence for missing interference structure (Fig. 3). Inclusion
of the ηπ P-wave yields a flat χ

2 distribution with only statistical fluctuations [9].

Fig. 3: Deviations between the data and a fit that does not include the ηπ P-wave but all other allowed resonances. Left panel:

fit exceeds data, right panel: the reverse.

The interference of the ηπ P-wave with both the ρ
− and the a2 resonances pins down the resonance

characteristics. The relative phase of the latter two resonances is fixed by their crossing in the Dalitz
plot. Both probe the ηπ phase motion in different regions. Constructive and destructive interference on
opposite sides of the ρ

− band centre is visible in Fig. 4 which shows the intensity distribution of the exotic
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resonance including the interferences. Moving along a parallel just below the position of the ρ
− band,

one observes the rise and fall of the constructive term, which reflects the almost complete phase rotation
of the ηπ resonance. Close to the phase space boundaries, one finds at m

2
(ηπ) =(1.7–1.8) GeV

2
/c

4 the
interference maximum and minimum arising from the overlap with the a2.

The fitted parameters of the exotic resonance are

M = (1400 ± 20stat ± 20syst) MeV/c
2
, Γ = (310 ± 50stat + 50/ − 30syst) MeV/c

2
.

These values are not inconsistent with the results for pion-induced reactions (see below). In those cases
the relative contribution from the ηπ wave is smaller and the evidence is based only on interferences with
the a2.

As an alternative model of the ηπ P-wave, an effective range amplitude is found to yield con-
vergent or divergent fits in the range of scattering parameters that characterize resonant or non-resonant
behaviour, respectively. The resonant solution is practically identical to the Breit–Wigner fit amplitude.

Fig. 5: Left: (ηπ)P effective range amplitude (squared absolute value) fitted to the data. Right: Corresponding Argand plot,

showing the imaginary versus the real part of the effective range amplitude. The range from M = 690 to 1800 MeV/c2 is

divided into equal ∆m steps. An almost complete anti-clockwise phase rotation is observed.
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Fig. 6: Mass scan of the ln Likelihood for a (ρπ) resonance with JPC = 1−+ in p̄n (at rest) → (ρπ)π.

Its phase motion shows the typical resonance behaviour in an Argand diagram (Fig. 5). It is evident from
this representation that the complete phase motion is probed in the present Dalitz plot.

The results of exotics hunting in other annihilation channels may be summarized as follows:

• p̄p→ρ̂(→ ηπ0
)π0

Supportive evidence for the ρ̂(1400) was obtained, with resonance parameters as above, but the
observed rate was much smaller than for p̄n annihilation [10]. The difference in the relative rates
points to an interesting angular momentum selectivity. For the incoming S-wave the ρ̂π channel is
accessible only from the singlet spin configuration of p̄p and the triplet configuration of p̄n.

• p̄p → ρ̂(→ η′π0
)π0

The ρ̂(1400) is not seen but evidence (∆ln Likelihood = 20) is obtained for ρ̂(1600) [11].

• p̄n → ρ̂(K
∗

K)π
No evidence for the ρ̂(1400) is found [12], which disfavours a K

∗

K molecular picture [13] for this
resonance.

• p̄n → ρ̂(→ ρπ)π
A high-statistics study [14] of this 4π final state yields evidence for complex 1

−+ resonance struc-
ture in the m =1400–1700 MeV/c

2 region (Fig. 6), including the above ρ̂(1400). The full partial-
wave analysis also yields evidence for the hybrid candidate π(1800), with ordinary q̄q quantum
numbers 0

+−, decaying mainly to σ(→ π
0
π

0
)π.

3. DIFFRACTIVE PROCESSES

The ηπ spectrum from π-induced peripheral processes (Fig. 7) is dominated by the a(1320) which is
produced mainly by ρ exchange. An additional 1

−+ resonance becomes visible by its interference with
the a2. After the early claim of the GAMS Collaboration [15] the clearest evidence came from a study
of 18 GeV/c π

−

p → ηπ
−

p at BNL [16]. The analyses differ in the quantum numbers of the exchange
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Fig. 7: Quark line diagram of exotics production in a peripheral process.

Fig. 8: The exotic 1−+ signal as extracted from π−p → ηπ−p data at p(π−) = 18 GeV/c from BNL [16] and from

π−N → ηπ−X data at 37 GeV/c from VES [17]. The solid line shows the resonance fit of BNL.

particle which were claimed to be unnatural (a1-like) in one case [15] and natural (ρ- or pomeron-like)
in the other [16]. The 1

−+ intensity and the phase motion with respect to the a2 as extracted by the BNL
group is in good agreement with corresponding results from VES [17] (Fig. 8). However, recent work
from VES which uses better statistics and a new analysis technique shows that a non-resonant ηπ P-wave
may account equally well for the data [18].

While peripheral production of ρ̂(1400) has only been seen in ηπ, the evidence for ρ̂(1600)

comes from three channels: b1π, η
′

π and ρπ. Consistent resonance parameters, m = 1600 and Γ ≈
300 MeV/c

2, were reported by VES [19] and BNL [20]. The ρ̂ branchings of the observed three decay
channels are of similar strength. However, as in the case discussed above, in the more recent work from
VES [18] the resonant solution appears to be not unique in their new partial-wave analysis of η

′

π and ρπ.
It is possible to tune different non-resonant background amplitudes in the alternative analysis to mimic
the phase motion of an exotic resonance with respect to the dominant a2 and π2 resonances, respectively,
in these two channels. However, in the case of b1π, the exotic ρ̂(1600) was resistent against any such
conspiracy of background amplitudes [18].
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Fig. 9: Comparison of the 3π invariant mass spectra from π− and γ-induced peripheral photoproduction [21].

Photoproduction can be regarded as a special peripheral production process where the photon
interacts like a vector meson. Selective production of hadrons with aligned q and q̄ spins, as in the
1
−+ hybrid model configuration, is expected because of the spin triplet qq̄ configuration of a vector

meson. Indeed a comparison of the 3π invariant mass spectra (which are mainly ρπ spectra) from π

and γ-induced production (Fig. 9) shows a dramatic difference in the selectivity. In the former case, the
exotic resonance hides, as a 5% contribution, below a dominant 2

−+
(π2) peak. In the latter case [22]

π2 production is not observed. Above the a2(1320) broad structure appears, peaking at 1.8 GeV/c2,
with most probably J

P
= 1

− which would imply the exotic quantum number combination in this case,
since π

+
π
−

π
− couple to isospin 1 and G-parity −1, see Ref. [22]. Because of limited statistics, no full

partial-wave analysis is possible for these data, and any other photoproduction data collected so far. The
Hall D project at Jefferson Lab will change this situation [21].

At present one can only speculate whether the resonance at 1.8 GeV/c2, indicated in the lower part
of Fig. 9, will turn out to be the third exotic. Possibly the same resonance was seen in the b1π system in
a photoproduction experiment at CERN [23]. In π-induced reactions a corresponding peak was found in
the f1π spectrum [24] and, with less significance, in the ρπ spectrum [20].

4. CONCLUSION

There is hard evidence for exotic resonances with exotic J
PC

= 1
−+ at 1400 and 1600 MeV/c2. The

lower one was observed in ηπ and probably in ρπ but not in η
′

π, b1π and f1π, the upper one in b1π

and probably in η
′

π and ρπ but not in ηπ. The strongest case for the lower one is p̄n annihilation into
(ηπ)1−+π, and for the upper one peripheral production of (b1π)1−+ . There are indications of a third
1
−+ resonance, decaying into b1π, f1π and ρπ, at 1800–1900 MeV/c2 in peripheral production induced

by pions or photons. One expects a qgq̄ hybrid configuration to branch preferably into b1π and f1π

and not into ηπ, and qq̄qq̄ flavour decouplet or octet configurations to branch preferably into ηπ or η
′

π,
respectively [25–27]. These expectations suggest a labelling of the above three resonances. However,
configuration mixing of exotica is to be expected. Exotica with different isospin and flavour, demanded
by the hybrid and quartet schemes, still await experimental discovery.
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CENTRAL PRODUCTION OF EXOTICS 

S.V. Donskov 
Institute for High Energy Physics, Protvino, Russia 

 
  Abstract 

The availability of glueball studies with the COMPASS setup is presented. Cen-
tral  production of X0  decaying into ηη was used to estimate the registration effi-
ciency. A few scenarios of the possible setup geometry are compared. 

 

1. PHYSICS MOTIVATION 
 
Spectroscopy of light quark systems and glueballs is one of the goals of the COMPASS programme. 
Since the experiment proposal was published six years ago new experimental data and theoretical de-
scriptions have appeared. But still there are a lot of open questions in this field, high-statistics detailed 
data are needed to clarify the picture. A detailed review of this subject was made by S. Godfrey at this 
workshop, so my presentation will be short. QCD predicts the existence of non- qq  mesons such as 
glueballs and hybrids. The best glueball mass estimates come from lattice gauge theory calculations. 
The lightest glueball has J  PC = 0++ and its mass should be in the range 1.45–1.75 GeV.  
Special methods based on production characteristics, decay patterns and relations to other mesons 
could be applied for a glueball search, namely: 

• search for the states with J PC not allowed for normal qq  states, for example 1–+; 
• a study of the extra states, that is states that have the quantum numbers of already completed 

nonets, with low masses (to exclude radially excited nonet members); 
• a detailed study and look for the states with unusual branching ratios; 
• search for the states preferentially produced in gluon-rich processes (Fig. 1): Pomeron–

Pomeron scattering, J/ψ decays, proton–antiproton annihilation, special hadronic reactions. 
 

 
Fig. 1:  Gluon-rich processes: a) Pomeron–Pomeron exchange; b) and c) J/ψ  decays; d) pp  annihilation; 
            e) reactions involving disconnected quark lines. 
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According to lattice inspired models, glueballs will mix strongly with nearby qq  states with the same  
J PC. The three states in the glueball mass range are: f0 (1370), f0 (1500)  and  
f0 (1710). The WA102 Collaboration published, for the first time in a single experiment, a complete 
data set for the decay branching ratios of these mesons to all pseudoscalar meson pairs: 

,ηη  ηη,  ,KK  ππ, ′  4π. Based on this data, an analysis of  the scalar glueball- qq  mixing was done by 
A. Kirk and F. E. Close [1]. They  identify a systematic correlation between glueball mass, mixing, 
and flavour symmetry breaking and conclude that the glueball may be rather lighter than some 
quenched lattice QCD computations have suggested. 
A result that is more general than any specific mixing scheme is that no pair out of the three  
f0 (1370),  f0 (1500),  f0 (1710) can be in the same pure qq  nonet; other degrees of freedom are re-
quired. The WA102 data and world averages lead to the summary for the favoured results 
 

 

 
 
for which mG = 1443 ± 24 MeV,   mN = 
1377 ± 20 MeV  and mS = 1674 ± 10 MeV. 
The solution is compatible  with the relative 
production strength in pp central produc-
tion, pp -annihilations and J/ψ  radiative 
decays. 
An interesting  empirical observation of  a 
different topology for central production of 
glueball candidates and qq mesons was 
done [2]. It was observed, that the ratio 
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for the number of events N with small and 
large ∆PT  is sensitive to the resonance na-
ture. ∆PT  here is the absolute value of  the 
momentum transfer difference for fast and 
slow hadrons. For undisputed qq  mesons  
produced by Double Pomeron Exchange 
(DPE)   R < 0.1,  R ≈ 0.25 for the states 
which cannot be produced by DPE  (I = 1 or 
G = –);   R ≈ 1 for the states with a rich 
gluon component. The results of the WA102 
experiment are presented in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2: Gluon filter. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT 
  
The COMPASS  spectrometer  setup for the central production measurements (Fig. 3) is described  in 
the original experiment  proposal.  I will concern myself with few detectors only which are essential 
for the hadron part of the  programme. The spectrometer consists of a large and a small angle spec-
trometer stage. The standard COMPASS tracking system is the same as for the muon setup. Two 
RICH detectors are used for charged particle identification. A 40 cm long liquid hydrogen target is 
installed in the RPDS [3]. Guard lead scintillator sandwiches were placed after the RPDS. The 30 × 
30 cm2  scintillator counter was installed at the end of the setup to register the fast hadron produced in 
the central production reaction. This counter has a hole of 5.2 cm  in  diameter to transport the non-
interacting beam. The RPDS will select events consistent with only one particle coming from the tar-
get. Measurements of this slow particle velocity  will be done. An essential part of the hadron setup is 
the  electromagnetic calorimeters ECAL1 and ECAL2. 
    
 

 
 
 
The main characteristics of the detectors are: 
 
• ECAL1: 

• Total number of channels: 3216  
• Size:  4 × 2.9 m2 
• σ(E)/E = 5–6%/√E ⊗ 2% 

• ECAL2: 
• Total number of channels: 3436 
• Size: 4.4 × 2 m2  
• σ(E)/E = 5–6%/√E ⊗ 2% 

• Liquid H2 target: 
• Length: 40 cm, 2.83 g/cm2 , 
      0.046 X0  

• RPDS 
• Total number of channels: 60 
• Time measurements 

• TOF resolution: 350 ps for MIP 
• Space resolution: 

A layer: 1.8 cm, B layer: 2.7 cm 
• Amplitude measurements: 

• Space measurements based  
      on light attenuation 
• dE/dx 

• Measurement accuracy (Pslow,) for 
      time and amplitude are comparable. 

Fig.3: COMPASS Cental Production layout. 
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3. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION 
 
To understand the COMPASS spectrometer performance for the central production process a Monte 
Carlo simulation was made for the most pessimistic version of the setup with an ECAL2 size that was 
half that of the basic setup. Due to this change ECAL1 was placed at 15 m from the target instead of 
11 m.  
 
To study the setup operation for registration of the central production event the reaction  
          
             h p → hfast pslow Mcentr 
 
was used, where h is the beam hadron, hfast  the fast secondary hadron, pslow  the slow recoil proton, 
Mcentr  the produced central system.  
 

Two decay channels of the central system were studied: 
 
                    Mcentr → ηη 

⏐→  4γ  (the neutral decay channel)  
                    Mcentr → ηη 

                 ⎮ ⏐→  2γ 
            ⎮→π0π+π− (the mixed decay channel) 

         ⏐→2γ 
 
     The program COMGEANT was used to generate the Monte Carlo events. The generator for the 
central production events was analogous to that used in the WA102 experiment. The range of the gen-
erated events on Mcentr was 1.2–4 GeV. The beam energy was 180 GeV, the beam size 1.2 × 1.2 mm2, 
the beam divergence 0.3 mrad for both coordinates.  
 
At the event generation the following trigger requirements were imposed: 

1) a hit of only one counter in both the A and B layers of the RPDS;  
2) absence of hits in the guard sandwiches; 
3) a hit in the counter for fast hadron detection.   

 
The generated events were reconstructed using the CDRA2 program and  the following events were 
taken for further analysis:   
 

a) neutral mode: 
1) one primary vertex with one secondary track with an energy of more  than 140 GeV was re-

constructed in the setup target; 
2) four photons found with energy more than 0.4 GeV in ECAL1 or more than 0.8 GeV in 

ECAL2. 

b) mixed mode: 
1) one primary vertex with three secondary tracks, one of which with an energy of more than 

140 GeV; 
2) four photons in ECAL1 and ECAL2 with the same energy cuts as above. 
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Then the events passed through the kinematics fit and the events with the probability of more than 1% 
for a corresponding hypothesis were selected (C3-fit for the neutral mode and C4-fit for the mixed 
mode). 
     The energy distribution for hfast is shown in Fig. 4. As seen in this figure, the energy of hfast is gen-
erally higher than 150 GeV and close to the beam energy.  

     In Fig. 5 one can see the momentum distribution of 
generated pslow as well as that satisfying the trigger 
requirements. The threshold due to proton absorption 
in liquid hydrogen and RPDS material is clearly seen.     
The energy distribution of the Mcentr versus its mass is 
shown in Fig. 6. It is seen that the mean energy of 
Mcentr is growing with the mass. 
     Mass resolution of the reconstructed events ap-
peared to be about 12 MeV (Fig. 7), and it is approxi-
mately the same for both decay modes. 
     In Fig. 8 one can see the xF distribution of recon-
structed events. 
     The setup registration efficiency as a function of 
Mcentr is presented in Fig. 9 (the neutral mode) and 
Fig. 10 (the mixed mode). This efficiency includes the 
geometrical efficiency, the CORAL reconstruction 
efficiency and the influence of the selection criteria 
used. 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig. 5: Slow proton momentum. 

Fig. 4: Fast hadron energy. 

Fig. 6: Central system energy vs mass. 
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Fig. 9: Efficiency, ηη→4γπ+π−, ECAL2 at 34 m. 

Fig. 7: Mass resolution, ηη→4γπ+π−, C4-fit. Fig. 8: xF, ηη (4γ) central system. 

Fig. 10: Efficiency, ηη→4γ, ECAL2 at 34 m.
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The WA102 result for the cross section of the f0(1500) central production in pp interaction at 
450 GeV is 2914±301 nb [4]. To estimate the COMPASS counting rate of  the centrally  produced 
f0(1500)  in the ηη decay mode a value of 3 µb was used. With beam intensity 2.5 × 107 particles/spill 
(limited by the radiation hardness of the ECAL2 calorimeter) one can expect 450 events/day. The total 
statistics of  WA102 for f0(1500) in the ηη decay mode is 3351 events [5]. 

There are evident recommendations to increase the counting rate. The nominal COMPASS setup 
with the proposed ECAL2 improves by a factor two in γ acceptance (18% for the simulated pessimis-
tic setup), moreover the use of the sandwich type electromagnetic calorimeter in place of the sandwich 
counter (Fig. 3) gives the possibility to increase this value up to 95%. The acceptance cuts for differ-
ent geometries are presented in Fig. 11. Another possibility is to produce a radiation-resistant ECAL2 
central part to increase the acceptable beam intensity. 

 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
The features of the COMPASS spectrometer 
are large geometrical acceptance, high mass, 
energy and angular resolution for the decay 
products, good particle identification, powerful 
data acquisition system, availability to operate 
in high-intensity beams. The estimated value 
of the registration efficiency calculated with 
COMGEANT is one order of magnitude 
higher then that for the WA102 setup. All this 
opens the possibility to use COMPASS for 
precise high statistics measurements of the 
centrally produced mesons decaying particu-
larly into ηη, ηη′, η′η′, in which one may ex-
pect a manifestation  of the gluonic compo-
nent. 
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SIMULATION OF THE ηπ
− DIFFRACTIVE PRODUCTION AND

DETECTION AT COMPASS

Valery Dorofeev∗

Institute for High Energy Physics, Protvino, Russia

Abstract
We present preliminary results of simulation of the ηπ

− system production,
detection and reconstruction at the COMPASS hadron set-up.

1. INTRODUCTION

At present several groups have evidence for J
PC

= 1
−+ meson production (Tab. 1), which is forbidden

for ordinary quarkonia and hence might be a good candidate for a hybrid [1,2]. Here J is the total angular
momentum, P is the parity, C is the charge parity. The π1(1400) meson shows up in the ηπ final state in
two experiments [3–5]. The VES group found that the results of the η

′

π
− and b1π system Partial-Wave

Analysis (PWA) at 37 GeV/c agree with the production of the higher mass π1(1600) [6], evidence for
which in the η

′

π
− has been also confirmed by E852 at BNL [7,8]. The latest analysis by VES of the 2.5

times larger data sample collected at 28 GeV/c [9] confirmed in general the results of the ηπ
−, η

′

π
−

and b1π system PWA of the 37 GeV beam data.

However, they pointed to the possible non-resonant nature of the 1
−+ state in the ηπ

− and η
′

π
−

systems.

A PWA of the diffractively produced ηπ
− state shows that two partial waves are significant:

• the J
P
M

η
= 2

+
1
+ with the intensively produced a2(1320) meson, denoted by D+,

• the J
P
M

η
= 1

−

1
+ with exotic quantum numbers, denoted by P+,

where M is an absolute value of the total angular momentum z projection, η reflectivity [10]. The result
of the ηπ PWA is intensities and a relative phase of the P+ and the D+ partial waves. The issue is: Does
the phase of the P+ wave show a resonant behaviour?

Table 1: Evidence for JPC = 1−+ exotics.

Exp. Mass (MeV) Width (MeV) Reaction
BNL 1359

+16+10
−14−24 314

+31+9
−29−66 π

−

p → ηπ
−

p

CBar 1400 ± 20 ± 20 310 ± 50
+50
−30 p̄n → π

−

π
0
η

CBar 1360 ± 25 220 ± 90 p̄p → π
0
π

0
η

VES (1316 ± 12)? (287 ± 25)? π
−

Be → ηπ
−

Be

2. EVENT PROCESSING SCHEMA

To get an answer to the question whether COMPASS can collect a much larger data sample, the fol-
lowing scheme of event processing has been carried out (see Fig. 1). An event was generated by a
stand-alone program. Simulated momenta and a vertex were passed to the input of the COMGEANT
program. COMGEANT is a standard COMPASS tool for simulation of the set-up response to a transvers-
ing particle. Then tracks were reconstructed by a standard COMPASS reconstruction program CORAL,
slightly fitted to the hadron set-up. Physical quantities (energy and intercept with a calorimeter) of the
detected gammas were smeared, according to the calorimeter resolution taken from the proposal [11]

∗) e-mail: dorofeev@cern.ch
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Event generator

COMGEANT

CORAL

tracks’sγ

E, x, y

smearing

analysis

compare

, vertexP

Fig. 1: An event processing scheme.

σE/E = 1.5% + 5.5%/
√

(E), and σXY = 6 mm/
√

(E), (E in GeV). The ECAL
′

2 option of the
COMPASS hadron set-up was studied. Description of the ECAL

′

2 option can be found in Ref. [12].
Trigger requirements have not been studied in this work. A procedure of a physical analysis was applied
to the reconstructed event and the results were compared to Monte Carlo simulations.

3. SIMULATION OF THE PRODUCTION AND DECAY PROCESSES

An exclusive diffractive process π
−

p → Xp was simulated as a first step. A monochromatic pin-like
beam Px = Py = 0, and Pz = 190 GeV and a rotational symmetry about the beam were assumed. A
vertex is always in the centre of the target. A momentum transfer squared distribution was taken in the
form dσ

t′
∼ exp(−bt

′

), where t
′

= t − tmin and b = 8 GeV−2 is a typical slope value for diffractive
production on the hydrogen target. It is essential for the PWA to measure not only a partial wave under
study (P+ wave in our case), but a relative D+ wave too. Therefore two options of the X state have been
studied:

• the D+(ηπ) with mass in the range [0.92 ÷ 2.12 GeV] with 0.2 GeV step,

• the P+(ηπ) produced with intensity as was presented by VES at Hadron2001 [9].

The following X decay chain was selected: a decay X → ηπ
− in the P or D wave, is followed by the

η → π
+
π
−

π
0 and the π

0
→ γγ. Therefore we finally have the reaction π

−

p → π
+
π
−

π
−

γγ + p with
three forward moving charged pions and two gammas and a recoil proton.

The D+(ηπ) state kinematics with Mηπ = 1.32 GeV is shown as an example in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
The recoil proton is soft, according to the diffractive nature of the production process. The cos ΘGJ

distribution of the D wave decay has two peaks, corresponding to the mainly forward or backward
production of the η meson, where ΘGJ is a polar angle of the η meson in the Gottfried–Jackson reference
frame. The Gottfried–Jackson reference frame is a rest frame of the ηπ

− system with the z-axis in the
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Fig. 2: Kinematical properties of the D+(ηπ) events.

direction of the beam and the y-axis perpendicular to the production plane. A superimposed plot shows a
more spherical feature of the P+ wave ηπ

− system decay. An axial angle of the η in this frame the φTY

is called a Treiman–Young angle and has a sin
2
φTY form, which stands for the ηπ

− production with
M = 1. Plots for three different ηπ mass values show the mass dependence of the final state particles’
momenta. The distribution shown in Fig. 3 reflects the spatial dispersion of tracks and gammas. A
fact that only a small tail of the maximal laboratory γ polar angle distribution is greater than 30 mrad
means, that nearly almost all γ’s move through the hole in the ECAL1 and strike the ECAL

′

2. One

might expect to have a large γ acceptance. An angular distance ∆ =

√
(δ

Px

Pz
)2 + (δ

Py

Pz
)2 is a distance

between particles in a plane divided by a distance to the vertex. The distribution for tracks of it’s minimal
value peaks near 3 mrad. The angular distance between γ’s is in general greater than the angle size of a
ECAL

′

2 cell and therefore means a rare π
0 meson loss caused by the unseparated γ’s.

4. EFFICIENCIES

A capability of the ηπ
− system detection is expressed by an efficiency, which is a product of the track

and the γ detection efficiency and the track reconstruction efficiency. The γ reconstruction efficiency
was assumed to be equal to 1 in our work. The sources of inefficiency can be exemplified by Fig. 4,
where the efficiencies of the D+(ηπ) events with the relatively high-mass Mηπ = 2.12 GeV are shown.
A low track reconstruction efficiency is due to the poor reconstruction procedure in the presence of a
background, originating from the particle interaction with the material of the set-up. One observes a
sharp decrease for soft tracks (Etrack < 10 GeV). A fall is observed in the ∆min dependence of the
efficiency of events with narrow tracks and of very dispersed ones. These track inefficiencies cause the
objectionable fall of the event efficiency for the backward moving η meson in the Gottfried–Jackson
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Fig. 3: Spatial dispersion of the D+(ηπ) events.
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Fig. 4: Efficiency of the D+(ηπ) events with Mηπ = 2.12 GeV.
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Fig. 5: The detection and reconstruction efficiency of the P+(ηπ) events.

reference frame and hence an asymmetry in the cosine of the Gottfried–Jackson angle distribution (see
Fig. 4). There is also a weak dependence of the event efficiency upon the detection of the π

0. The
γ acceptance is large enough thus making the γ absorption in the material of the set-up the dominant
contribution to the event inefficiency. However, the absorption in the target, which is ≈ 5% of the
radiation length, is relatively small.

Integral efficiencies of the P+(ηπ) events over the whole range are shown in Fig. 5. There are no
strong mass dependence of the event efficiency, which decreases by ≈ 25% with the mass increasing for
both states under study, as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The individual contributions of the track and γ

efficiencies to the total efficieny are nearly equal (see Fig. 6).

5. RESOLUTIONS

The D+(ηπ) mass resolution at Mηπ = 1.32 GeV is shown in Fig. 8. The lower histogram and curve
show the difference between generated and reconstructed Monte Carlo events for the 4π invariant mass
for the case that the reconstructed momenta of the charged pions are coupled to the Monte Carlo momen-
tum of the π

0 meson. The upper histogram and curve are for the case that the reconstructed momenta of
the charged pions are coupled to the reconstructed momentum of the π

0 meson after a 1C fit to the π
0

mass has been applied to the γ energies. An approximate equality of the widths means that the domi-
nant contribution to the 4π mass resolution is the charged track resolution. To which, in turn, a multiple
scattering in the material of the set-up gives a major contribution.

The ηπ mass dependence of the resolution is shown in Fig. 9. A σM/M ratio is ≈ 0.5%, which
slightly increases when M becomes larger.

Resolutions of the π
+
π
−

π
0 mass, the cosine of the Gottfried–Jackson angle, the Treiman–Young

angle, the axial angle and the transverse momentum of the recoil proton in the laboratory frame are
presented in Table 2. It is worth pointing to a nice π

+
π
−

π
0 mass resolution, which is only 2.7 MeV.
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Fig. 6: Mass dependence of the D+(ηπ) events efficiencies.
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Fig. 7: Mass dependence of the P+(ηπ) events efficiency.
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Table 2: Parameters of the π+π−π0 process

Quantity 1σ resolution
M(π

+
π
−

π
0
) ∼ 2.7 MeV

cos(ΘGJ) (9.5–5.5) 10
−3

φTY /π (8.2–11.5) 10
−3

recoil φ/π (1.2–1.5) 10
−2

recoil PT (6.8–8.2) MeV

6. ESTIMATION OF RATES

The obtained efficiency allowed us to estimate the a2(1320) → ηπ
− event rate according to: Nηπ =

N0
NA

A
ρlσa2

BR(a2 → ηπ)BR(η → π
+
π
−

π
0
)ε, where:

• N0 is the beam flux;

• NA = 6 × 10
23 /mol the Avogadro number;

• A = 1.01 g/mol the atomic number of the target material [13];

• ρ = 0.0708 g/cm3 the target density [13];

• l = 40 cm the target length;

• σa2
= 25 µb the a2(1320) production cross-section [14];

• BR(a2(1320) → ηπ) = 0.145 [13];

• BR(η → π
+
π
−

π
0)

= 0.226 [13];

• ε = 0.25 the detection and reconstruction efficiency.

Substitution of these values results in the a2(1320) → ηπ
− rate being Nηπ = N0 · 34 × 10

−8. If we
assume a beam flux to be equal to N0 = 10

8
/min, then we will have Na2→ηπ ≈ 50 000/day. This value

can be converted using the ratio from Ref. [3] into the P+ state ηπ
− system production rate, which then

will be equal to NP+(ηπ) ≈ 2500/day

7. CONCLUSION

The detection, track reconstruction procedure and a physical analysis of the ηπ
− system were simulated.

As a result the production rate of the J
PC

= 1
−+

ηπ
− events was found to be ≈ 2500/day. This allows

one to conclude that:

• COMPASS can measure the shape of the exotic J
PC

= 1
−+

ηπ
− wave with the best precision.

• COMPASS can collect simultaneously the largest data samples to study the exotic wave production
not only in the η(π

+
π
−

π
0
)π

−, but also in the η(2γ)π
−, η

′

π
−, ρ

0
π
− and b1(1235)(ωπ)π.
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Abstract
The CERN COMPASS experiment can use 100–280 GeV pion and kaon beams
and magnetic spectrometers and calorimeters to measure Hybrid (mixed quark–
gluon) meson production cross sections in the Primakoff scattering of high-
energy pions and kaons from virtual photons in the Coulomb field of high-Z
targets. There are many advantages to studying such processes via the Pri-
makoff reactions π

−

γ → Hybrid → ρπ, ηπ, η
′

π, πb1, πf1, and similar reac-
tions with a K− beam. Such data should provide significant input for gaining a
better understanding of non-perturbative QCD. A brief description and update
of this programme is presented.

1. PIONIC HYBRID MESONS

The CERN COMPASS experiment focuses on issues in the physics of strong interactions pertaining to
the structure of hadrons in terms of valence quarks and gluons. This report deals with the COMPASS
Hybrid meson programme. The Hybrid (quark–antiquark–gluon, qq̄g) mixed quark–gluon mesons are
particles predicted by QCD [1–4]. The unambiguous discoveries of these meson states will provide a ma-
jor landmark in hadron spectroscopy. Of course, the Fock state of a meson is represented as an infinite
expansion of different quark and gluon configurations, but in a Hybrid meson, the qq̄g component dom-
inates. The force between quarks in QCD is mediated by the exchange of coloured gluons. In ordinary
quark–antiquark mesons, the exchanged gluons localize within a narrow string-like tube connecting the
quarks: a non-vibrating flux-tube of coloured flux lines. In the flux-tube description of a Hybrid meson,
a quark–antiquark pair couples directly to the vibrational degrees of freedom of the gluonic flux-tube.
Hybrid mesons therefore contain explicit valence gluons, as opposed to the hidden gluons in ordinary
mesons [3]. Understanding such valence gluons is critical to understanding the origin of hadron mass.
Establishing the existence of Hybrid mesons and studying their properties can provide insight into colour
confinement.

Input from experiments is needed to provide better understanding of the current situation, espe-
cially to show that the present evidence [5] is not just the result of some artifice. GSI Darmstadt [6]
proposes an exotic meson programme via a new facility for pp̄ reactions. The planned $150M 12 GeV
JLab upgrade focuses on Hybrid meson studies at JLab Hall D [7]. Future experiments at Fermilab CDF
and D0 may measure double-Pomeron production of exotic mesons [8]. More results from BNL, VES,
Crystal Barrel [9–11] (from analysis of completed experiments), and further theoretical calculations, are
becoming available. COMPASS has a multi-faceted Hybrid meson research programme [12, 13], which
includes this proposal for Primakoff production of Hybrids. COMPASS [14] is well positioned to col-
lect significantly cleaner data, and at lower cost, and using complementary methods, compared to the
other planned efforts. The Primakoff production of Hybrids in COMPASS is part of a more global Pri-
makoff physics programme, involving studies of pion and kaon polarizabilities, and studies of the chiral
anomaly [14, 15].

The COMPASS Hybrid meson searches [15–17] will focus on ‘oddballs’—mesons with quantum
numbers not allowed for ordinary qq̄ states, such as I

G
J

PC
= 1

−

1
−+ Hybrids. Unlike Glueballs, these

cannot mix with normal qq̄ mesons. However, since such oddballs could also be four-quark states, the
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spin assignment is not sufficient to make the Hybrid identification [18]. In certain cases, there are other
theoretical interpretations [19, 20] for such experimental signals. Previous experimental efforts have
reported several 1−+ resonant signals [9–11] at masses between 1.4 and 1.9 GeV, in a variety of decay
channels, including the ρπ channel. The signature for such an exotic state is that a detailed partial-wave
analysis (PWA) of a large data sample requires a set of quantum numbers inconsistent with a normal (qq̄)
meson. To increase confidence in a Hybrid interpretation, complementary evidence is sorely needed. The
path to understanding requires that different experiments, such as the important input from COMPASS
Primakoff studies, provide a large database of candidate Hybrid states, and their properties.

Barnes and Isgur, using the flux-tube model [21, 22], calculated the mass of the lightest pionic
hybrid with quantum numbers of J

PC
= 1

−+ to be around 1.9 GeV, higher than the experimental
claims. Close and Page [23] predict that such a high-lying pionic hybrid should decay into the following
channels:

b1π f1π ρπ ηπ η
′

π

170 60 5 → 20 0 → 10 0 → 10

where the numbers refer to the partial widths in MeV. They expect the total width to be larger than 235–
270 MeV, since the ss̄ decay modes were not included. Recent updates on hybrid meson structure are
given in Refs. [3, 24, 25]. The lower lying Hybrids of recent experiments have significantly different
branching ratios. This may reflect that the structure of these experimental low-mass Hybrids is different
than that of the theoretical high-mass Hybrids, and considering the high thresholds of the b1π and f1π

decay channels for decay of a low-mass Hybrid.

From over a decade of experimental efforts at IHEP [26–28], CERN [9, 29], KEK [30], and BNL
[10], several hybrid candidates have been identified. BNL E852 [10] reported two J

PC
= 1

−+ resonant
signals at masses of 1.4 and 1.6 GeV in ηπ

− and ηπ
0 systems, as well as in π

+
π
−

π
−, π

−

π
0
π

0, η
′

π
−

and f1(1285)π
−. The VES Collaboration presented [11] the results of a coupled-channel analysis of the

π1(1600) meson in the channels b1(1235)π, η
′

π, and ρπ, with a total width of 290 MeV, and relative
branching ratios: 1 : 1 ± 0.3 : 1.6 ± 0.4. They did not include the f1π channel in this analysis. The
resonant nature of the 1.6 GeV state was observed in the b1π mode, by a combined fit of the 2++ and
1−+ waves. Then an assumption was made that in the η

′

π and ρπ channels, they observed the same state,
considering the similar shapes. Therefore, their coupled-channel analysis result of a ρπ partial width of
130 MeV, and a total width of 290 MeV, should be taken with some caution, considering also that the
f1π channel is not included. Still, for the 1.6 GeV region, the VES ρπ partial width is consistent with the
BNL ρπ width of 168 MeV. For count rate estimates below, we will use an average value of 150 MeV
for the ρπ width at 1.6 GeV.

The kinematic variables for the πγ → Hybrid → π
−

η Primakoff process in COMPASS are shown
in Fig. 1. A virtual photon from the Coulomb field of the target nucleus interacts with the pion beam.
At 200 GeV π beam energy, nuclear (meson-exchange) amplitudes in the Primakoff production of the ρ

meson were shown to be very small [31] in the kinematic region of Primakoff production. This is very
encouraging for the COMPASS studies. Still, COMPASS can carry out data analysis of Hybrid data
with and without meson-exchange amplitudes, to test to what extent their presence affects the extraction
of the Primakoff cross section. For a given Hybrid (π1) partial decay width Γ(π1 → πρ), the Vector
Dominance Model (VDM) gives an associated radiative width Γ(π1 → πγ) [32, 33]. As the Primakoff
cross section is proportional to Γ(π1 → πγ) [32–34], all Hybrids that decay to the πρ channel should
also be produced in the Primakoff reaction. In contrast to the π1(1600), the π1(1400) 1−+ state should
be only weakly populated in the Primakoff reaction, as it has a very small πρ partial decay width. For the
π1(1600) radiative width, we use the standard VDM expression [31–33] with a ργ coupling g

2
ργ/π = 2.5,

which correctly relates the corresponding widths for the ρ meson decay. We obtain Γ(π1 → πγ) =

6.6 × 10
−3

Γ(π1 → πρ), which gives the VDM estimate Γ(π1 → πγ) ≈ 1000 keV.

In Fig. 1, a Hybrid meson (other than π1(1400)) is produced and decays to π
−

η at small forward
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Fig. 1: Primakoff Hybrid-meson production process and kinematic variables (4-momenta): P1, P1′ = for initial/final pion, P2,

P2′ = for initial/final target, k = for initial γ, k′ = for final η.

angles in the laboratory frame, while the target nucleus (in the ground state) recoils coherently with a
small transverse pT . The corresponding small pT of the exchanged photon means that it is essentially
real and transverse. Consequently, the helicities of incident and Primakoff produced mesons differ by
unity. The peak at small target pT used to identify [32, 33] the Primakoff process is observed by using
the beam and vertex and other COMPASS detectors to measure the beam-pion and final-state Hybrid
momenta. Primakoff scattering is a large impact-parameter, ultra-peripheral reaction on a virtual photon
target. The initial-state pion and final-state Hybrid interact at very small t-value (four-momentum transfer
to the target nucleus), where the nuclear form factor is essentially unity, and there are no final-state
interactions [35].

It is important to note that in addition to Primakoff production of excited meson states, one also
expects diffractive production. It is necessary to separate the Primakoff forward peak from these under-
lying sometimes large diffractive yields [32,34]. The strength of the diffractive cross section depends on
angular momentum conservation at zero degrees; and therefore on which decay mode is studied: b1π,
f1π, ρπ, ηπ, η

′

π. The potentially large diffractively produced waves with spin projection M = 0 and
J

P
= 1

+ can complicate the PWA of ρπ, but not πη. Of course, although the πη channel may be cleaner,
it may not necessarily have a large 1− Hybrid contribution.

The t-distribution of the diffractive yield depends on whether there is helicity flip at zero degrees.
The t-dependence of these dominant (no helicity-flip) diffractive waves is exp(−bt). The accuracy with
which one can subtract this background depends on the fraction of the projective helicity-flip (M =

±1) diffractive waves associated with 2+ states, which have a t-dependence t × exp(−bt). All the
waves have phases and can interfere, so that subtracting only an exponential would ignore these effects.
However, as the Coulomb waves have Gottfried–Jackson helicity M = ±1, while strong production
occurs dominantly with M = 0, the interference should be zero to lowest order [36].

Such subtraction was done, even for a large diffractive cross section [36], as in the recent mea-
surement of the radiative decay width of the a2(1320) meson [34] via its decay to the πρ channel. The
subtraction was done by extrapolation of the data away from the forward Primakoff peak, assuming an
exp(−bt) dependence of the diffractive yields. Such theoretical assumptions on the t-dependence of the
background should have a small effect on narrow resonances (104 MeV width) such as the a2. This
appears to be the case, considering the consistency of the a2 radiative widths determined via Primakoff
production and their decay via the πρ and πη channels [34]. But an exponential subtraction may cause
larger uncertainties for Hybrids with large (300–500 MeV) widths. The Hybrid data analysis therefore
should test the sensitivity of the results to such exponential background assumptions.

In the recent Primakoff study of the a2 radiative width by decay to πρ, following subtraction of
the diffractive yield, due in part to poor statistics, the resulting Primakoff mass spectrum does not show
significant structure above the clearly observed a2(1320). Also, for this high mass region, a PWA is not
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available. Considering the subtraction and statistical uncertainties discussed above, this does not rule out
the possibility that the πρ width is nonetheless large in the region of the expected 1.6 GeV Hybrid. And
with improved statistics and resolution and acceptance, and by studying all decay modes in the same
experiment, COMPASS can potentially do a significantly better Hybrid analysis. High-lying excited
meson states certainly couple to the πρ channel, as shown clearly in the work of photoproduction of
excited mesons, observed by their πρ decay mode [37].

Consider some typical angular distributions from Primakoff scattering, such as those for the
π
−

γ → ηπ scattering, for different values of ηπ invariant mass. If these are associated with the produc-
tion and decay of a J

PC
= 1

−+
(dūg) Hybrid state, with quantum numbers not available to qq̄ mesons,

then a detailed partial-wave analysis (PWA) of a large data sample would indicate the need for these
quantum numbers. The partial-wave analysis (PWA) of systems such as ηπ or η

′

π in the mass region
below 2 GeV requires high statistics and minimum background. This region is dominated by strong
resonances (e.g., a2(1320) near the 1.4 GeV Hybrid candidate and π2(1670) near the 1.6 GeV Hybrid
candidate), and the PWA can yield ambiguous results [27] for the weaker 1

−+ wave. For the Primakoff
yield, following subtraction of the diffractive yield, the cross section for 1.6 GeV hybrid production (π1),
in all decay channels, should be larger than the background. This is so because Γ(π2 → πγ) ≈ 300 keV,
smaller than the expected Γ(π1 → πγ) ≈ 1000 keV. In contrast, the BNL experiment [10] for this de-
cay channel has a background from π2(1670) some 10 times stronger than the Hybrid signal. Primakoff
data with reduced backgrounds should significantly diminish uncertainties in the partial wave analysis
compared to the non-Primakoff production experiments. It might allow the Hybrid to be observed in
the mass spectrum in some of the decay modes, not only via PWA. Furthermore, in Primakoff (photon-
exchange) production experiments, besides the absence of final-state interactions, meson-exchange and
diffractive backgrounds can be largely eliminated. Most of these backgrounds occur at larger values of
the four-momentum transfer t, and are easily removed by an analysis cut on the t-value. The part of these
backgrounds that extends to small-t can be largely removed by extrapolation to small-t of the large-t data.
These are important advantages compared to previous π

−

p →Hybrid production experiments [16, 17].

Preliminary low-statistics Hybrid production data [32, 33] at Fermilab E272 via Primakoff scat-
tering provide encouraging initial results for production of a 1.6 GeV 1−+ Hybrid. The data for de-
cay to the πf1 channel shows signs of Primakoff enhancement (excess of 25 events) at small-t. This
gives Γ(π1 → πγ) × B(π1 → πf1) ≈ 250 keV. If B(π1 → πf1) ≈ 0.25, that corresponds to
Γ(π1 → πγ) ≈ 1000 keV, close to the value deduced using VDM with a 150 MeV partial width in
the πρ channel. For πρ decay of a 1.6 GeV state, FNAL E272 had insufficient statistics to separate a
Coulomb enhancement from the diffractive background. As their data was for the combined spectra,
their estimate of the upper limit to the Primakoff Hybrid yield has large uncertainties. FNAL SELEX
measured the a2 radiative decay via the πρ mode. The SELEX Primakoff spectrum, after subtraction
of diffractive background, shows the a2 peak clearly. The E272 πρ data for diffractive plus Primakoff
production does not even show the a2 peak. It is difficult to use E272 data to get Primakoff limits in the
πρ channel near 1.6 GeV. For a 150 MeV πρ partial width of a 1.6 GeV Hybrid, the E272 data gives
an upper limit for Γ(π1 → πγ) close to 100 keV. Since this limit value has a huge error bar, the E272
estimate using the cleaner πf1 data is certainly more reliable. E272 also shows via the ηπ decay mode,
that Γ(π1 → πγ) × B(π1 → πη) is at most 100 keV for a π1 near 1.6 GeV, for a π1 with a total
width of 400 MeV. But the π1 branching B(π1 → πη) from VES and BNL is very small, so this is still
consistent with Γ(π1 → πγ) near 1000 keV. Consequently, one may estimate from the E272 πf1 data
that Γ(π1 → πγ) is close to 1000 keV. This is consistent with Γ(π1 → πγ) ≈ 1000 keV, which we
obtain by applying VDM to the experimental Γ(π1 → πρ) width, as described above.

One can summarize the situation as follows. For Primakoff scattering, the Hybrid-meson pro-
duction cross section depends on the strength of its πρ coupling, and via vector dominance to its πγ

coupling. Both BNL and VES claim this decay mode for the 1.6 GeV Hybrid candidate. A low-statistics
γp → Meson photoproduction experiment [37] also observed resonances (including near 1.9 GeV) in the
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πρ channel, suggesting possible Hybrid interpretations. Based on previous data from FNAL E272 and
VES, we estimate Γ(π1 → πγ) ≈ 1000 keV for a 1.6 GeV Hybrid. The relevant Primakoff reactions
π
−

γ → Hybrid → ρπ, ηπ, η
′

π,b1(1235)π, πf1 , etc., can therefore be studied in COMPASS potentially
in the 1.4–3.0 GeV mass region, which includes all previous Hybrid candidates.

2. KAONIC HYBRID MESONS

The quark content of the hybrid meson (qq̄g) nonet should be identical to the quark content of the regular
meson (qq̄) nonet, with identical SU(3) decomposition in the plane of isospin I3 and hypercharge Y,
for the 1− and other spin-parity states. Thus, for every pionic (dūg) 1−+ Hybrid, there should be a
flavour excited kaonic (sūg) 1− Hybrid, at an excitation energy roughly 100–140 MeV higher than its
pionic Hybrid cousin, possibly narrower because of phase space. COMPASS can observe the kaonic
Hybrids via K

−

Z → Hybrid → K
−

ρ
0 Z, as well as other decay modes: b1K

−, f1K
−, ηK

−, η
′

K
−. The

backgrounds should be low from Primakoff excitation of normal kaonic excited mesons, as in the case
of the pionic Hybrids; and also if the kaonic hybrids are narrower. The first ever measurement of the
kaonic Hybrids via Primakoff scattering would be of inherent interest, but would also provide valuable
support that the analogous pionic signals are properly identified as Hybrids. Searches for ss̄g Hybrids
via K

−

p → Hybrid have also been proposed recently [38].

3. MESON RADIATIVE TRANSITIONS

COMPASS will also study Primakoff radiative transitions leading from the pion to the ρ
−, a1(1260),

and a2(1320), and for the kaon to K∗. The data can be obtained with a particle-multiplicity trigger [17].
Theoretical predictions for radiative transition widths are available from vector dominance and quark
models. Independent and higher precision data for these and higher resonances would provide a useful
check of the COMPASS apparatus, and would allow a more meaningful comparison with theoretical
predictions. For example, the ρ → πγ width measurements [31, 39, 40] range from 60 to 81 keV;
the a1(1260) → πγ width measurement [41] is 0.64 ± 0.25 MeV; and the a2(1320) → πγ width is
is Γ = 295± 60 keV [42] and Γ = 284 ± 25 ± 25 keV [34]. For K∗ → Kγ, the widths obtained
previously are 48 ± 11 keV [43] and 51 ± 5 keV [44]. The above references indicate that the formalism
of Primakoff production provides an excellent description of excited mesons, the same formalism that
we use to search for Primakoff production of Hybrids.

These as well as polarizability and chiral anomaly [14,15] Primakoff measurements are important
for a variety of reasons: (1) COMPASS can significantly improve their precision, (2) COMPASS can
get data for other qq̄ meson excited states, (3) these measurements with sufficient statistics test our
methodologies and help calibrate our apparatus for the Hybrid studies.

4. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS

COMPASS is a fixed-target experiment that uses a 160 GeV polarized muon beam, and pion, kaon, and
proton beams. In order to achieve good energy resolution within a wide energy range, COMPASS has
a two-stage spectrometer with 1.0 Tm and 5.2 Tm conventional magnets. The tracking stations contain
different detector types to cover a large area, and to achieve good spatial resolution in the vicinity of
the beam. Most of the tracking detectors operate on the principle of gas amplification, while some are
silicon strip detectors. At the end of each stage, an electromagnetic and a hadronic calorimeter detect
energies of photons, electrons and hadrons. The calorimeters in the first stage and the EM calorimeter of
the second stage have holes through which the beam passes.

In COMPASS, two beam Cherenkov detectors (CEDAR), far upstream of the target, provide
π/K/p particle identification (PID). The incoming hadron momentum is measured in the beam spec-
trometer. Before and after the target, charged particles are tracked by high-resolution silicon tracking
detectors. The measurement of both initial and final-state momenta provides constraints to identify the
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reaction. The final-state meson momenta are measured downstream in the magnetic spectrometer and in
the γ calorimeter. These provide a precise determination of the pT transfer to the target nucleus, the main
signature of the Primakoff process, and the means to separate Primakoff from meson-exchange scattering
events.

We considered in detail previously the beam, target, detector, and trigger requirements for Hybrid
studies [15, 17]. A brief description is given below of some important components of the apparatus for
Primakoff studies. The September 2002 status of the full COMPASS apparatus is described in Ref. [35].

4.1 Beam requirements

We can obtain good statistics for the pion study by using the high beam intensities of the CERN SPS. We
can take data at different beam energies and use different targets, with both positive and negative beams,
as part of efforts to control systematic uncertainties.

For the 120–300 GeV hadron beams, particle identification (PID) is needed to provide pion, kaon,
and proton beam tagging for positive and negative beams. For the COMPASS beam, one expects [14] a
beam intensity of 100 MHz, with beam composition [45] roughly: 120–300 GeV/c, negative, 87–98%
pions, 7–1% kaons, 2–1% antiprotons; 120–300 GeV/c, positive, 43–2% pions, 7–1% kaons, 49–97%
protons. PID is accomplished at CERN with the CEDAR detectors, a Cherenkov differential counter with
achromatic ring focusing. There are two CEDAR detectors (in series) in the COMPASS beamline [46].
They each have eight large-area PMTs arranged in a circle, preceded by a single light diaphragm (LD)
to finely fix a ring radius. A six-fold coincidence is required for the PID. The gas pressure is varied to
set the ring radius for pions or kaons or protons at the LD location. The narrow diaphragm mounted in
CEDAR-N separates kaons from pions up to 300 GeV/c, and can tag protons down to 12 GeV/c.

4.2 Target and target detectors

The target platform is movable and allows easy insertion of a solid target, e.g., a cylindrical lead plate
40 mm in diameter and 1.4 mm thick. We use silicon tracking detectors before and immediately after the
targets. These are essential for Primakoff reactions as the angles have to be measured with a precision of
order 100 µrad. We veto target break-up events via a target recoil detector, and by selecting low-t events
in the off-line analysis.

4.3 The γ calorimeter ECAL2

The COMPASS γ detector is equipped with 3.8 by 3.8 cm2 GAMS lead-glass for a total active area of
order 2 m diameter. The central area is already completely instrumented with ADC readouts. For the
precise monitoring of energy calibration of the photon calorimeters, COMPASS will use LED and laser
monitor systems, as described in Ref. [47]. The position resolution in the second γ calorimeter ECAL2
for the photon is 1.0 mm, corresponding to an angular resolution of 30 µrad. In the interesting energy
range, the energy resolution is 2–3%. The photon acceptance is 98% due to a beam hole of ECAL2,
while the reconstruction efficiency is 58%, as a result of pair production within the spectrometer.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, COMPASS requires reconstructed η’s for the hybrid study. The two
γ’s from η decay have half-opening angles θ

h
γγ for the symmetric decays of θ

h
γγ = m/Eη , where m is

the mass (η) and Eη is the η energy. (Opening angles are somewhat larger for asymmetric decays.) In
order to catch most of the decays, it is necessary to subtend a cone with about double that angle, i.e.,
±2m/Eη , neglecting the angular spread of the original η’s around the beam direction. For the ECAL2 γ

detector, with a circular active area of 2 m in diameter, the acceptance for the πη channel at 30 m from
the target for η’s above Eη = 33 GeV is therefore excellent. At half this energy, however, the acceptance
becomes quite poor. The acceptance depends of course on the Hybrid mass, which is taken between 1.4
and 3.0 GeV for the planned COMPASS study. Detailed Monte Carlo studies are needed for different
Hybrid decay modes, for a range of assumed masses. For the πf1 channel, for example, f1 → ππη, the
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η’s will have low energy, and therefore large γ angles. To maintain good acceptance for low-energy η’s,
the ECAL2 diameter should be about 2 m.

The available COMPASS ECAL does not have radiation hardened blocks near the beam hole. If
those were available, it would allow increasing the beam intensity by a factor of five, to allow substan-
tially more statistics for the same run time. This would clearly be a cost-effective improvement.

4.4 The magnetic spectrometer and the t-resolution

The pT impulses of the COMPASS magnets are 0.3 GeV/c for SM1 (4 metres from target) and 1.56 GeV/c
for SM2 (16 metres from target). The fields of both magnets are set in the same direction for maximum
deflection of the beam. We achieve good momentum resolution for the incident and final-state charged
and neutral mesons, and therefore good resolution in t. The relative momentum resolution for charged
π, with all interactions accounted for, is 1% for energies above 35 GeV and up to 2.5% below this mark.
The angular resolution in a single coordinate for a charged-pion of momentum p is 7.9 mrad-GeV/p. The
reconstruction efficiency for pions with energy greater than 2 GeV is 92%.

The angular resolution for a final-state charged meson is controlled by minimizing the multiple
scattering in the targets and detectors. With a lead target of 0.8% interaction length (1.6 g/cm2, 24% ra-
diation length), multiple Coulomb scattering (MCS) of the beam and outgoing pion in the target gives an
rms angular resolution of order 32 µrad, small compared to the intrinsic tracking-detector angular resolu-
tion. The target contributes to the resolution in the transverse momentum pT through MCS. For t = p

2
T ,

including all other effects [15, 17], we aim for a pT resolution of less than 15 MeV, corresponding to ∆t

smaller than ≈ 2.5 ×10
−4 GeV2.

This resolution will provide good separation for contributions from diffractive and meson-exchange
processes. Minimum material (radiation and interaction lengths) in COMPASS will also yield a higher
acceptance, since the γ’s will not be converted before the ECAL2, and the result is minimum e

+
e
−

backgrounds.

4.5 The COMPASS Primakoff trigger

We design [15, 16, 48] the COMPASS Primakoff trigger to enhance the acceptance and statistics. We
minimize target break-up events via veto scintillators around the target. The trigger uses the characteristic
decay pattern: one or three charged mesons with accompanying γ hits, or three charged mesons and no
γ hits. The trigger [15, 16, 48] for the πη hybrid decay channel (charged particle multiplicity = 1) is
based on a determination of the pion energy loss (via its characteristic angular deflection), correlated
with downstream scintillator hodoscopes stations (H1 versus H2) with the aid of a fast matrix chip, as
shown in Fig. 2. This trigger is a copy of the currently running muon-beam energy-loss trigger [35]. We
will use the Beam Kill detectors BK1/BK2 as veto only during low-intensity tests. These detectors are
positioned in the pion-beam trajectory, as shown in Fig. 2, but they cannot handle the full 100 MHz beam
rate.

5. OBJECTIVES AND EXPECTED SIGNIFICANCE

COMPASS can study pionic hybrid-meson candidates between near 1.4–1.9 GeV, produced by the ultra-
peripheral Primakoff reaction. But COMPASS may also be sensitive to pionic and kaonic hybrids for the
1.9–3.0 GeV mass range, if they also couple to the πρ and Kρ channels. We can then potentially obtain
superior statistics for hybrid states via a production mechanism that is not complicated by hadronic final-
state interactions. We can also get important data on the different decay modes in both pionic and kaonic
channels.

We make initial rough estimates of the statistics attainable for hybrid production in the COM-
PASS experiment. Monte Carlo simulations will refine these estimates. We assume a 1.6 mb cross
section per Pb nucleus for production of a 1.6 GeV Hybrid meson. We use the radiative width of
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Fig. 2: Detector layout for the COMPASS Primakoff Hybrid trigger, π−Z → Hybrid→ π−η. BK1,BK2: beam killer system;

H1,H2: hodoscope system for charged particle detection; ECAL2: second photon calorimeter. For η decay, one observes the

two γ’s shown. For polarizability, there is only one γ to detect.

Γ(π1(1600) → πγ) ≈ 1000 keV, as described above, and also for the 1.9–3.0 GeV mass region. Inte-
grating the Primakoff Hybrid production differential cross section for a 280 GeV pion beam, and using
this radiative width, gives 1.6 mb [16, 32, 33].

We consider a beam flux of 2 × 10
7 pions/s, with a spill structure that provides a 5-second beam

every 16 seconds. In two months of running at 100% efficiency, we obtain 3.2× 1013 beam pions.
Prior to the data production run, time is also needed to calibrate ECAL2, to make the tracking detectors
operational, to bring the DAQ to a stable mode, and for other contingencies. We use a 0.8 % interaction
length target, or 1.4 mm lead plate with target density Nt = 10

22
cm

−2. The Primakoff interaction rate
is then R = σ(Pb) · Nt = 1.6× 10−5. In a two-month run period, we therefore obtain 5.1× 108 Hybrid
events at 100% efficiency. Considering efficiencies for tracking (92%), γ detection (58% for each γ),
accelerator and COMPASS operation (70%), analysis cuts to reduce backgrounds (75%), branching ratio
for the η → 2γ and η → π

+
π
−

π
0 decay modes (≈ 62%), trigger efficiency (≈ 60%), geometrical

acceptances (≈ 90%), π
0 and η reconstruction from two γ hits (≈ 45%), and event reconstruction

efficiencies (≈ 60%), we estimate a global efficiency of ε(total) = 1.5%. We will assume here the same
average detection efficiency for all Hybrid decay modes, via ρπ, ηπ, η

′

π, πb1, πf1. Therefore, we can
expect to observe a total of 7.7 ×10

6 Hybrid decays in all decay channels for the 1.6 GeV Hybrid. For
example, following theory and VES branching ratios, we expect for the 1.6 GeV state, most data in the
πf1, πρ, πη

′, and b1π channels.

For 2, 2.5, 3.0 GeV mass Hybrids, assuming that they have the same radiative width, the number
of useful events decreases by factors of 6, 25, and 100, respectively. But even in these cases, assuming
again a global 1.5% efficiency, that would represent a very interesting potential of samples of 13×105,
3.1×105, and 0.77 ×10

5 Hybrid meson detected events, with masses 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 GeV, respectively.

Taking into account the very high beam intensity, fast data acquisition, high acceptance and
good resolution of the COMPASS set-up, one can expect from COMPASS the highest statistics and
a ‘systematics-free’ data sample that includes many tests to control possible uncertainties. Comparison
between COMPASS and past and new experiments [6, 8], with complementary methodologies, should
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allow fast progress on understanding Hybrid meson structure, their production and decay characteristics,
and on establishing systematic uncertainties.
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DOUBLY CHARMED BARYONS

Peter S. Cooper
on behalf of the SELEX Collaboration
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
P.O. Box 500, MS 122, IL 60510

Abstract
Candidates for several new high-mass states which include a cleanly-identified
daughter

���� baryon are seen in data from the SELEX experiment at Fermilab.
These states are candidates for doubly charmed baryons: a � ������ state and a
� ���� state. These candidates are more than �	� signals in each case at masses of
3520 and 3460 MeV respectively.

1. INTRODUCTION

The SELEX experiment, of which I am a spokesman, reports evidence for three new high-mass states
decaying into

� ���
��� ��� � �����
These states are consistent with some expectations of the doubly charmed

baryons predicted by the broken SU(4) symmetry of a system with four quark flavors [1]. This work
is presently being published in the refereed journals with one paper already in print [2] and others in
preparation. I shall only briefly summarize this work here.

2. DOUBLY CHARMED BARYON CANDIDATES FROM SELEX
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Mean 3519  MeV/c2
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15.9/√(6.1) = 6.3σ

Λc
+ K- π+

Data

Fig. 1: SELEX ���������� �"!$#&% signal.

SELEX reports [2] a � ���� state at 3519 MeV with a statistical significance of ' �)( � (Figure 1) and
an apparent iso-partner � ����*� state at 3460 MeV with a statistical significance of + �), � (Figure 2). Both of
these states have a width consistent with resolution and a very short lifetime ( - 30 fs). SELEX also sees
a broad state at 3783 MeV (Figure 3) which looks like a �/. ����*� with evidence for the strong decay mode
��. ������ �0(21	,3(2�54 � ���� �0( �7698 � � � .

The FOCUS experiment has shown [3] their search for states like SELEX observes. Starting with
10 times more

���� events they have no evidence for any signals, and few entries in general, in a long
list of decay modes, including those where SELEX sees signals. Whatever SELEX observes in hadro-
production with baryon beams is not observed in photo-production.
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Fig. 3: SELEX ��� � ���� �����
	&�&% signal.

The SELEX signals do not constitute a clear and unambiguous picture as doubly charmed baryons.
The production cross-section of these states, in the forward region where SELEX is sensitive, is consid-
erably higher than expected; lifetimes as short as 30 fs are less than models predict and a 60 MeV mass
difference between � ���� �0( �7698 � and � ������ �0( + '�� � is hard to understand as an isospin splitting. With evi-
dence for three inter-related new states we can only guess, at this time, what fraction and pieces of the
total picture we are now seeing.

What is abundantly clear it that these signals are not statistical fluctuations; they are something.
The only alternative interpretation consistent with the observed properties of these states is as decays of
very high mass, singly charmed baryon excited states with absurdly narrow strong decay widths.

3. FUTURE PROSPECTS

We can look forward to further measurements from SELEX, and hopefully others, to confirm (or contra-
dict) these signals. New work on the phenomenology and models of doubly charmed baryons can also
be expected in order to more fully understand these observations.
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DOUBLE CHARM PHYSICS

Jean-Marc Richard∗

Institut des Sciences Nucléaires, Université Joseph Fourier–CNRS-IN2P3
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Abstract
We review the weak-decay and spectroscopy properties of baryons with two
charmed quarks. We also present the convergent speculations on exotic mesons
(QQq̄q̄) with two heavy quarks and two light antiquarks.

1 INTRODUCTION

The discovery of the (bc̄) ground state [1], and that of the (ccd) baryon [2–4] demonstrates that new
sectors of hadron physics are becoming accessible to experiments.

There are several good reasons to study hadron systems with two c quarks:

• Double charm baryons provide tests of mechanisms proposed to describe the weak decays of
charmed mesons and single-charm baryons.

• The dynamics of confinement in (QQq) baryons combine the slow relative motion of two heavy
quarks with the fast motion of a light quark.

• (QQq̄q̄) multiquark states have been predicted, whose stability results from the flavour-independent
character of quark forces at short distances and from pion-exchange between two heavy mesons at
large distances.

These aspects will be reviewed in the next sections. Details will be skipped. Many references will be
provided for further reading.

2 WEAK DECAY OF CHARM

2.1 General considerations

It was a surprise in our community when the ratio of lifetimes r = τ(D
±

)/τ(D
0
) was announced to

significantly differ from unity. The preliminary value r ' 4 even amplified the shock. Still, the stabilised
value r ' 2.5 [1] is impressive. With only spectator diagrams such as those of Fig. 1, all lifetimes would
be equal (up to minor phase-space effects) and all semileptonic widths comparable. r 6= 1 reveals

c s

q̄ q̄

W
f̄

f

c s

q q

q q

W
f̄

f

Fig. 1: Spectator diagram, for charmed mesons (left) and single-charm baryons (right).

important non-spectator effects: interferences between a constituent quark or antiquark, and another
coming from c or W decay; W exchange between c and d or s; to a lesser extent, W formation in the
s-channel. Further refinements such as penguin diagrams might also be included.

∗e-mail: jean-marc.richard@isn.in2p3.fr
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2.2 Charmed mesons

There are many data on charmed mesons. In particular, the semileptonic widths are comparable [1]

ΓSL(D
±

) ∼ ΓSL(D
0
) ∼ ΓSL(Ds) ∼ 0.3 ps

−1
. (1)

There is no major interference effect. So the mechanism of Fig. 1 (left) with (f, f̄) = (e
+
, νe) or

(µ
+
, νµ) provides all mesons with a similar semi-leptonic rate. The differences in lifetimes come from

the hadronic part. The results [1]

τ(D
0
) ∼ 400 fs , τ(Ds) ∼ 500 fs , τ(D

+
) ∼ 1000 fs , (2)

indicate that the light antiquark is not a mere spectator. When f̄ = d̄ in W → f f̄ decay, this d̄ interferes
with the d̄ of D

+. For D
0 and Ds, a W boson can be exchanged. For Ds, there is a small contribution

of W formation. Some effects are pictured in Fig. 2.

c s

d̄ d̄

W

u

d̄

c s

ū d̄

W

c u

s̄ d̄

W

Fig. 2: Some mechanisms contributing to differences among the lifetimes of charmed mesons: interferences (left), W exchange

(centre), fusion into W (right).

2.3 Baryons with single charm

The above mechanisms have been applied to charmed baryons: Λ
+
c (cud), Ξ+

c (csu), Ξ0
c(csd) and Ωc(css).

A new interference appears with respect to the meson case: the s-quark coming from the decaying c

might “feel” the presence of another s. The W -exchange contribution receives a larger strength. Anni-
hilation becomes negligible, since requiring an antiquark from the sea. Some typical contributions are
shown in Fig. 3. The mechanisms can be tested in subclasses of decays, once the statistics becomes suf-
ficient for such filtering. An example is the last diagram of Fig. 3 showing a W -exchange contribution
to doubly-Cabbibo-suppressed decay.

c s
s s

q q

W
f̄

f

c s

d u

q q

W
c d

s u

q q

W

Fig. 3: Some diagrams differentiating the weak decay properties of various single-charm baryons: ss interferences, W exchange

for ordinary hadronic decay, W exchange for suppressed decay.

.

The main predictions [5, 6] are that

• there are differences in the semileptonic partial widths ΓSL, namely

ΓSL(Λ
+
c ) < ΓSL(Ξ

+
c ) < ΓSL(Ξ

0
c) < ΓSL(Ω

0
c) , (3)

• the lifetimes are ordered as

τ(Ωc) < τ(Ξ
0
c) < τ(Λ

+
c ) < τ(Ξ

+
c ) . (4)
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Present data do not enable one to check the prediction (3). The ordering (4) of lifetimes is remarkably
verified by the data, but the spread of values seems always underestimated in theoretical calculations,
at least to my knowledge. This is hopefully just a matter of using more realistic values of some model-
dependent parameters, such as the probability to find two quarks at the same location, which enters the
contribution of W exchange.

There are many predictions for exclusive rates, at least for their relative values. See, for example,
Ref. [7] for a flavour of this rich physics.

2.4 Weak decays of baryons with double charm

The same mechanisms have been further applied to baryons with double charm. Examples are drawn in
Fig. 4. There is an overall agreement that the hierarchy of lifetimes is [6, 8]

τ(Ξ
+
cc) . τ(Ω

+
cc) � τ(Ξ

++
cc ) , (5)

with, perhaps, an underestimate of the magnitude of the effect. For instance, Kiselev et al. [9, 10]
predicted τ(Ξ

+
cc) ∼ 400 fs, as compared to the value τ . 30 fs suggested by SELEX data [2, 4]. This

is one of the reasons leading Kiselev et al. [11] to cast some doubt about the Fermilab result. See, also,
Ref. [12]. But, again, the lifetime of other charmed baryons was also overestimated by theorists. In the
plot of lifetimes, Fig. 5, a value as low as 30 fs does not look too extravagant an extrapolation.

c s

c c

s s

W
f̄

f

c s

c c

u u

W
d̄

u

c c

c s

d u
W

Fig. 4: Some diagrams leading to differences among the lifetimes of baryons with double charm.

3 SPECTROSCOPY OF DOUBLE-CHARM BARYONS

In the 1960s, the flavour group SU(3)F was immediately extrapolated to SU(4) or higher. A better moti-
vation for a fourth quark came from the GIM mechanism [13]. At the time where charm was discovered,
in the hidden form of (cc̄), some classic papers were written on hadrons with charm, including a section
on (ccq) states [14, 15].

More detailed studies of (QQq) baryons came in the 1980s and later [6, 16–23]. No doubt the
recent discovery at SELEX will stimulate further works.

(QQq) baryons are perhaps the most interesting of ordinary hadrons, as they combine in a single
bag two extreme regimes:

1. the slow relative motion of two heavy quarks, as in charmonium,

2. the fast motion of a light quark. Remember that the electron moves faster in hydrogen than in
positronium. Similarly, a light quark is likely more relativistic in heavy-light hadrons than in light
mesons.

Hence, (QQq) baryons offer a very interesting laboratory to study confinement.

3.1 Diquark clustering and excitations

In the (QQq) wave function, the average QQ separation is smaller than the Qq one. This leads to
envisage approximations, such as a quark–diquark picture, to be discussed shortly. The diquark is,
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Fig. 5: Lifetimes of heavy baryons, borrowed from the slides of P. Cooper at the last Hyperon Conference [3].

however, not frozen. The first excitations arise in the QQ relative motion, i.e., the (QQq) ground state,
and its first orbital excitation (QQq)

∗ are built out of different diquarks.

3.2 The two-step approximation

It is rather legitimate to replace the full three-body calculation by a two-step procedure where one

1. calculates the QQ mass, by solving a two-body problem,

2. calculates the QQ − q mass by solving another two-body problem.

The second step is rather safe. The finite-size corrections are small. For instance, they cancel out exactly
for the harmonic oscillator.

As for the first step, one should be aware that the QQ potential is effective, since it contains both
the direct QQ interaction and a contribution from the light quark. For instance, in the harmonic oscillator
model, the identity

r
2
12 + r

2
23 + r

2
31 =

3

2
r
2
12 + 2 r

2
12−3 , (6)

demonstrates that 1/3 of the QQ interaction comes from the light quark. Replacing 3/2 by 1 results in an
underestimate of energies and spacings by a factor

√
3/2.

3.3 The Born–Oppenheimer approximation

It was used, for example, by Fleck and Richard [16]. For a given QQ separation r12, the two-centre
problem is solved for the light quark, with proper reduced mass. The ground-state energy E0(r12),
supplemented by the direct QQ interaction, provides the adiabatic potential VQQ. Solving the 2-body
problem with this potential gives the first levels. The adiabatic potential built out of the second “elec-
tronic” energy E1(r12) leads to a second series of levels. This is very similar to the spectroscopy of H+

2

in atomic physics.

Within explicit potential models, the Born–Oppenheimer approximation can be checked against
an accurate solution of the 3-body problem, using for instance a systematic hyperspherical expansion.
The approximation is excellent for (bbq) and (ccq), with q = u, d or s, or even for (ssu) or (ssd).
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3.4 Typical results

In Ref. [16], (ccq) masses were estimated from a specific variant of the bag model, already used for
charmed mesons. The results turn out to be rather sensitive to details such as centre-of-mass corrections,
value of the bag constant, etc. Other bag-model calculations have been performed [24].

Potential models, on the other hand, tend to give very stable results, when the parameters are
varied while maintaining a reasonable fit of lighter hadrons. Typically

• a ground state near or slightly above 3.6 GeV for the (ccu) or (ccd) ground state,

• a hyperfine splitting of about 80 MeV between the spin 3/2 and spin 1/2 states,

• the first orbital excitation about 300 MeV above the ground state,

• the first (ccs) state near 3.7 GeV.

Note that models tuned to (cqq) or lighter baryons might underestimate the short-range QQ attraction.
If models are adjusted to (cc̄) spectroscopy, there is an ambiguity on how to translate it to cc. The usual
recipe stating that

VQQ =
1

2
VQQ , (7)

implies pairwise forces mediated by colour-octet exchanges. Small, non-confining, colour-singlet ex-
changes, as well as three-body forces might complicate the issue.

3.5 Towards better estimates

Most existing calculations are of a rather exploratory nature, since made when double charm was con-
sidered as science fiction, or far future. Meanwhile, the art of QCD has made significant progress.

One could retain from simple potential models that the Born–Oppenheimer approximation pro-
vides an adequate framework. The effective QQ potential could be estimated from relativistic models
or from lattice calculations, similar to those of the QQ potential or the effective QQ potential in exotic
(QQq̄q̄) mesons, on which more shortly. It is hoped that the new experimental results will stimulate such
calculations.

The literature already contains approaches somewhat more ambitious than simple bag or potential
models: QCD sum rules [19], string picture [25, 26], etc.

4 EXOTIC MESONS WITH DOUBLE CHARM?

4.1 Minireview on advertised exotics

The famous H dibaryon proposed by Jaffe [27], and the less notorious pentaquark P proposed indepen-
dently by Lipkin [28] and the Grenoble group [29], owe their tentative stability to chromomagnetic forces.
Other mechanisms might lead to stable multiquarks: chromoelectric forces and long-range Yukawa in-
teraction. These mechanisms were first proposed with crude approximations for the overall dynamics.
It is important to examine to which extent multiquark binding survives all refinements brought in model
calculations.

4.1.1 Hexaquark

The chromomagnetic interaction [15]

Hcm = −C

∑

i<j

~σi.~σj λ̃i.λ̃j

mimj

δ
(3)

(~rij) , (8)

or its bag model analogue [30], successfully describes the observed hyperfine splittings such as ∆ − N

or J/Ψ − ηc. The astute observation by Jaffe [27] is that this operator provides a binding

(ssuudd) − 2(sud) ∼ −150MeV (9)
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to the H = (ssuudd) dibaryon with spin and isospin J = I = 0. This estimates, however, relies on:

1. SU(3)F flavour symmetry,

2. 〈δ(3)
(~rij)〉 independent of (i, j) pair and borrowed from the wave function of ordinary baryons.

Relaxing these hypotheses, and introducing kinetic energy and spin-independent forces in the 6-body
Hamiltonian usually spoils the stability of H [31–33]. The existence of H is nowadays controversial.
It has been searched for in many experiments, without success so far. For instance, the doubly-strange
hypernucleus Λ

6
ΛHe is not observed to decay into H + α [34].

4.1.2 Pentaquark

If the calculation made for the H is repeated in the limit where m(Q) → ∞, the same binding

(Qqqqq) − (Qq) − (qqq) ∼ −150MeV (10)

is obtained for the pentaquark (Qqqqq), qqqq being in a SU(3)F triplet [28, 29]. All corrections, again,
tend to weaken this binding [33,35] so it is not completely sure that the actual pentaquark is stable. See,
also, Ref. [36].

For the case where the chromomagnetic term (8) is replaced by Goldstone-boson exchange, see,
for example, the review by Stancu [37] and references therein.

4.2 Tetraquark

Twenty years ago, it was pointed out that current confining potentials bind (QQq̄q̄) below its dissociation
threshold into (Qq̄)+(Qq̄), provided the mass ratio m(Q)/m(q) is large enough [38]. This chromoelec-
tric binding was studied by several authors, in the context of flavour-independent potentials [39–47] or
with lattice QCD [48, 49] (see, also, [50, 51]), with a remarkable convergence towards the same conclu-
sion. This somewhat contrasts with the confusion in other sectors of multiquark spectroscopy.

4.2.1 Favourable symmetry breaking

Let us consider the limit of a purely flavour-independent potential V for (QQq̄q̄). The situation becomes
similar to that of exotic four-body molecules (M

+
,M

+
,m

−

,m
−

), which all use the very same Coulomb
potential. The hydrogen molecule with M � m is much more stable than the positronium molecule Ps2

with M = m. If one decomposes the 4-body Hamiltonian as

H4 =

[
M

−1
+ m

−1

4

(
~p
2
1 + ~p

2
2 + ~p

2
3 + ~p

2
4

)
+ V

]
+

M
−1 − m

−1

4

(
~p
2
1 + ~p

2
2 − ~p

2
3 − ~p

2
4

)
, (11)

the first term, even under charge conjugation, corresponds to a rescaled equal-mass system with the same
threshold as H4. The second term, which breaks charge conjugation, improves the energy of H4 (one
can applies the variational principle to H4 using the symmetric ground state of the first term as a trial
wave function). In the molecular case, the second term changes the marginally bound Ps2 (or rescaled
copy) into the deeply bound H2. In quark models, an unbound (qqq̄q̄) becomes a stable (QQq̄q̄).

The effective QQ potential has been estimated by Rosina et al. [46] in the framework of empir-
ical potential models, and by Mihaly et al. [48] and Michael et al. (UKQCD) [49], who used lattice
simulations of QCD.

The question is obviously: is the c quark heavy enough to make (ccq̄q̄) bound when q = u or
d? At this point, the answer is usually negative, most authors stating that b is required to bind (QQq̄q̄)

below its (Qq̄) + (Qq̄) threshold.
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4.3 Deuterium-like binding

There is, however, another mechanism: pion-exchange or, more generally, nuclear-like forces between
hadrons containing light quarks or antiquarks. This effect was studied by several authors, in particular
Törnqvist [52], Manohar and Wise [53], and Ericson and Karl [54]. In particular a D and D

∗ can
exchange a pion, thus inducing an attractive potential. It is weaker than in the nucleon–nucleon case, but
what matters for a potential gV (r) to bind, is the product gm of the strength g and reduced mass m.

It is found that (DD
∗

) is close to being bound, while binding is better established for (BB
∗

). The
result depends on how sharply the long-range potential is empirically regularised at short distances.

4.4 Combining long- and short-range forces

A lattice calculation such as those of Refs. [48, 49] contains in principle all effects. In practice, space
is truncated, so long-range forces are perhaps not entirely included. Explicit quark models such as [46]
make specific assumptions about interquark forces, but do not account for pion exchange.

In our opinion, a proper combination of long- and short-range forces should lead to bind (DD
∗

),
since each component is almost sufficient by itself. This is presently under active study.

4.5 Borromean binding

There is a further possibility to build exotic, multicharmed systems. If the interaction between two
charmed mesons cannot lead to a bound state (this is presumably the case for (DD), since pion exchange
does not contribute here), it is likely that the very same meson–meson interaction binds three or more
mesons. This is known as the phenomenon of ‘Borromean’ binding.

For instance, in atomic physics, neither two 3He atoms nor a 3He atom and a 4He atom can form a
binary molecule, even at vanishing temperature, but it is found that 3

He
3
He

4
He is bound [55]. Similarly,

in nuclear physics, the isotope 6He is stable against evaporating two neutrons, or any other dissociation
process, while 5He is unstable. In a 3-body picture, this means that (α, n, n) is stable, while neither
(α, n) nor (n, n) have a stable bound state. In short, binding three constituents is easier than two.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The results by the SELEX [2] and BELLE [56] groups show that we are now able to produce and identify
two units of charm in hadron or electron collisions.

Double charm opens unique perspectives for studying new aspects of weak decays and confining
forces, and for producing heavy exotic states.

A step further is triple-charm. The Ωccc family was named by Bjorken [57] the “ultimate goal
of baryon spectroscopy”. It will reveals a ‘pure’ baryon spectrum, without light quark complications.
Comparing (cc̄) and (ccc) ordering and spacing pattern will be crucial to check current ideas on the
gluon strings picture leading to linear confinement.
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Abstract
The search for doubly charmed baryons has been a topic for COMPASS from
the beginning. Requiring, however, a complete spectrometer and highest possi-
ble trigger rates, this measurement has been postponed. The scenario for such
a measurement in the second phase of COMPASS is outlined here. First stud-
ies of triggering and simulation of the setup have been performed. New rate
estimates based on recent measurements from SELEX at FNAL are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The COMPASS collaboration was founded in 1996 to perform a number of measurements in hadron
physics ranging from polarized structure functions examined with deep-inelastic muon scattering to
topics like light meson spectroscopy and the study of exotic hadrons [1]. After the first phase of the
COMPASS experiment focusing on the contribution of gluons to the polarized structure function of the
nucleon, a second phase is planned to address more topics with hadron beams. One of these topics, the
search for doubly charmed baryons, is described in this report.

The quantum chromodynamics hadron spectrum includes doubly charmed baryons (DCBs):Ξ+
cc

(ccd), Ξ++
cc (ccu), and Ω+

cc (ccs), as well as the triply charmedΩ++
ccc (ccc). A 1996 DCB review [2]

collected information on masses, lifetimes, internal structure, production cross sections, decay modes,
branching ratios, yields, and experimental requirements for optimizing the signal and minimizing the
backgrounds. DCB works published since then are given in Refs. [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. The doubly
and triply charmed baryons provide a new window for understanding the structure of all baryons. As
pointed out by Bjorken [12], one should strive to study the triply charmed (ccc) baryon. Its excitation
spectrum, including several narrow levels above the ground state, should be closer to the perturbative
regime than is the case for the DCBs. The (ccq) studies are a valuable prelude to such (ccc) efforts.

Hadron structures with size scales much less than 1/Λqcd should be well described by perturbative
QCD. The tightly bound colour antitriplet (cc)3̄ diquark in (ccq) may satisfy this condition. But the DCB
radius may be large, if it is dominated by the low mass q orbiting the tightly bound (cc) pair. The study
of such configurations and their weak decays can help to set constraints on models of quark–quark forces
[13, 14]. Stong [15] emphasized how the QQq excitation spectra can be used to phenomenologically
determine the QQ potential, to complement the approach taken forQQ̄ quarkonium interactions.

Savage and Wise [16] discussed the (ccq) excitation spectrum for the q degree of freedom (with
the (cc) in its ground state) via the analogy to the spectrum ofQ̄q mesons, where the (cc) pair plays the
role of the heavyQ̄ antiquark. Fleck and Richard [13] calculated excitation spectra and other properties
of (ccq) baryons for a variety of potential and bag models, which describe successfully known hadrons.
In contrast to heavy mesons, the descriptions of light quark (qqq) and singly charmed (cqq) baryons are
less successful. We need to better understand how the proton and other baryons are built from quarks.
The investigation of the (ccq) system should help put constraints on baryon models, including light quark
(qqq) and singly charmed (cqq) baryons, since the (ccq) has a quark structure intermediate between (qqq)
proton andQ̄q meson structures.

In the double-charm system, there have been many predictions for the masses of the J=1/2 states
and the J=3/2 hyperfine excitations [10]. Most results are consistent with expectations of a ground state
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mean mass around 3.6 GeV/c2. The (cc) colour antitriplet diquark has spin S=1. The spin of the third
quark is either parallel (J=3/2) or anti-parallel (J=1/2) to the diquark. For (ccq), the J=1/2 states are
expected to be lower than the J=3/2 states by around 80 MeV/c2 [10, 11, 13, 17].

Bjorken [12] and also Fleck and Richard [13] suggest that internal W exchange diagrams in the
Ξ+
cc decay could reduce its lifetime to around100 fs, roughly half the lifetime of theΛ+

c . Consider-
ing possible constructive interference between the W-exchange and two c-quark decay amplitudes, it is
possible that this state should have an even shorter lifetime.

We describe qualitatively the perturbative production mechanism for DCBs. One must produce
two c quarks (and associated antiquarks), and they must join to a tightly bound, small size anti-triplet
pair. The pair then joins a light quark to produce the final (ccq). The two c-quarks may be produced
(initial state) with a range of separations and relative momenta (up to say tens of GeV/c). In the final
state, if they are tightly bound in a small size (cc) pair, they should have relative momentum lower than
roughly 1 GeV/c. The overlap integral between initial and final states determines the probability for
the (cc)-q fusion process. Such cross sections may be smaller by as much as 10−2–10−3 compared to
single-charm production. Aokiet al. [18] reported a low statistics measurement at

√
s = 26 GeV/c2 for

the ratio of double to single open charm pair production, of10−2. ThisDD̄DD̄ to DD̄ cross section
ratio was for all central and diffractive events. This high ratio is encouraging for (ccq) searches. Cross
section guestimates are given in Ref. [2].

Brodsky and Vogt [19] suggested that there may be significant intrinsic charm (IC)cc̄ components
in hadron wave functions, and therefore alsoccc̄c̄ components. The double intrinsic charm component
can lead to (ccq) production, as the (cc) pairs pre-exist in the incident hadron. Intrinsic charm (ccq)
production, with its expected high Xf distribution, would therefore be especially attractive. When a
double charm IC state is freed in a soft collision, the charm quarks should also have approximately
the same velocity as the valence quark. Thus, coalescence into a (ccq) state is likely. Cross section
guestimates are given in Ref. [2].

The semi-leptonic and non-leptonic branching ratios of (ccq) baryons were estimated by Bjorken
[12] in 1986. He uses a statistical approach to assign probabilities to different decay modes. He first
considers the most significant particles in a decay, those that carry baryon or strangeness number. Pions
are then added according to a Poisson distribution. The Bjorken method and other approaches for charm
baryon decay modes are described by Klein [20]. For theΞ++

cc , Bjorken [12] estimated theΛ+
c π

+K−π+

final state to have 5% branching ratio; while for theΞ+
cc, he estimated theΛ+

c π
+K− final state to have

3% branching ratio. One expects [2] that roughly 80% of the (ccq) decays are hadronic, with as many as
one-third of these leading to final states with all charged hadrons.

Recently the SELEX experiment at Fermilab has reported the first observation of the doubly
charmed baryonΞ+

cc in the channel toΛcK−π+ [21]. Evidence for other states was found as well.
The forward production seems to be strongly enhanced in baryon beams. Effectively, a large fraction of
their observedΛc are daughters of doubly charm baryons [22]. This requires new mechanisms of charm-
or even di-charm generation. Therefore much larger yields of doubly charmed baryons could be expected
at the high-rate COMPASS experiment.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To measure doubly charmed baryons with the COMPASS spectrometer several modifications have to be
made and some detector systems have either to be built from scratch or upgraded. This section outlines
the hardware requirements for a DCB measurement.

It is foreseen to run the double charm measurement with a proton beam of 280 GeV (the maximum
of the present beamline setup) and an intensity of up to108 during the 5-s SPS spill every 16.8 s.
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Fig. 1: General setup of the COMPASS spectrometer.

2.1 Spectrometer

COMPASS uses a double magnetic spectrometer with tracking, electromagnetic and hadronic calorime-
try and particle identification in each section: the first stage detects low-momentum particles with large
angles (±180 mrad). High-momentum particles are analysed in the second part (±25 mrad) using a
large lever arm and a higher magnetic field than in the first stage. In this way an angular resolution down
to 10µrad (for small scattering angles) and a transverse resolution down to 7µm can be achieved. A
schematic view of the spectrometer is given in Fig. 1. For the double charm setup the gap of the first
spectrometer magnet should be reduced from the present 1.72 m to 0.82 m, which is possible by remov-
ing some of the modular yoke pieces. This provides a higher field for the higher beam energy and also a
smaller stray field in the tracking zones.

The tracking system is built up from a set ofLargeAngleTrackers (LAT ) covering the outer region
with lowest track density andSmall Angle Trackers (SAT) for the inner regions. So-calledtracking
stationsare distributed all over the spectrometer and consist of three different detector types staggered,
each smaller one having finer granularity and rate capability and covering with some overlap a central
hole in the next larger one. For the innermost part, directly in the beam, silicon detectors [23] and
scintillating fibres are used. The LAT are small cell size drift chambers, straw chambers [24] and further
downstream MWPC and large cell size drift chambers. The very important inner trackers between the
beam region and the LAT consist of Micromegas [25] before the first magnet and GEM detectors [26]
after that.

The compatibility of the tracking system with the high-intensity hadron beam, however, still has
to be proven. In particular the inner trackers may run at a higher risk of discharges, which could make a
partial revision of the setup necessary.

Particle identification is first of all given by RICH 1. A second RICH is currently under plan-
ning and should be able to cover the high momentum part of the spectrum passing through the second
magnet. It is foreseen to have a fast readout which could make particle identification at the second trig-
ger level possible. In addition two upgraded Cherenkov counters of CEDAR type will provide particle
identification in the beamline to be able to obtain clean cross section measurements.

Further downstream electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters provide the energy measurement
needed to form a first level trigger based on transverse energy. Thereafter two muon filters allow muons
from semi-leptonic charm decays to be identified. In addition to the existing muon walls the first muon
filter has to be augmented by a muon hodoscope for triggering. Only a small fraction of muons from
semi-leptonic decays would reach the present muon hodoscopes put far downstream for DIS measure-
ments.
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2.2 Target setup

The target setup as described in the present simulation is shown in Fig. 2. Beam definition is provided
as in the present setup by scintillating fibres and silicon microstrips. The beam impinges on a segmented
target of in total 2% of a nuclear interaction length. It is foreseen to use different materials for the thin
target plates to study the A-dependence of charm production. The segmentation allows charm hadrons
to decay mostly outside the target material to allow a cleaner vertex separation.

After the target a silicon microstrip telescope is needed to allow precise vertex determination. A
clear separation of primary production vertex and secondary decay vertex is the cleanest signature for a
weak charm decay. As a minimum setup, 16 microstrip planes arranged in four projections are foreseen.
Depending on resolution, acceptance and possible stray fields a fifth station might be needed. A further
consideration is the possibility to fully reconstruct semi-leptonic decays by using a densely packed decay
detector right after the target as shown in Fig. 3. In the order of 16 planes are spaced within 2 cm along
the beam and have a pitch of 10–15µm. This setup would allow one to see a fraction of charm tracks
(mostlyD-mesons) still in the detector before their decay. Both resolution and the benefit of a charm
decay detector still have to be studied carefully in simulations.

After the target a scintillating fibre detector will be used to obtain the track multiplicity at the
trigger level and provide precise timing for all vertex tracks.
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Fig. 2: Target region as used in the simulation. Fig. 3: Charm decay detector. 16–20 planes are spaced by

2 mm and have a pitch of 10–15µm.

In COMPASS no precision vertex detector is present yet. The design of this detector has to fulfil
a number of strict requirements:

• The detector has to stand fluences up to5× 1014 particles/cm2.

• The spatial resolution in beam direction should be better than 100µm to provide sufficient resolv-
ing power for charm decay vertices.

• Finally, at the very high particle rates foreseen, a good timing resolution is needed to recognize
interaction pileup and disentangle multiple beam tracks.

It is foreseen to make use of the Lazarus effect [27] by operating silicon detectors at cryogenic tempera-
tures so that they can survive larger fluences.

During the process of detector optimization we have to investigate the design of a monolithic
target-vertex-cryostat, determine the best pitch size, and determine the effects of a larger lever arm vs.
acceptance and mechanical design.

Finally the readout has to run at a speed of up to 100 kHz. ADCs are needed to obtain better space
resolution, a good timing of the signal, and discrimination of secondary interactions.
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3. TRIGGER SCENARIO

One of the most important problems to solve is to reduce the vast number of inelastic interactions to the
interesting ones showing signatures for charm hadron decays. This is discussed in this section.

The starting point are2 × 106 interactions per SPS spill. The first-level trigger has to reduce this
to a rate of not more than 100 kHz, i.e. by at least a factor 4. Owing to the constraints of the readout
system of existing detectors per event, 1µs is available for the trigger decision at this level.

Three types of triggers can be envisaged at this trigger level, of which a combination should be
able to reach the desired rejection level at a reasonable efficiency:

• Requiring simple charged track multiplicities bigger than 4 is a safe cut, in particular when search-
ing for double charm. This removes a large part of the diffractive inelastic reactions and all elastic
ones.

• A large transverse energy detectable by the calorimeters can indicate charm decays.

• A rather high fraction (up to 17%) ofD-mesons decay semi-leptonically, mostly producing a
muon. This can be selected by the muon filters of the spectrometer.

These trigger types shall be discussed in the following.

The rate coming from the first level trigger is still far too high to be written to mass storage.
Therefore a second and/or third trigger level is required. The features exploited at these further levels are
described below:

• Hit multiplicity, suppression of secondary interactions and a possible multiplicity jump in the
vertex detector can already be performed in an intelligent detector frontend.

• Track prototypes can be formed within a super ROB, a particularly powerful readout buffer com-
puter which reads the entire vertex detector. With these track angles, track multiplicity and possibly
high track impacts can be investigated.

• Vertex reconstruction needs the power of a third-level trigger farm with many CPUs or high power
co-processor cards for the super ROB. Here vertices can be searched, and separated production
and decay vertices can be identified.

• Finally, particle identification can be performed from the information of the RICH detectors, and
secondary vertices of hyperons and strange mesons can be tagged.

The final rate should be in the order of 10–20 000 triggers per spill.

3.1 Transverse energy

The high charm quark mass of around 1.5 GeV opens up a large number of decay channels. At the
same time theQ value of the decay is large and therefore also the transverse momenta of the decay
products. Enriching events with highpT tracks will therefore also enhance charm decays. Experiments
E791 and E831 already used this type of cut successfully. Typical values are 3–5 GeV reducing the
number of triggers by a factor of 3–5 at efficiencies between 70 and 55%. The simulation of doubly
charmed baryons shows an even higher transverse energy due to the two charm quarks and rather long
decay chains. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate this trigger.

3.2 Multiplicities and muon trigger

Owing to the largeQ value of the double charm decay and the long decay chains, the charged track
multiplicity is very high. For example, looking at the decayΞ+

cc → ΛcK−π+ with some associated D
mesons, basically no events with less than 10 charged tracks are seen. A simple cut of at least four tracks
would already cut down the events by half with 100% charm efficiency. Higher reduction factors at still
very high double charm efficiencies can be reached. Technically this trigger would be implemented by
means of a fast scintillating fibre detector at the end of the vertex region. Multiplicities of double-charm
events and minimum-bias events are compared in Figs. 6 a) and b).
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Another clean signature is the production of muons in semi-leptonic decays of charm mesons. The
branching ratios are

BR(D0 → µX) = 7% , and BR(D+ → µX) = 10%

whereas background from pion and kaon decays is small due to their much longer lifetimes compared to
the charm mesons. Therefore a reduction factor of 30 fromσtot can be reached at an efficiency which is
basically equivalent to the semi-leptonic branching ratio. In addition, background can be further reduced
by requiring a minimum transverse momentum of the muon.

3.3 Online filter

Coming to an acceptable data rate requires online filtering of the events. In the present COMPASS DAQ
system with its 12 (to max. 16) eventbuilder computers (with 2 processors each) there is little room for
complicated tasks, since at 40 kHz only 2–3 ms are available to process one event. Therefore other,
additional or alternative ways of filtering and data processing have to be implemented. The various
possible options will be briefly discussed here.

A very resource-efficient first approach is to improve the frontend electronics of detectors relevant
to further trigger decisions with more processing power by means of fast Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) chips. This allows the preprocessing of data at an early stage saving CPU power on the actual
filtering stage for mostly physics-oriented data treatment. Possible tasks for frontend preprocessing are:
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• correlation and cut on the signal time,

• data reduction by forming clusters from adjacent channels including time cuts and amplitude
weighting,

• determination of hit multiplicities,

• rejection of secondary interactions by means of a second threshold for too large signals.

As a second-level trigger a special readout buffer computer (Super-ROB) could be developed for
the vertex detector. A large part of physically relevant data arrives at this single computer and equipping
it with extra CPU power (4–8 CPUs) and, in addition, with powerful DSP or FPGA co-processor cards
can yield a high selectivity based on simple criteria. It is mainly the forming of track prototypes that can
be performed here from which selections on

• track multiplicities,

• track angles (partly correlated to transverse momenta),

• a preliminary interaction vertex and

• high track impact parameters

can be derived easily. This can be nicely embedded in the COMPASS DAQ system by also making
this special machine the event distribution manager which directs the data flow from ROB computers to
eventbuilders (Fig. 7). A large fraction of events would be simply flagged by the EDM after processing
on the Super ROB to be discarded on all other ROBs.

The final filtering of events can be done in a dedicated filter farm consisting of densely packed
CPUs, either as flat rack servers or better server blades with CPUs with low power consumption in racks
with high integration and built-in network, power and cooling infrastructure. These systems can attack
complicated filtering tasks like

• secondary vertex reconstruction,

• tagging of daughter decays (hyperons, K0
s, D mesons),

• reconstruction of RICH rings.

In a system with 300–600 CPUs processing time of up to 25–50 ms per event is available.
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Fig. 7: Improved DAQ system for the second phase of COMPASS.

An alternative approach can be the implementation of a more homogeneous system of networked
compute nodes which in a first layer address directly buffered detector data and then pass on data to
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further levels [28]. This approach in its full reach can even accomplish a readout system without ded-
icated hardware trigger signals that samples data at a constant frequency and performs data reduction,
feature extraction and filtering in parallel as the data is transported and combined. This, however, also
puts strong requirements on the frontends which actively have to perform hit-detection and data reduc-
tion before transferring any data. Although this might not be fully realizable in COMPASS, the compute
node network can be a cost-effective alternative to an expensive CPU farm.

4. SIMULATIONS

In preparation for the COMPASS Future Workshop in September 2002 a number of simulation studies
were performed. Their results are summarized here. Further studies to address a number of open ques-
tions are under way.
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The first set of simulations of doubly charmed baryons in COMPASS was based on the decay
channelΞ+

cc → ΛcK−π+ (Fig. 8) observed by SELEX at FNAL [21]. Together with the baryon two
anti-D- mesons are generated. The production parameters are assumed to follow

σ ∼ (1− xF )3

σ ∼ exp(−1.2p2
T ) .

The remaining energy is given to the Fritiof event generator to add further light hadrons.

For the detector simulation COMGEANT, a Monte Carlo program based on GEANT 3.14 is used.
The detector geometry used here is from the first spectrometer magnet SM1 onwards identical to the
present DIS setup. The target area before this magnet was already shown in Fig. 2 but there is further
room for optimization. Currently only fieldmaps for magnet gaps of 1.72 m and 1.32 m are available.
However, a more favourable gap of 82 cm should be studied in the near future.

The following assumptions and cuts are implied in this simulation study.

• The doubly charmed baryon was simulated with a lifetime of 25 fs corresponding to a value as
favoured by the SELEX observations.

• The main cuts in GEANT were set to 100 MeV for faster processing.

• There was no detailed simulation of the RICH, only momentum thresholds for the various particles
were applied. Positive identification of all kaons and protons was required.
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• Any secondary charm vertex was required to be outside the target material to be reconstructible.

The following sections illustrate the results of these simulations.

4.1 Acceptance and resolution

The overall geometrical acceptance and tracking capability of the simulated setup was found to be 5%.
Detector efficiencies were not yet applied, but the present reconstruction program CORAL was used.

The mass resolution for the reconstructedΛc was found to be 8 MeV whereas the resolution of
Ξcc turned out to be 13 MeV as shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9: Mass resolutions ofΛc andΞcc after reconstruction.

4.2 Momenta and track efficiencies

Figure 10 summarizes the distribution of momenta of the various particles simulated in theΞcc events. It
is notable that only very few particles reach momenta above 40 GeV/c. This underlines the importance
of the first spectrometer magnet. Presently a relatively poor average momentum resolution of 2% in this
region is found, indicating that a reduced gap of SM1 leading to a higher field would be beneficial. Figure
11 shows that for particles above 5 GeV/c a reasonable tracking efficiency above 80% can be reached
with the present setup.
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4.3 Trigger efficiencies

Finally, it was also possible to derive estimates for trigger efficiencies from the simulations in a sim-
plified way. Note, however, that in the following exclusive double charm events are only compared to
events generated by Fritiof as a kind of minimum-bias hadronic background. A large part of the total
cross section constituted by elastic and diffractive scattering events are not treated here. They should be
strongly suppressed by a hard multiplicity cut.

Trigger type Ratio Charm/Fritiof
Muon trigger (p(µ) > 2 GeV/c) 29.5% / 11.7%
Multiplicity trigger 100% / 85%

(more than 10 charged tracks)
1st level trigger 57.7% / 20 %

(Multiplicity ∧ ((ET > 5.8 GeV) ∨ (ET > 3 GeV∧ µ)))
2nd level trigger 41.5% / 4.6%

(some vertex activity)

These values show that in comparison to the relatively hard spectrum of products from Fritiof, the dis-
cussed trigger scenario would work, i.e. provide a sufficient reduction at the first trigger level and good
selectivity at the second.

In addition Fig. 12 shows the absolutexF -acceptance of reconstruction and triggers and Fig. 13 the
efficiency distribution normalized to all generated events. Here also the effect of RICH cuts was included.
These cuts are based simply on acceptance and momentum cuts according to the operating thresholds of
the employed RICH detectors. It turns out that the second RICH detector does not contribute a lot, mostly
due to the fact that the fraction of tracks with momenta above 40 GeV/c is rather low. Nevertheless, the
high-momentum part is of particular interest for the highly forward produced subsample which is of
biggest relevance in the comparison with the SELEX results. In any case RICH cuts in the end would
clean up the data substantially and reduce ambiguous interpretations.

The figures show as well that a reasonable reconstruction efficiency is reached already atxF >
−0.1.
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5. RATE ESTIMATES

Rate estimates can be obtained from the conducted simulations. Further input are the nominal beam rate
of up to 108 protons per spill and the assumed target with a thickness of 2% of an interaction length.
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This leads to a total of1012 interactions in a run of 100 effective days which corresponds to an integrated
luminosity of

∫
L = 25 pb−1, based on a total cross section of 40 mb per nucleon.

The SELEX observations [22, 29] point to an unexpectedly large fraction of double charm pro-
duction: From roughly 1600 reconstructedΛc they obtain about 50 doubly charmed baryons. If one then
takes into account all cuts and branching ratios of the observed channels one comes to the conclusion
that about half of allΛc in fact come from doubly charmed baryons. Assuming therefore a double charm
production cross section in the order of the singly charmed baryon production cross section of about 2µb
(cf. results from WA89 [30] at a similar energy to COMPASS), this would mean for COMPASS that 50
million doubly charmed baryons would be produced.

Taking into account now the results of the simulation (acceptance× reconstruction× trigger
× RICH = 0.8% as from Fig. 12) and estimates for branching ratios (BR(CCQ) × BR(CQQ) =
30% × 20% = 6%) and assuming an additional factor for the overall detection and vertexing efficiency
of 40 to 70%, one arrives at 10 000 to 17 000 reconstructed doubly charmed baryons. HereBR(CCQ)
already includes an estimated sum of all measurable CCQ channels, not only the simulated channel
Ξ+
cc → ΛcK−π+, andBR(CQQ) denotes the fraction of reconstructible daughter baryon decays. This

result is quite remarkable aside from the simple numbers in the sense that this would bring the highly
interesting field ofCCQ spectroscopy into reach.

But even a more conservative cross section estimate along the lines ofσ(CCQ) ∼ σtot× (10−3)2,
i.e. a factor10−3 down from charm production giving in the order of 10 nb would still correspond
to 250 000 produced or 100 to 170 reconstructed doubly charmed baryons. This number nevertheless
would constitute a solid observation.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this report the hardware requirements for the measurement of doubly charmed baryons in COMPASS
were outlined and the results of first simulations were presented. It was shown that sufficient suppres-
sion factors for the first trigger level could be reached by a combination of multiplicity and transverse
energy cuts enhanced by identifying muons from semi-leptonic decays. Based on these results, rate es-
timates for a COMPASS measurement were obtained. With the exciting SELEX observations in view,
doubly charmed baryons could be produced so abundantly thatCCQ-spectroscopy would be in reach
for COMPASS.

Simultaneously to the search for doubly charmed baryons valuable high-statistics data on singly
charmed baryons can be obtained. Here one has to choose between a single charm measurement with
double charm as bonus or a strict orientation of setup and triggers toward double charm. This choice is
essentially determined by data rates and the desired selectivity.

However, there is still a lot of work to be done. An optimized setup has to be found for the vertex
detector, the spectrometer layout and the trigger detectors. In particular there is substantial design work
needed for the vertex detector. Further simulation studies of trigger efficiencies and reduction factors are
needed. It would be interesting to obtain a better handle on the rejection of minimum-bias events from
real hadron beam data. Then the best filter algorithm has to be found and coded. Further question marks
lie in lifetimes, cross sections and production mechanisms of doubly charmed baryons.
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Abstract
There are several processes that can be measured at COMPASS and that are
of relevance for chiral perturbation theory. I discuss, in particular, pion po-
larizabilities and photon–meson transition amplitudes. In addition, I point out
that more precise experimental information on the

�������
-wave phase shift

in elastic ��� scattering would be very welcome.

1. INTRODUCTION

At low energies, it is useful to replace QCD by an effective quantum field theory that has the same
physical content as QCD but is formulated in terms of asymptotically observable fields. This method to
calculate physical observables in QCD is called chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) [1, 2, 3].

At COMPASS, one can test several ChPT predictions. This concerns in particular the electric and
magnetic polarizabilities of the charged pions and kaons, and photon–meson transition amplitudes like 	
+ meson 
 meson + meson. The relation of the latter process to the chiral anomaly makes it particularly
attractive. Furthermore, in case that COMPASS can provide precise data on low-energy

�
-wave phase

shifts in elastic ��� scattering, or information on ��� 
 ��� , one should not miss the opportunity to
measure these processes.

In the following, I concentrate on

�� 
 ��	����
��� 
 ��	����
�� 
 ���� ��� ������ �
��� 
 ���� �
��� 
 �����

These processes are generated in the COMPASS experiment through the Primakoff reaction or through
one-pion exchange. I shall not discuss

����� � ����� � ��
 � � �! � � �"�"� �
because these are (will be) investigated, for example, at NA48.

2. CHIRAL PERTURBATION THEORY

Chiral perturbation theory [1, 2, 3] has been developed over the last two decades into a method that
allows one to calculate several hadronic quantities with high precision. The method can be summarized
as follows. One replaces the original Lagrangian of QCD by a Lagrangian that contains the asymptotically
observable fields like pions, kaons, etas, . . . ,

#�$&%(' 
 #�)"*+*
quarks, gluons � � � �-,.�0/1�-23� �4�4� (1)

57698:8 � 5<;>=?5 � =?57@A=CB"B"B � (2)
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Here,
5��

generates terms of order (external momentum)
�

in the low-energy expansion of
�

-matrix ele-
ments.

Comments on this construction:� chiral symmetry determines the structure of
5 �

� the low-energy coupling constants (LECs) in
5��

must be determined from experiment or lattice
calculations, they are in general not determined by chiral symmetry alone� for appropriately chosen LECs, the effective theory reproduces the

�
-matrix elements of QCD at

low energies [4]

I illustrate the method with the
� ��� �

-wave scattering length of elastic ��� scattering. The result
of the � calculation is

�	�� � 
��
 � �

�� =���� � =�� ; � ; =���� � ����� (3)

where

� � � ;��� � ;�"! � �$# ; �
numbers + � logs + LECs �

and where � � ��% � �'& MeV is the pion decay constant. The symbol  � logs stands for non-analytic terms
in the chiral expansion, of the form (*),+ � ;� , and powers thereof. A similar expression holds for the

� � �
�

-wave scattering length � ;� . The leading terms in the scattering length expansion were determined by
Weinberg [5] in 1966, whereas the coefficients

�-�
and

� ;
and the analogous ones for � ;� have been worked

out algebraically at a later stage [6, 7]. Recently, the relevant LECs have been determined numerically,
such that [8]

�	��/. � ;� ��� � �,0,132�� � �,� & � (4)

Note that the uncertainty is less than two per cent in this case. Once � �� . � ;� is known, one can predict
the lifetime of the ground state of the �54 �76 atom [9],

8 � � � � %92�� � � �/: � � 6 ��; s � (5)

Needless to say, we anxiously await the result of the lifetime measurement at DIRAC [10].

This is obviously not the place to review ChPT. I refer the interested reader to one of the many
reviews available, for example, one may search at arXiv:hep-ph with find title chiral perturbation theory.

3. PHOTON-INDUCED REACTIONS

3.1 Pion polarizabilities

We consider Compton scattering

	��=< 
�	�=<
and expand the amplitude in powers of photon momenta. The quadratic terms contain the polarizabilities

�> � � �? � . I refer the reader to Bürgi’s article [11] for further notation. Here, I note that

a) The Compton amplitude and hence the polarizabilities are known to one [12] and two loops [11]
in the chiral expansion.
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b) Once the Compton amplitude is known, the polarizabilities may be expanded in powers of the pion
mass – the structure of this expansion is very similar to the expansion (3) for the scattering length,

�> � 2 �? � � >� 0 � ; � � � ;��� � < =�� < � =���� � ; ��� � (6)

where > � � � �  
 � �  0 is the fine structure constant of QED. The quantities � < and
� < denote

the one- and two-loop contributions, respectively [the tree contributions vanish]. The coefficients� < � � < again contain pure numbers, � logs and LECs. At one loop, the sum of the polarizabilities
vanishes, whereas the difference is given by a particular combination �� @ . �� ; of two LECs from
the effective Lagrangian

5 � [11, 13],

� 4 � � � � 6 �
�
 
� �� @ . �� ; � � (7)

At two-loop order, both the sum and the difference receive a non-vanishing contribution
� <��� �

.
Chiral symmetry does not, therefore, predict that �> � = �? � � �

. For an explicit expression of
� < in

terms of � logs and LECs, I refer the reader to Ref. [11].

c) The two-loop coefficients
� < contain LECs from

5 @
. They had been estimated in Ref. [11] by

use of resonance saturation. Bürgi’s final result is

�> � = �? � � � � �  2"� � � �/: � � 6 � fm
� �

�> � . �? � � � &+�'& 2 �
� � �/: � � 6 � fm

� � (8)

The uncertainties stem from the uncertainties in the low-energy constants and do not contain esti-
mates of the higher order terms (three loops and beyond).

d) The knowledge of LECs has improved over the last years, e.g., the structure of
5 @

is now known
[14], and some of the low-energy constants at order / � have been reevaluated [15, 16, 17]. To
illustrate the effect on (8), I consider the one-loop contribution (7). The combination �� @ . �� ; can
be determined from the decay �C
 	�
 	 . Its value depends on the data, and on the accuracy to
which the chiral expansion is carried out. Here I compare the values used in Ref. [11] with the
more recent determination by Bijnens and Talavera [15],

�� @ . �� ; �� 2.7
2

0.4 [11]
3.0

2
0.3 [15] .

(9)

Evaluating �> � . �? � at one-loop order with the two central values displayed in Eq. (9) generates
a difference of

� � 0 : � � 6 � fm � . Furthermore, the constants �� ; # @ also enter the coefficients
� < at

two-loop order, which in addition contain �� �$# ; # � # � from
5 � . These observations make it evident

that an update of (8) is needed before firm conclusions from a comparison with new data from the
COMPASS experiment can be drawn [18].

3.2 Kaon polarizabilities

Kaon polarizabilities have been worked out to one loop in Ref. [19]. I am not aware of a calculation
at two-loop order. Since the chiral expansion now also contains an expansion in powers of the strange
quark mass, the predictions will be less precise. However, it is clear that one should perform such an
analysis in view of the fact that the kaon polarizabilities will be measured at COMPASS [20].

The motivations for measuring the meson polarizabilities are for example

i) Polarizabilities start being nonzero at one-loop order–one explores chiral loop effects directly.

ii) In general, a comparison of the data with the chiral expansion is of similar interest as the ���
scattering lengths.
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3.3 Kaon electromagnetic form factor

If COMPASS can measure kaon electromagnetic form factors [21] to larger values of � �
;
� than exist at

present and more precisely, this will probably be useful also in constraining the theory for ����� via � ���
decays [22].

4. THE ANOMALY

The word anomaly refers to anomalous Ward identities for the Green functions of quark currents.

4.1 � � 
�	 	
The amplitude for ��
 	.	 has been evaluated [23] in the framework of � �  � : � �  � at order 	 ; ,
including one chiral loop. Recently, higher order terms in isospin breaking effects have been taken into
account, both, in � � � � : � � � �

[24], and in � �  � : � �  � [25]. The predictions are

� �
	���� ���� � �-032 � � � �32�� � �-0 eV [24]
� �
� �92 � � � � eV [25] ,

(10)

whereas the PDG [26] quotes
� �
	���� = 7.74

2
0.55 eV. The measurement of this decay is in progress

at JLAB (PRIMEX) [27].

4.2 	�� < 
 � < � �
We write the matrix element for the process 	���
 ��� in the form [28]

� � � ��� ��� )���� � � � � �� � ��� ��� ��� ��� )���� � =���� � � ��� ��� )���� � =���� ; � ��� ��� )���� � =CB"B"B � �
where

� � ��� � � � � � and
� � ; � denote the tree, one-loop [29] and two-loop [30] contribution in the chiral

expansion, and where
� ��� )���� are the standard kinematic variables. The constant � � �� is fixed by the

chiral anomaly. Recently, electromagnetic corrections have been calculated to
� � ��� and

� � � � [28, 24].
Interestingly, the correction to

� � ��� in the 	�� < 
 � < � � channel is sizeable, for the following reason.
This term is generated by the two graphs a) and b) in Fig. 1, and is given [28] by

� � ��� � � . � 	 ; � ;� �� ,
where  denotes the (momentum transfer)

;
of the virtual photon in graph b). As  may become small,

this contribution can be sizeable. In addition, it is rather sensitive to the scattering angle, see Fig. 2 in
Ref. [28].

a b

Fig. 1: Leading order contributions to the process !#"%$'&�"($%" 	 . The solid (dashed) lines denote charged (neutral) pions,

a wiggly line the photon. Graph a) displays the standard anomalous vertex, and b) contains both, an ordinary vertex !#" $ " $
and an anomalous one !)!#" 	 . The two vertexes in b) are connected by the exchange of a virtual photon in the * -channel. Both

graphs occur at order +#, in the chiral expansion.
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Remarks:
i) Including electromagnetic interactions in the chiral Lagrangian requires the charge to be counted

as a quantity of order / for consistency. In this case, the two graphs a) and b) are algebraically of
the same order in the low-energy expansion, because the propagator in b) contributes at order / 6 ; .

ii) In graph b), an ordinary vertex ( � < � < 	 ) as well as an anomalous one ( � � 	.	 ) are present.

iii) Both graphs change sign under �74�� �76 .
At one-loop order, infrared divergences occur – these are cancelled in the standard manner by

including [28] also the process

	��
 ����	��
The authors of Ref. [28] find that the result is rather insensitive to the photon energy of the outgoing
photon. For explicit formulas for the cross sections, I refer the reader to this reference. All in all, after
including electromagnetic interactions in the manner just described, theory agrees with the available
experimental information according to Ref. [28].

4.3 	�� 
 ���
This process is again dominated by anomalous terms in the effective Lagrangian (SU(3) version of
anomaly). The calculations are yet to be performed. Since the chiral expansion also involves expan-
sions in � � , the prediction will be less precise than in the pion case discussed above. Note that for the
process 	�� � 
 � � � � , the  -channel singularity is absent. Therefore, at leading order, this reaction
gives direct access to the chiral anomaly.

4.4
���

-dependence

The
���

dependence of anomalous processes has been investigated in the framework of the standard
model in [31, 32, 33]. These authors find the following

���
dependence for the amplitudes:

� � 
�	.	 � 	��
 ��� independent of
���

[31, 32, 33]
	� < 
 � � � < ��� = �

[33]
	� � 
 � � � � � � . �

[33] .

5. STRONG INTERACTIONS

5.1 ��� 
 ���
Recent calculations that involve the reaction ��� 
 ��� include

i) a dispersive analysis of available data to determine LECs in
5 � [34]

ii) a relation between the spectrum of � 6 � 4 atoms and the elastic ��� scattering amplitude [35].
What is the motivation for having more precise data on this reaction?

a) to pin down LECs

b) to get information on the character of chiral symmetry breakdown: is the vacuum affected by
heavy ��)� pairs [36] ?

It would be useful to have data that allow one to separate isospin 1/2 and 3/2 amplitude. Furthermore,
information on ����
 ���� in the region of ���� threshold and beyond would be very welcome [37].

5.2 ����
 ���
Elastic ��� scattering is an ideal observable to access the chiral structure of QCD vacuum for the follow-
ing reason. The quark mass expansion of the pion mass reads� ;� � � ;

. � � �� � � �  � � ; � ;� � =���� � @ �
(11)
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where
� ;

is proportional to the quark condensate and to the quark mass, and �� � is a low-energy constant
from

5 � . Standard chiral perturbation theory assumes that the first term in this expansion is dominant,
and that further terms induce small corrections. This assumption has been put in question by Stern and
collaborators [36] who pointed out that there is no experimental evidence for the quark condensate to be
different from zero. The LEC �� � also occurs in the elastic ��� scattering amplitude and has recently been
determined from high precision data on � 6 � decays [38, 39]. It has turned out that indeed the first term
in Eq. (11) is dominant – a rearrangement of the chiral expansion as proposed in [36] is not needed (see
also Ref. [40]).

The point I wish to make concerning the COMPASS experiment and ��� scattering is the following.
The Roy-equation analysis of ��� scattering [41], together with chiral symmetry requirements, predicts
the

� � �&�
-wave phase shift below 800 MeV, to within rather small uncertainties, see Fig. 9 in Ref. [17].

It would therefore be very instructive to have more precise experimental information on this phase shift.

6. SUMMARY

The following table reflects my personal view of the theoretical and experimental status of some of the
processes described above.

Ref. Status of Status of
theory theory experiment

photons:
	���
�	� [11, 13] **(*) *
	�� 
�	� [19] *
anomaly:
� � 
�	.	 [23, 24, 25] *** **
	��
 ��� [28, 24] *** *
	�� 
 ���
strong interactions:
��� 
 ��� [34] ** *
����
 ��� [17, 38, 39, 40, 41] **** ***
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Abstract
The COMPASS spectrometer is specially suited to perform a precise measure-
ment of the pion-polarizabilities through the Primakoff reaction π + Z →
π + Z + γ. The results of a simulation are presented. An overall error of
the measured polarizabilities comparable with the theoretical uncertainty can
be obtained, making possible a clean test of the chiral symmetry polarizability
prediction.

1. INTRODUCTION

The response of a particle, thought of as a composite structure of quarks, to an external electromagnetic
field is described by its electric α and magnetic β polarizabilities. These are fundamental quantities
whose understanding is of great importance in any model or theory of the strong interactions, because
the knowledge of these two quantities is an essential piece of information to check fundamental symmetry
relations like the chiral symmetry.

The Chiral Perturbation Theory, χPT, based on the assumption of the chiral symmetry conserva-
tion, predicts for the two pion polarizabilities the values [1]:

απ = ( 2.4 ± 0.5) · 10−4
fm

3

βπ = (−2.1 ± 0.5) · 10−4
fm

3
.

The error on απ and βπ is due to the uncertainty in the knowledge of the axial and vector coupling
constants that were measured in the radiative pion decay, where the polarizability can be expressed [2]
as:

απ =
4αF

mπf2
π

(L
9
r − L

10
r ),

where L
i
r are the chiral Lagrangian renormalization coupling constants.

Different experimental approaches have been used to deduce the pion polarizabilities. An ap-
proach involves the production of a π

+
π
− pair in e

+
e
− collisions as a way to study the reaction γγ →

π
+
π
−, as shown in Fig. 1. The result [3]:

απ = (2.2 ± 1.6stat+sys) · 10−4
fm

3

is obtained using dispersion relation. This result is, however, based on some model-dependent assump-
tion and has, therefore, not to be considered as a pure experimental result.

Polarizabilities can also be measured via pion Compton scattering. Since a pion target is not
available, the Compton scattering is only indirectly accessible through the radiative pion photoproduction
and the pion radiative scattering.
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Fig. 1: Photon–photon collision.
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Fig. 2: Radiative pion photoproduction.

In the pion photoproduction a real photon scatters on a virtual pion γp → γπ
+
n (see Fig. 2). With

this process the following result was obtained [4]:

απ = (20 ± 12stat) · 10−4
fm

3

The problem with such an approach is how to handle the final-state interaction between the produced
pion and the scattered neutron.

Another way to deduce the pion polarizability is to make use of the radiative pion scattering
π
−

Z → π
−

Zγ, where the problem of final-state interactions, discussed before, is not present, because of
the different interaction lengths of the strong and electromagnetic interactions. In the process considered
here, also called Primakoff reaction, a real pion scatters on a virtual photon provided by the nuclear field
(see Fig. 3). This approach allows for a simultaneous measurement of απ and (απ + βπ), therefore
a check of the chiral symmetry relation between (απ and βπ). This reaction has been used by the
Serphukov group [5–7], studying the scattering of 40 GeV/c pion on a 12C target. The result obtained is:

ZZ

π

π

γ

γ-

-

Fig. 3: Radiative pion scattering.
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απ = (6.8 ± 1.4stat ± 1.2sys) · 10−4
fm

3

assuming (απ + βπ) = 0 [5] and

(απ + βπ) = (1.4 ± 3.1stat ± 2.5sys) · 10−4
fm

3

without this assumption [6]. The value of (απ + βπ), here obtained as an independent measurement, is
compatible with zero. The value of απ = 6.8 · 10−4

fm
3 substantially differs from the χPT prediction

απ = 2.4 · 10−4
fm

3.

The experimental results of different experiment given here are very different and disagree with the
χPT predictions, with the exception of [3], where the error bar is significantly larger than the theoretical
uncertainty. Therefore new experiments are needed to measure απ and βπ with a statistical significance
comparable with the uncertainty estimated by the theory. The COMPASS spectrometer is specially suited
to perform a precise measurement of these two quantities, as part of the global Primakoff programme [8].
For this purpose we plan to measure the polarizabilities απ and βπ with a 190 GeV pion beam scattered
on a lead target. The choice of the energy and the target will be discussed in Section 2.

2. THE PRIMAKOFF REACTION

A characteristic of the Coulomb scattering is the sharp dependence of the cross section on t, the four-
momentum transfer from the incoming pion to the target nucleus. The t-dependence of dσ/dt, measured
at the Serphukov experiment [7], is presented in Fig. 4. The dominance of the Coulomb amplitude for
t ≤ 10

−3
(GeV/c)

2 is evident, while the background coming from the strong interactions remains small.

Fig. 4: t-dependence of dσ/dt measured at Serphukov.

The Primakoff differential cross section for a pion scattering on a nucleus in the anti-laboratory
frame (alab), the pion rest frame, is described by this formula:

d
3
σ

dtdωd cos θ
=

αfZ
2

πω

t − t0

t2

dσγπ(ω, θ)

d cos θ
|FA(t)|2 (1)

where t is the four-momentum transfer, t0 = (
mπω
pbeam

)
2, mπ is the pion mass, ω is the energy of the virtual

photon in the alab system, pbeam is the momentum of the incoming pion in the laboratory frame, θ is the
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Fig. 5: Pion scattering angle in the lab system vs pion-photon angle in the alab system. The different curves correspond to

increasing photon energies in the alab system from the lowest (dashed curve) to the highest value (full curve).

scattering angle of the real photon relative to the incident virtual photon direction in the alab system, αf

is the fine structure constant, Z is the charge of the nuclear target, FA(t) is electromagnetic form factor
of the nucleus (FA(t) ≈ 1 in the range of t < 10

−3
(GeV/c)

2). In Eq. (1) the dependence on the pion
polarizability is included in the cross section dσγπ

d cos θ
, given by:

dσγπ(ω, θ)

d cos θ
=

2πα
2
f

m2
π

·
(

F
Th
πγ +

mπω
2

αf

·
απ(1 + cos

2
θ) + βπ cos θ

(1 +
ω

mπ
(1 − cos θ))3

)
. (2)

The first term in the parenthesis represents the Thomson cross section for the γ scattering on a point-like
particle given by:

F
Th
πγ =

1

2
·

1 + cos
2
θ

(
1 +

ω
mπ

(1 − cos θ)

)2
. (3)

The second term expresses the correction for a non-pointlike particle. It describes the structure of
the pion through the polarizabilities απ and βπ.

The general behaviour of this cross section is characterized by the dependence on (απ + βπ) at
forward angles and on (απ − βπ) at backward angles in the alab system.

In the COMPASS experiment this measurement will be performed at the beam momentum of
190 GeV/c, higher than that used at Serphukov. This choice allows for lower t values, where the cross
section is higher. For the first measurement we have chosen a lead target, instead of carbon, because
of the Z

2 dependence in the cross section. We can also use an higher beam intensity (up to 2 × 10
7

π’s per second) and therefore collect a statistics significantly larger than that collected in the Serphukov
experiment.

The kinematics of the scattering of a 190 GeV/c pion beam on a lead target shows the existence of
a limit angle for the pion. In Fig. 5 the relation between the pion angle in the laboratory system versus the
angle between the scattered pion and photon in the alab system is shown. The different lines correspond
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to different energies for the virtual photon hitting the pion in the alab system. The limit angle is about
3.5 mrad.

For small t values the scattered pion is close to the non-scattered pion beam, therefore to identify
the Primakoff reaction it is mandatory to reconstruct the complete final state, measuring simultaneously
the pion momentum components, the energy and the emission angle of the photon. A good resolution on
the reconstructed momentum transfer is one of the most stringent experimental requirements in order to
well separate this reaction from the background due to the strong interactions.

3. TRIGGER

The COMPASS experimental setup has already been described in detail in other contributions. Therefore
we give here in Fig. 6 a schematic view of the apparatus as needed to study απ and βπ polarizabilities.
To select the Primakoff reaction, we need to identify and reconstruct the complete final state, detecting
and measuring both the pion and the photon.

The total cross section for the Primakoff scattering is small, if compared to the total inelastic cross

Hodoscope (96 x 80 cm  )

ECAL2 (128 x 256 cm  )

2

2

SM1 SM2

ECAL2

Target
Veto System

Beam Counter

Beam   z

y

x

-π

Beam

γ

Fig. 6: The trigger.

section. Therefore, to get the high statistics needed to extract the polarizabilities, a high-intensity beam
and a good acceptance are required. This implies for the trigger system, that it should act as a beam killer
by accepting only the Primakoff scattered pions, and suppressing the large background associated with
the non-interacting pions of the beam. In addition it should not cut the acceptance for the photon emitted
at backward angles in the alab system, where the effects of the polarizabilities are more evident.

Trigger studies were performed during the test runs. The setup is illustrated in Fig. 6. It consists
of a beam counter upstream of the target, a veto system around the target, a beam veto counter (beam
killer) in front of ECAL2, and a hodoscope situated in front of ECAL2, displaced by 20 cm from the
centre of the deflected beam. The trigger used was the coincidence of a signal in the beam counter with
a photon that left an energy larger than ((0.2 ÷ 0.3) × Ebeam) in ECAL2 and with a charged particle in
the hodoscope.

From the test runs, with a beam intensity of 6 · 106
π/spill on a 3 mm lead target, the trigger rate

was 2.5× 10
5 events/spill [9]. This result is obtained without the beam killer and the veto counter. Their

inclusion in the trigger does not decrease significantly the trigger rate. A further reduction of the number
of events will be done offline using the target veto to reject background reactions with large momentum
transfer to the target. The trigger rate reached is fully compatible with the capability of the data taking.

4. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

To check the feasibility of our experiment, we [8, 10–12] made a Monte Carlo simulation with the fol-
lowing assumption: the pion and photon pass through the setup simulating the response of the apparatus
to their interactions. The hits produced in the detectors are then used by the track reconstruction software
to get the pion momentum components and the photon energy and emission angle at the target. The event
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generator was the program POLARIS [13] that produced Primakoff events according to the cross section
given in Eq. (1) with pbeam = 190 GeV/c and with a lead target 1.7 mm thick. Only the events satisfying
that, the photon energy Eγ > 90 GeV, were kept. With this cut the contribution of the polarizability term
[see Eq. (1)] is emphasized versus the pointlike term F

Th
πγ .

These events were then processed by the POLTOGEA interface to adapt the database configura-
tion to that required as an input to COMGEANT. COMGEANT [14] is a simulation software based on
GEANT 3.21 [15] and developed according to the COMPASS Initial Layout requirements. This code
traces the pion and the photon throughout the whole apparatus taking into account all the possible interac-
tions with the detectors and with any other material they cross. The hits corresponding to the interaction
points in the sensitive detectors were stored in a ZEBRA file that is the input for the reconstruction pro-
gram CORAL: COMPASS Reconstruction and AnaLysis program [16], developed using object-oriented
techniques. In CORAL, this input is digitized taking into account the proper experimental resolution of
each detector. Then the retracking of the pion and the photon is performed to get at the target their kine-
matics variables. The sets of the generated (MC) and the reconstructed (RC) variables are then compared
to evaluate the performance of our apparatus for the study of this specific reaction.

A first consistency check was made on the energy conservation. The energy Eγ of the photon
detected in the electromagnetic calorimeter ECAL2 and the energy of the pion Eπ obtained through the
retracking were summed up and compared to the beam energy. The result is shown in Fig. 7. It can be
seen that the peak is correctly centred at the beam energy of 190 GeV. The asymmetric tail on the low-
energy side reflects the energy loss in the interactions with the apparatus. We selected only the events
following the (180÷196) GeV cut. The reconstruction efficiency versus the four-momentum transfer
squared for these events is plotted in Fig. 8.

The efficiency distribution is flat in the region of interest of t. There is no need for a t-dependent
correction where the Primakoff cross-section varies very rapidly with t, as show in Fig. 4. So any cut on
the t variable will not affect the detection efficiency.

To distinguish the Coulomb scattering from the strong interaction and in particular from the
diffractive scattering πZ → πZγγ, a good resolution on the transverse transfer momentum is necessary.
A good selection between the single and multiple photons is also required by ECAL2. Typical values
of the transverse momentum are: 0.1 GeV/c for the Primakoff reaction and 1 GeV/c for the diffractive
scattering.
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The transverse transfer momentum can be expressed in the following way:

pT =

√
(pxπ

+ pxγ
)2 + (pyπ

+ pyγ
)2 (4)

id est
pT =

√
(pX)2 + (pY )2 . (5)

In Figs. 9, 10 are reported the resolution for the transverse component of the four-momentum
transfer. The resolution found on pT was σ(pT ) ≈ 18 MeV/c. This resolution is sufficient to clearly dis-
tinguish the Primakoff and the diffractive process. The effect of this resolution on pT on the t dependence
in the cross section is shown in Fig. 11.

5. CONCLUSION

If we compare our results with the corresponding data obtained by the Serphukov experiment, we can
infer the expected precision of the polarizabilities. In that experiment the statistical precision in απ

was ±1.4 · 10−4
fm

3 with the total flux of 2 · 1011 pions. Assuming a lead target, a beam momentum of
190 GeV/c and a pion flux of 2·107

π/s we expect to measure απ with an overall error of ≈ 0.4·10−4
fm

3.
This error is comparable with the theoretical error computed for pion polarizability. We hope to get a
similar error also for the sum (απ + βπ). To get this number we made the following assumption: an
overall flux of 3.2 · 10

11 pions per day, an interaction probability R = σNT = 5 · 10
−6, computed
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assuming σ = 0.5 mbarn and NT = 10
−22

cm
−2, that gives 1.6 · 106 Primakoff polarizability events per

day. Other input were tracking efficiency (92%), photon detection (58%), accelerator and COMPASS
operation (60%), cuts to reduce background (75%), so a global efficiency of 24%. The result is that we
expect to get 4 · 105 useful events per day, which is more then the total statistic, 7000 events, collected
by the Serphukov experiment during the whole data taking. With such a statistical significance the
measurement of the pion polarizabilities with the Primakoff reaction at COMPASS will allow to test:

1. the value of απ as compared with the existing data and with the theoretical prediction

2. the value of the sum (απ + βπ) with the existing data and the theoretical χPT prediction.

With the kaon beam we could also study the kaon polarizability, never measured until now. Since
the cross section for kaon scales down as the inverse of the mass [Eq. (2)] at the first order approximation,
this means that the cross section is three times smaller compared to the pion one. Also the values of the
polarizability decrease by a factor 5.4 because of the ratio of the masses and the decay constant squared
between the two mesons.

αh =
4αf

mhF
2
h

(L
9
r + L

10
r ) → αK =

απ

5.4
. (6)

Assuming such figure and the same conditions as in the pion case, but a flux of 3 · 10
5 kaons

per second, we expect to collect 2 · 10
4 events per day. With such statistics an overall resolution of

0.6 · 10−4
fm

3 is estimated. This resolution takes into account both the statistical and systematic error.
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TRANSVERSITY AND Λ POLARIZATION
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Abstract
Two related issues are discussed, which might be easily explored by present
and future COMPASS experiments. The first one deals with the new world
of transversity, the fundamental polarized parton distribution so far totally un-
known. The second issue concerns Λ production in polarized semi-inclusive
processes, with a measurement of the Λ polarization, which might give novel
information on distribution and fragmentation properties of polarized partons.
In case of transverse polarization the detection of Λ’s gives access to a new
way of measuring transversities. Also the interesting case of Λ polarization in
unpolarized processes is discussed.

1. TRANSVERSITY

The transverse polarization of quarks inside a transversely polarized nucleon, denoted by h1, δq or ∆T q,
is a fundamental twist-2 quantity, as important as the unpolarized distributions q and the helicity distri-
butions ∆q. It is given by

h1(x,Q
2
) = q

↑

↑

(x,Q
2
) − q

↑

↓

(x,Q
2
) , (1)

that is the difference between the number density of quarks with transverse spin parallel and antiparallel
to the nucleon spin [1]. Figure 1 shows the three fundamental quark distributions as seen in Deep Inelastic
Scattering.

Transversity is the same as the helicity distribution only in a non relativistic approximation, but is
expected to differ from it for a relativistic nucleon. Not much is known about it, apart from the fact that
it should obey the Soffer’s inequality [2]

2 |h1| ≤ (q + ∆q) , (2)

and that its integral is related to the tensor charge

a
t
q =

∫ 1

0

[h1q(x,Q
2
) − h1q̄(x,Q

2
)] dx , (3)
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Fig. 1: The three leading twist quark distributions as seen in DIS.
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Fig. 2: The chiral-odd function h1 (lower box) cannot couple to inclusive DIS dynamics, even with QCD corrections; it couples

to semi-inclusive DIS, where chiral-odd non perturbative fragmentation functions may appear.
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Fig. 3: Pictorial representation of Collins function; notice that a similar function is sometimes denoted by H⊥

1 in the literature.

for which some estimates have been obtained using non perturbative QCD models [1].

When represented in the helicity basis (see Fig. 2) h1 relates quarks with different helicities, re-
vealing its chiral-odd nature. This is the reason why this important quantity has never been measured
in DIS: the electromagnetic or QCD interactions are helicity conserving, there is no perturbative way of
flipping helicities and h1 decouples from inclusive DIS dynamics, as shown in Fig. 2a.

However, it can be accessed in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scatterings (SIDIS), where some non
perturbative chiral-odd effects may take place in the non perturbative fragmentation process, Fig. 2b.
Similarly, it could be accessed in Drell–Yan polarized processes, p

↑

p
↑ → µ

+
µ
−

X , where transverse
spin asymmetries

ATT =
dσ

↑↑ − dσ
↑↓

dσ↑↑ + dσ↑↓

(4)

are related to the convolution of two transversity distributions. However, one expects very small numer-
ical values for such asymmetries [3].

2. h1 IN SIDIS

In order to measure the unknown transversity distribution in semi-inclusive DIS, one needs a chiral-odd
partner to associate with h1; these are usually new fragmentation functions and several suggestions have
been made [4], which we shall briefly consider.

2.1 The Collins function

A chiral-odd function which might occur in the fragmentation of a transversely polarized quark into,
say, a pion was first introduced by Collins [5] and is schematically represented in Fig. 3; it describes an
azimuthal asymmetry in the hadronization process of a transversely polarized quark.

Such a function can give origin to a single spin asymmetry in ` p
↑ → ` πX processes, as indeed
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observed by HERMES [6], and certainly observable by COMPASS experiments:

AN =
dσ

↑ − dσ
↓

dσ↑ − dσ↓

· (5)

At leading twist, this asymmetry, if attributed to the Collins function ∆
N
Dπ/q↑ , is given by:

A
π
N =

∑
q e

2
q h1q(x) ∆

N
Dπ/q↑(z, k

⊥
)

2
∑

q e2
q q(x) D̂π/q(z, k

⊥
)

2(1 − y)

1 + (1 − y)2
sinΦC , (6)

where ΦC is the azimuthal angle between the fragmenting quark polarization vector Pq and the pion
transverse momentum k

⊥
. Thus, AN clearly gives access to the transversity distributions h1q, via the

(unknown) Collins function: notice that a careful study of the dependence of AN on the different DIS
variables might help in obtaining separate information on h1 and ∆

N
Dπ/q↑ ; also, selection of particular

kinematical ranges might help in the flavour decomposition [7].

2.2 The Sivers function

A mechanism similar to the Collins fragmentation was suggested for the proton distributions [8, 9], and
the corresponding function denoted by ∆

N
fq/p↑ or f

⊥

1T [10]; it can again be described by Fig. 3 if one
replaces the initial transversely polarized quark with a transversely polarized proton and the final pion
with a quark [11]. The Sivers asymmetry was much debated, despite its phenomenological success
[9, 12], because of some supposed problems with QCD time-reversal properties: however, very recently,
a series of papers [13–15] have clarified the situation and fully promoted the rights of ∆

N
fq/p↑ .

When attributing the asymmetry (5) to the Sivers mechanism, at leading twist, one obtains:

A
π
N =

∑
q e

2
q ∆

N
fq/p↑(x, k

⊥
) Dπ/q(z)

∑
q e2

q q(x, k
⊥
) Dπ/q(z)

sinΦS , (7)

to be compared with Eq. (6). The Sivers asymmetry does not allow access to transversity – it is a
chiral-even function – but might contribute to AN ; such a contribution should be separated from that of
the Collins asymmetry, if we want to use data on AN to extract information on h1. This is in principle
possible if one notices that Eq. (7) does not depend on y and that the azimuthal angle dependence is
different from the one in Eq. (6); ΦS is now the angle between the proton polarization vector and the
quark k

⊥
.

2.3 Other ways to approach transversity

Other approaches to elusive transversity have been proposed [4]. For example, within DIS, in Ref. [16] it
was suggested to look at final states with two pions, originating from s and p wave states, whose interfer-
ence might supply the necessary phase for a single spin asymmetry: these are the so-called interference
fragmentation functions. They might avoid the danger that, in single inclusive production, the sum over
many different channels averages the phases to zero.

Another possibility of measuring h1 goes via the SIDIS production of spin 1 vector particles [17];
for example, one (measurable) non diagonal element of the helicity density matrix of a spin 1 meson, is
related to h1 and some unknown fragmentation amplitudes [18].

3. Λ POLARIZATION

Let us now turn to the second issue. Λ hyperons have the peculiar feature of revealing their polarization
through the angular distribution of their weak decay, Λ → p π; indeed such a feature has allowed many
interesting measurements with unexpected and somewhat mysterious results [19].
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Fig. 4: Λ production in the γ∗

−p c.m. frame; the angular decay of the hyperon is measured for the particle at rest in the helicity

frame, denoted by the pedices H; λ, µ and h denote, respectively, the initial lepton, nucleon and Λ helicities.

Let us consider the SIDIS processes, `(λ) p(µ) → `Λ(h)X , within the QCD factorization the-
orem at leading order, with several spin configurations, described by the helicities λ, µ and h; the Λ’s
are required to be produced in the current quark fragmentation region. The kinematics and our choice
of reference frames are explicitly shown in Fig. 4; the Λ decay is observed in the helicity rest frame
(xH , yH , zH ).

We define
dσ

`(λ) p(µ)→Λ(h) X

dx dy dz
≡ dσ

Λh

λµ . (8)

Neglecting weak interaction contributions there are four independent helicity observables, which can be
chosen and written as:

the unpolarized cross-section

dσ
Λ

=
2πα

2

sx

1 + (1 − y)
2

y2

∑

q

e
2
q q(x)DΛ/q(z) , (9)

the double spin asymmetry

A
‖

=
dσ

Λ
++ − dσ

Λ
+−

2 dσΛ
=

y(2 − y)

1 + (1 − y)2

∑
q e

2
q ∆q(x)DΛ/q(z)

∑
q e2

q q(x)DΛ/q(z)
, (10)

the spin transfer from ` to Λ (with an unpolarized nucleon)

P+0 =
dσ

Λ+

+0 − dσ
Λ
−

+0

dσΛ
=

y(2 − y)

1 + (1 − y)2

∑
q e

2
q q(x)∆DΛ/q(z)

∑
q e2

q q(x)DΛ/q(z)
, (11)

and the spin transfer from N to Λ (with an unpolarized lepton)

P0+ =
dσ

Λ+

0+ − dσ
Λ
−

0+

dσΛ
=

∑
q e

2
q ∆q(x)∆DΛ/q(z)

∑
q e2

q q(x)DΛ/q(z)
· (12)

The above quantities are all measurable; P+0 means the polarization of the hyperon Λ semi-
inclusively produced in the DIS scattering of a longitudinally polarized lepton (+ helicity) off an unpo-
larized proton (helicity 0), and so on. These combined measurements allow one to obtain new informa-
tion and/or to test available information on longitudinally polarized and unpolarized fragmentation and
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distribution functions, q, ∆q, D and ∆D. A detailed discussion with numerical estimates, as well as a
complete list of references, can be found in Refs. [20–22].

In particular, the above measurements should give some new information on the Λ fragmentation
functions; in fact, from e

+
e
− data one can only extract information on [23]
∑

q

[D
Λ
q + D

Λ
q̄ ] and

∑

q

[∆D
Λ
q − ∆D

Λ
q̄ ] . (13)

3.1 Transverse polarization, polarized protons

We consider the process ` p
↑ → `Λ

↑

X with an unpolarized lepton, a transversely polarized proton (SN )
and the measurement of the Λ transverse polarization PN ; transverse means orthogonal to the γ

∗−Λ

plane, see Fig. 4. One has:

P
[0SN ]

N =
2(1 − y)

1 + (1 − y)2

∑
q e

2
q h1q(x)∆T DΛ/q(z)

∑
q e2

q q(x)DΛ/q(z)
, (14)

where the transversity distribution h1 appears coupled to ∆T D = D
↑

↑

− D
↓

↑

, the chiral-odd transversity
fragmentation function (so far unknown).

Equation (14) offers a direct access to the product of h1 and ∆T D and one might hope to obtain
separate information by studying the x and z dependences of PN . Notice that there is no dependence on
any k

⊥
in this case. Notice also that neglecting contributions from sea quarks (which should be safe in

the large x and z regions) Eq. (14) simplifies to:

P
[0SN ]

N '
2(1 − y)

1 + (1 − y)2

4h1u + h1d

4u + d

∆T DΛ/u

DΛ/u

· (15)

Convolutions of the same unknown functions appear in the transverse polarization of Λ’s produced
in pp interactions with one transversely polarized proton, p p

↑ → Λ
↑

X , for example at RHIC [24]:

PN (Λ) ∼
∑

abc

fa/p ⊗ h1b ⊗ ∆dσ̂
ab→c··· ⊗ ∆TDΛ/c , (16)

where fa/p is a parton (quark or gluon) distribution function and the ∆dσ̂ are differences of polarized
elementary QCD interactions. A combined measurement of PN in both processes might help to extract
more information.

3.2 Transverse polarization, unpolarized protons

This case is particularly interesting, as it relates to the longstanding problem of understanding the trans-
verse polarization of Λ’s and other hyperons produced in the unpolarized collisions of nucleons. This
polarization might originate from spin effects in the fragmentation of unpolarized quarks into polar-
ized baryons, the so-called polarizing fragmentation functions [25, 26]. These functions ∆

N
DΛ↑/q can,

again, be described by Fig. 3 if one takes an initial unpolarized quark and replaces the final pion with a
transversely (up or down) polarized Λ baryon [11].

Indeed the polarizing fragmentation functions can contribute to the transverse Λ polarization in
SIDIS [27];

PN (Λ, x, y, z, p
T
) =

∑
q e

2
q q(x)∆

N
DΛ↑/q(z, p

T
)

∑
q e2

q q(x) D̂Λ/q(z, p
T
)

'
(4u + d)∆

N
DΛ↑/u + s∆

N
DΛ↑/s

(4u + d) D̂Λ/u + s D̂Λ/s

, (17)
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where p
T

is the Λ transverse momentum in the γ
∗−p c.m. frame.

Equation (17) holds for neutral current, parity conserving, SIDIS processes. Even more interesting
is the same quantity for the charged current weak process ν p → `Λ

↑

X , investigated by the NOMAD
Collaboration [28]; in such a case one has an almost direct measurement of the polarizing fragmentation
function:

P
[ν`]

N '
∆

N
DΛ↑/u

D̂Λ/u

· (18)

Details and estimates can be found in Ref. [27].

4. CONCLUSIONS

The transversity distribution, the last fundamental missing piece of the polarized nucleon structure, can
be accessed in semi-inclusive DIS. At the moment this looks like the most promising approach to the
elusive transversity and should be strongly pursued. Ongoing and future COMPASS experiments offer
an almost unique opportunity.

The main difficulty with measuring transversity is the necessity of coupling it to another unknown
chiral-odd function, which is often very interesting by itself; the actual data are always products or
convolutions of these new functions. However, luckily, the unknown functions depend essentially on
different kinematical variables and one can devise a strategy to obtain separate information, provided
enough data are available.

Typically, transversity contributes to spin asymmetries; another problem is that of controlling other
possible contributions—independent of transversity—to these asymmetries. This might arise in case of
Sivers and Collins contributions to AN ; whereas the latter is coupled to h1, the former is not and such a
contribution must be understood before drawing conclusions on h1 from data on AN . Also in this case
some strategies are possible.

The measurement of transverse Λ polarization in SIDIS processes initiated by transversely polar-
ized protons is a little explored, so far, channel to access h1; the chiral-odd partner in this case is the
transversity fragmentation function, which, again, is unknown: however, contrary to the Collins func-
tion, it does not require any intrinsic quark motion and does not vanish when k

⊥
= 0. Moreover, one can

expect it to be similar to the analogous longitudinal fragmentation function, and easy to model. Also,
information on ∆TD can be obtained from other processes.

We will learn more about transversity only by combining information from as many processes as
possible, in different reactions and different kinematical ranges; the QCD Q

2 evolution of h1 is known
and should also be tested. Once a first knowledge about transversity is available, its many phenomenolog-
ical applications to the explanation of observed spin asymmetries will test and improve our knowledge.
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Λ PRODUCTION IN COMPASS
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Abstract
First Λ’s and Λ̄’s have been reconstructed from the COMPASS 2002 data. We
briefly recall the motivation for measurements of longitudinal polarization of
these hyperons. The role of hadronization mechanism in polarization phenom-
ena in DIS and a purity method for extraction of polarized distribution func-
tions are discussed. A model for the longitudinal polarization of Λ baryons
produced in deep-inelastic lepton scattering is presented. Within the context
of our model, the NOMAD data imply that the intrinsic strangeness associated
with a valence quark has anticorrelated polarization. Predictions of our model
for the COMPASS experiment are also given and the importance of Λ̄ polar-
ization measurements is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted that information from deep inelastic scattering (DIS) experiments is an excel-
lent source for investigating the internal structure of the nucleon. Experimental progress in recent years
allows one to investigate the semi inclusive DIS (SIDIS). There is hope that, for example, the mea-
surement of different hadron production asymmetries on proton and neutron targets will allow a further
flavour separation of polarized quark distributions.

The knowledge of the hadronization mechanism is playing a very important role in the interpre-
tation of SIDIS data. Traditionally one distinguishes two regions for hadron production: the current
fragmentation region: xF > 0 and the target fragmentation region: xF < 0. The common assumption
is that when selecting hadrons in the current fragmentation region and imposing a cut z > 0.2 we are
dealing with the quark fragmentation.1

The measurements of the longitudinal polarization of the Λ hyperon produced in SIDIS was be-
lieved to provide two types of information. In the target fragmentation region it will provide an access
to the polarization of intrinsic strangeness of the nucleon [1]. And in the current fragmentation region it
will measure the polarization transfer from the quark q to the Λ hyperon, see, for example, Refs. [2–4]:
C

Λ
q (z) ≡ ∆D

Λ
q (z)/D

Λ
q (z), where D

Λ
q (z) and ∆D

Λ
q (z) are unpolarized and polarized fragmentation

functions. Several experimental measurements of Λ polarization have been made in neutrino and anti-
neutrino DIS. Longitudinal polarization of Λ hyperons was first observed in the old bubble chamber
(anti) neutrino experiments [5–7] and according to Ref. [1] support the negative polarized strangeness
scenario. The NOMAD Collaboration has recently published new and interesting results on Λ and Λ̄

polarization with much larger statistics [8]. There are also recent results on longitudinal polarization
of Λ hyperons from polarized charged lepton nucleon DIS processes coming from the E665 [9] and
HERMES [10] experiments.

Recently the new preliminary data from HERMES on quark flavour separation has been presented
[11]. The LO analysis of semi-inclusive DIS has been done by using the purity method and suggests that
“the strange sea appears to be positively polarized” in contrast to generally accepted negatively polarized
strange sea scenario at LO.

The natural question arises: Is the negatively polarized strangeness scenario wrong or are the
polarized quark distributions extracted by the purity method not precise? In our opinion the second

1In this paper we are using the standard SIDIS notations.
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alternative is right. In Section 2 the stability of purity method for polarized distribution function extrac-
tion is discussed. A method of calculation of the longitudinal polarization of Λ hyperons produced in
SIDIS [12] is presented in Section 3, and our model predictions are compared to the available data in
Section 4. A Short discussion on Λ̄ polarization measurement is presented in Section 5. In Section 6
the preliminary distributions for Λ and Λ̄ from COMPASS are presented. Finally, in Section 7 some
conclusions are presented.

2. REMARKS ON THE PURITY METHOD

To make flavour decomposition of polarized quark distributions, the purity method has been used in the
HERMES analysis [11]. In the LO approximation the virtual photon asymmetry is given by

A
h
1 '

∑
q e

2
q∆q(x,Q

2
)
∫ 1

zmin
dzD

h
q (z,Q

2
)

∑
q e2

qq(x,Q2)
∫ 1

zmin
dzDh

q (z,Q2)
. (1)

This equation can be rewritten in the form

A
h
1 '

∑

q

P
h
q (x)

∆q(x)

q(x)
, (2)

where the purity, P
h
q (x), is defined as

P
h
q (x) =

e
2
qq(x)

∫ 1

zmin
dzD

h
q (z)

∑
q′ e

2
q′q

′(x)
∫ 1

zmin
dzD

h
q′(z)

, (3)

and calculated using an unpolarized Monte Carlo event generator LEPTO [13] – JETSET [14]. Then
using measured asymmetries for different hadrons one can find ∆q(x) by solving Eq. (2). The main
assumption of this method is that all hadrons in the current fragmentation region with z > 0.2 are
produced from the quark fragmentation so there are no additional terms in both the numerator and the
denominator of Eq. (1). However, this assumption fails for moderate energies in the LUND fragmentation
model incorporated in the JETSET program. In this program there is a pointer which shows the origin
of produced hadrons. They can originate from quark or diquark fragmentation or low mass cluster decay.
In Fig. 1, the fraction of events with hadrons produced via quark fragmentation

Fq =
Nhadron(from quark fragmentation)

Nhadron(tot)
, (4)

is presented for different hadrons as a function of xF . As one can see this fraction is less than one even
at large values of xF . Thus the assumption that hadrons in the current fragmentation region are produced
only via quark fragmentation is not valid in the LUND model and purities obtained with the LEPTO
Monte Carlo generator include contributions from the target remnant fragmentation.

When one takes into account the contribution from the target remnant, Eq. (1) for virtual photon
asymmetry is modified:

A
h
1p =

∑
q[∆q(x)D

h
q (z) + ∆M

h/p
q (x, z)]

∑
q[q(x)Dh

q (z) + M
h/p
q (x, z)]

. (5)

The additional contributions from diquark fragmentation and other sources arise in the numerator and
the denominator. It is important to note that even after tuning the LEPTO generator to unpolarized data
nothing is known about ∆M

h/p
q (x, z).

To investigate the stability of the purity method the following MC exercise has been done. Using
the PEPSI polarized MC generator [15] we generate the sample of 10

8 SIDIS events at HERMES
energy for each polarization state of the target. The GRSV2000 LO (standard scenario) polarized and
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Fig. 1: Fraction of hadrons originating from quark fragmentation for COMPASS (solid line) and HERMES energies (dot-dashed

line).

corresponding unpolarized GRV98 LO distribution functions have been chosen. To deal with current
fragmentation we have selected π

+
, π

−

,K
+
,K

−

, h
+ and h

− with xF > 0 and z > 0.2. To calculate
asymmetries we considered two possibilities:

– Model 1: all hadrons give a contribution to the numerator of Eq. (5)

– Model 2: only hadrons from the quark fragmentation give a contribution to the numerator.

In both cases we assume that the purities are calculated from an unpolarized sample with non-zero
M

h/p
q (x, z). The polarized quark distributions are obtained by solving Eq. (2) and presented in the

Fig. 2.

As one can see, the two models give rather different results. In particular, with negative input for
the polarized strange sea distribution, Model 2 leads to positive ∆s + ∆s̄.

Up to now little is known about non-perturbative effects in hadronization. We see that at least in
the LUND model Eq. (1) is incomplete and has to be replaced by Eq. (5). Even assuming that LEPTO is
well tuned to unpolarized data we don’t know anything about ∆M

h/p
q (x, z). The purity method is based

on Eq. (1) and does not take into account non-perturbative effects of diquark or cluster hadronization
in the polarized case. Without taking these effects into account it is hard to trust the polarized quark
distribution obtained by the purity method.
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Fig. 2: Polarized quark distributions reconstructed by the purity method as a function of xBj : empty triangles – Model 1, full

triangles – Model 2, solid line – the input distribution.

3. Λ PRODUCTION AND POLARIZATION IN DIS

Here a short description of the approach and results on Λ longitudinal polarization in DIS developed in
the work [12] will be given.

Strange hadrons can be produced in SIDIS due to the struck quark or the nucleon remnant diquark
fragmentation. The longitudinal polarization of the lepton can be transferred to strange hadrons during
this fragmentation process. Λ hyperons can be produced promptly or as a decay product of heavier
strange baryons (Σ0, Ξ, Σ

?). Therefore to predict a polarization for Λ hyperons in a given kinematic
domain one needs to know the relative yields of Λ’s produced in different channels and their polarization.
We take into account all these effects by explicitly tracing the Λ origin predicted by the fragmentation
model and assigning the polarization according to the polarized intrinsic strangeness model in the diquark
fragmentation and by SU(6) and Burkardt–Jaffe models for the quark fragmentation.

3.1 Polarized intrinsic strangeness model

The main idea of the polarized intrinsic strangeness model applied to semi-inclusive DIS is that the
polarization of s quarks and s̄ antiquarks in the hidden strangeness component of the nucleon wave
function should be (anti)correlated with that of the struck quark. This correlation is described by the
spin correlation coefficients Csq: Ps = CsqPq, where Pq and Ps are the polarizations of the initial struck
(anti)quark and remnant s quark. In principle, Csq can be different for the valence and sea quarks. We
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Fig. 3: Predictions for the xF distributions of all Λ hyperons (solid line), of those originating from diquark fragmentation and

of those originating from quark fragmentation, for the two model variants A and B, as explained in the legend on the plots. The

left panel is for νµ CC DIS with Eν = 43.8 GeV, and the right panel for µ+ DIS with Eµ = 160 GeV.

leave Csqval
and Csqsea

as free parameters, that are fixed in a fit to the NOMAD data [8].

3.2 Polarization of strange hadrons in (di)quark fragmentation

We define the quantization axis along the three-momentum vector of the exchanged boson. To calculate
the polarization of Λ hyperons produced in the diquark fragmentation we assume the combination of
a non-relativistic SU(6) quark–diquark wave function and the polarized intrinsic strangeness model
described above. The polarization of Λ hyperons produced in the quark fragmentation via a strange
baryon (Y) is calculated as: P

q

Λ
(Y ) = −C

Λ
q (Y )Pq , where C

Λ
q (Y ) is the corresponding spin transfer

coefficient, Pq is the struck quark polarization which depends on the process. We use SU(6) and BJ

models to compute C
Λ
q (Y ).

3.3 Fragmentation model

To describe Λ production and polarization in the full xF interval, we use the LUND string fragmentation
model, as incorporated into the JETSET7.4 program. We use the LEPTO6.5.1 Monte Carlo event
generator to simulate charged-lepton and (anti)neutrino DIS processes. We introduce two rank counters:
Rqq and Rq which correspond to the particle rank from the diquark and quark ends of the string, corre-
spondingly. A hadron with Rqq = 1 or Rq = 1 would contain the diquark or the quark from one of the
ends of the string. However, one should perhaps not rely too heavily on the tagging specified in the LUND
model. Therefore, we consider the following two variants of nonzero spin transfer in fragmentation:

Model A: The hyperon contains the struck quark (the remnant diquark) only if Rq = 1 (Rqq = 1).

Model B: The hyperon contains the struck quark (the remnant diquark) if Rq ≥ 1 and Rqq 6= 1

(Rqq ≥ 1 and Rq 6= 1).

Clearly, Model B weakens the LUND tagging criterion by averaging over the string, while retaining
information on the end of the string where the hadron originated.

In the framework of JETSET, it is possible to trace the particles’ parentage. We use this informa-
tion to check the origins of the strange hyperons produced in different kinematic domains, especially at
various xF . According to the LEPTO and JETSET event generators, the xF distribution of the diquark
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to Λ fragmentation is weighted towards large negative xF .

However, its tail in the xF > 0 region overwhelms the quark to Λ xF distribution at these beam
energies. In Fig. 3, we show the xF distributions of Λ hyperons produced in diquark and quark frag-
mentation, as well as the final xF distributions. These distributions are shown for νµ CC DIS at the
NOMAD mean neutrino energy Eν = 43.8 GeV, and for µ

+ DIS at the COMPASS muon beam energy
Eµ = 160 GeV. The relatively small fraction of the Λ hyperons produced by quark fragmentation in the
region xF > 0 is related to the relatively small centre-of-mass energies — about 3.6 GeV for HERMES,
about 4.5 GeV for NOMAD, about 8.7 GeV for COMPASS, and about 15 GeV for the E665 experiment
— which correspond to low W .

We vary the two correlation coefficients Csqval
and Csqsea

in fitting Models A and B to the follow-
ing four NOMAD points:

1) νp: P
Λ
x = −0.26 ± 0.05(stat),

2) νn: P
Λ
x = −0.09 ± 0.04(stat),

3) W
2

< 15 GeV2: P
Λ
x (W

2
< 15) = −0.34 ± 0.06(stat),

4) W
2

> 15 GeV2: P
Λ
x (W

2
> 15) = −0.06 ± 0.04(stat).

We find from these fits similar values for both the SU(6) and BJ models: Csqval
= −0.35 ± 0.05,

Csqsea
= −0.95 ± 0.05 (Model A) and Csqval

= −0.25 ± 0.05, Csqsea
= 0.15 ± 0.05 (Model B).

4. RESULTS ON Λ POLARIZATION

In Figs. 4 and 5 we show our model predictions compared to the available data from the NOMAD [8]
and HERMES [10] experiments. One can conclude that our model quite well describes all the data.
The NOMAD Collaboration has measured separately the polarization of Λ hyperons produced off proton
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Fig. 4: The predictions of Model A – solid line and Model B – dashed line, for the polarization of Λ hyperons produced in νµ

charged-current DIS interactions off nuclei as functions of W 2, Q2, xBj , y, xF and z (at xF > 0). The points with error bars

are from the NOMAD experiment.
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DIS interactions off nuclei as functions of xF and z (at xF > 0). We assume Ee = 27.5 GeV, and the points with error bars

are from HERMES experiment.

and neutron targets. We observe good agreement, within the statistical errors, between the Model B
description and the NOMAD data while Model A, quite well reproducing the polarization of Λ hyperons
produced from an isoscalar target, fails to describe target nucleon effects. We provide many possibilities
for further checks of our approach for future data (see for details Ref. [12]).

The COMPASS Collaboration plans to investigate the polarization of Λ hyperons produced in
the DIS of polarized µ

+ on a 6LiD target. The beam energy and polarization are 160 GeV and −0.8,
respectively. Thanks to the large statistics expected in this experiment, one can select kinematic regions
where the predicted polarization is very sensitive to the value of the spin correlation coefficient for sea
quarks, Csqsea

. For example, in the region xF > −0.2, which is experimentally accessible, and imposing
the cut 0.5 < y < 0.9, one ensures a large spin transfer from the incident lepton to the struck quark, and
enhances the contribution from the sea quarks. The predicted Λ polarization is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Predicted Λ polarization for COMPASS experiment

Target nucleon
PΛ (%) isoscalar proton neutron
Model A −7.3 −7.3 −7.2

Model B −0.4 −0.4 −0.4

As one can see the two models give quite different predictions and a new measurement of the Λ polar-
ization can give preference to one of the models described.

5. Λ̄ PRODUCTION AND POLARIZATION

As one can see in Fig. 1, Λ̄’s in the current fragmentation region are mainly produced via quark fragmen-
tation and the measurement of their polarization can provide information on spin transfer coefficients
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Fig. 6: Predictions for Λ̄ polarization in COMPASS for different mechanisms of spin transfer: NQM, BGH (SU(6)+heavier

hyperons) and BJ. For details see Ref. [3].
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C
Λ
q (z). In the literature one can find many models for C

Λ
q (z). As an example in Fig. 6 the predictions of

Ref. [3] for Λ̄ polarization are presented for some of these models. These calculations have to be revised
by taking into account the influence of the target remnant.

6. FIRST Λ’s AND Λ̄’s FROM COMPASS

The preliminary data analysis of the 2002 run demonstrated the COMPASS capability of Λ and Λ̄ re-
construction. The selection criteria were the following:

– the V
0 vertex is 15 cm downstream of target,

– the transverse momentum of V
0’s tracks with respect to its direction pT > 30 MeV/c,

– the distance between V
0 momentum direction and primary vertex < 0.8 cm,

– with the π
+
π
− hypothesis, the V

0 mass is outside of the K
0
S mass peak.

The invariant mass distribution of p̄π
+ and pπ

− pairs and Armenteros plot are presented in Fig. 7.
Estimations of the existing statistics show that COMPASS will have a sample of Λ and Λ̄ larger than
acquired in other experiments.

7. CONCLUSIONS

To treat the polarization phenomena in SIDIS it is very important to trace the origin of hadrons. The
modern Monte Carlo event generators are very successful in the description of unpolarized SIDIS. We
have learnt in Section 2 that according to the LUND model the essential part of hadrons are not produced
by the quark fragmentation even in the current fragmentation region.

As we have demonstrated in Section 3 and Section 4 one can successfully describe the existing
data on Λ longitudinal polarization in the combined SU(6) and intrinsic strangeness model when one
take into account the origin of the strange hyperons predicted in the LUND model. Within the context
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of our model, the NOMAD data imply that the intrinsic strangeness associated with a valence quark has
anticorrelated polarization.

In contrast, the purity method, also based on the LEPTO event generator, assumes that all hadrons
in the current fragmentation region are produced via quark fragmentation. As demonstrated in Section 2
this is not a good approximation and the results obtained by this method are highly questionable.

Finally, the measurement of Λ̄ polarization is still actual and can allow one to distinguish between
different spin transfer mechanisms.
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INTRODUCTION TO GENERALIZED PARTON DISTRIBUTIONS

M. Diehl
Institut für Theoretische Physik E, RWTH Aachen, 52056 Aachen, Germany

Abstract
I give a brief introduction to generalized parton distributions, their physics,
and opportunities for measuring them in µp collisions.

1. WHAT ARE GENERALIZED PARTON DISTRIBUTIONS?

Generalized parton distributions (GPDs) [1–4] have been recognized in the last few years as a tool to
study hadron structure in new ways. Unifying the concepts of parton distributions and of hadronic form
factors, GPDs contain a wealth of information about how quarks and gluons make up hadrons. Advances
in experimental technology raise the hope of studying the exclusive processes where these functions
appear.

The study of ordinary parton distributions provides us with detailed knowledge about the dis-
tribution of momentum and spin of quarks, antiquarks, and gluons. It is, however, important that the
momentum probed in this way is the longitudinal momentum of the partons in a fast moving hadron. All
information about the transverse structure is integrated over in the parton densities. One has in particular
lost information about the role of the orbital angular momentum of partons in making a proton of total
spin 1

2
. Clearly, orbital angular momentum should play a role at resolution scales where one can talk

about partons: the simple splitting process q → qg of a light quark moving along the z-axis generates
orbital angular momentum Lz , since this is the only way for it to conserve the total angular momentum
Jz [5]. In order to access such information one needs quantities that involve transverse momenta, and
this can be achieved in the exclusive scattering processes described by GPDs.

A good example to see the similarities and differences between usual parton densities and their
generalization is the Compton amplitude. Via the optical theorem, the cross section for inclusive deep
inelastic scattering (DIS) can be obtained from the imaginary part of the forward amplitude γ

∗

p → γ
∗

p.
In the Bjorken region of large photon virtuality Q

2 and collision energy, this amplitude factorizes into a
parton distribution and a perturbatively calculable scattering process at the level of quarks and gluons.
The simplest diagram for this is shown in Fig. 1a. The amplitude for deeply virtual Compton scattering
(DVCS) γ

∗

p → γp, a completely exclusive process, factorizes in an analogous way if in addition to
the Bjorken limit we require a small invariant momentum transfer t to the proton. Since the two proton
momenta in the diagram of Fig. 1a are now different, the non-perturbative dynamics is not described by
ordinary parton distributions, but by quantities which generalize them. In addition, the finite momentum
transfer to the proton makes a second space–time structure of the process possible. Whereas in Fig. 1a
the partonic subprocess is the scattering of a photon on a quark or antiquark, the virtual photon can also
annihilate a quark–antiquark pair with transverse separation of order 1/Q in the proton target, as shown
in Fig. 1b.

Like the usual parton densities, GPDs are defined through matrix elements of quark and gluon
operators, for instance

(Pn)

∫
dλ

2π
e
iλx(Pn)〈p′, s′| q̄(−1

2
λn) (nγ) q(

1
2
λn) |p, s〉

= ū(p
′

, s
′

)(nγ)u(p, s)H(x, ξ, t) + ū(p
′

, s
′

)
iσ

αβ
nα(p

′ − p)β

2m
u(p, s)E(x, ξ, t) . (1)

Here n is a light-like vector which determines the direction we call ‘longitudinal’. These definitions
provide the basis for deriving important properties of the distributions:
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1: Feynman diagrams for the Compton amplitude in the regime where it factorizes into a parton distribution and a hard

partonic subprocess: (a) quark–photon scattering, (b) annihilation of a quark–antiquark pair.

• In the limit where the two states |p, s〉 and p
′

, s
′〉 become equal, one finds that H becomes the

usual quark density, which thus provides boundary values for this function. On the other hand,
the forward limit of the distribution E cannot be measured in the same way as usual parton dis-
tributions, since it appears multiplied by the momentum transfer p

′ − p. Evaluating the spinors
in the right-hand side of Eq. (1) one finds in fact that E appears in the transition between a left-
and a right-handed proton. Since the quark helicity remains the same, angular momentum balance
requires orbital angular momentum, which is provided only if the proton momenta p and p

′ differ
in their transverse components.

• Taking moments of these distributions in the momentum fraction x gives the matrix elements of
local currents, for instance of the vector current in Eq. (1). The moments of GPDs are thus given
by elastic form factors. The well-known electromagnetic Dirac and Pauli form factors, F1(t) and
F2(t), are respectively obtained as lowest x-moments of the GPDs H and E. Of particular interest
is the second moment 1

2

∫
dxx(H + E), whose value at t = 0 gives the total angular momentum

of the quark species in question, including its spin and orbital angular momentum [2]. Note also
that such moments are well suited to be calculated in lattice QCD.

• The quark–antiquark operator in Eq. (1) must be renormalized. The variation of the distributions
with the renormalization scale µ is described by evolution equations that generalize the well-known
DGLAP equations for parton densities, with evolution kernels known to two-loop accuracy [6].
Physically, µ

−1 corresponds to the spatial resolution at which the partons are probed in the hard
scattering process.

GPDs depend on three kinematical variables: x and ξ parametrize the independent longitudinal momen-
tum fractions of the partons, whereas the dependence on t = (p

′ − p)
2 takes into account that there can

also be a transverse momentum transfer. A very intuitive representation of the physics encoded in GPDs
is obtained by a Fourier transform from (p

′ − p)
⊥

to transverse position b
⊥

[7–9]. The resulting picture
is shown in Fig. 2. GPDs describe at the same time the longitudinal momentum of partons and their
distance from the transverse ‘centre’ of the proton, and in this sense provide a fully three-dimensional
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x

Fig. 2: Representation of a GPD in impact parameter space. Longitudinal momentum fractions refer to the average proton

momentum 1

2
(p + p′) and are indicated above or below lines. The regions (a) and (b) correspond to those in Fig. 1.
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image of partons in a hadron.

The usual parton densities are obtained in this picture by setting ξ = 0 and integrating over
the transverse position b

⊥
. Further analysis shows that the ‘blobs’ in Fig. 2 represent the light-cone

wave functions of the incoming or the outgoing proton [10]. This highlights another difference between
GPDs and their forward limit. Usual parton densities are given by squared wave functions and therefore
represent probabilities. In contrast, GPDs correlate wave functions for different parton configurations
and thus are genuinely quantum-mechanical interference terms. In region (b) they coherently probe qq̄

pairs within the target.

There is an increasing amount of effort to better understand the dynamics of GPDs by various
strategies of modelling them, a recent overview is given in Ref. [11]. Among many interesting features is
the possibility to treat these quantities with methods of chiral perturbation theory and thus to investigate
the role of chiral symmetry and its breaking in nucleon structure. Much remains to be done in this area:
the rich physics content of GPDs is mirrored in a considerable complexity of their behaviour on x, ξ and
t. Theoretical ideas will have to be tested against the constraints from data.

2. HOW TO MEASURE GENERALIZED PARTON DISTRIBUTIONS?

The appearance of GPDs in exclusive scattering processes is established by factorization theorems [12],
which are very similar to those for inclusive processes such as DIS or Drell–Yan pair production. The
foremost example is DVCS shown in Fig. 1. It is the process whose theory is most advanced, and the
one which is probably the cleanest for extracting information on the unknown distributions. A large
class of other reactions is provided by meson production, see Fig. 3. It provides a wealth of different
channels and thus a handle to disentangle GPDs for different quark flavours and for gluons and to test
the universality of the extracted functions. The comparatively large cross sections of some channels (for
instance the production of ρ

0 mesons) will allow detailed studies in several kinematical variables. On the
other hand the complexity of these processes, containing nonperturbative information on both the target
and the produced meson, makes them more difficult to analyse. Also, there is reason to believe that the
values of Q

2 where the simple factorized description of Fig. 3 is adequate, are larger than for DVCS,
maybe 10 GeV2 and more.

Fortunately there are predictions of factorization which can be tested directly in the data, without
previous knowledge of the nonperturbative functions one aims to extract. In the limit of large Q

2 at fixed
Bjorken variable xB and fixed t, the amplitude for γ

∗

p → γp should become independent of Q
2 up

to logarithmic corrections; this is the precise analog of Bjorken scaling for DIS. The analogous scaling
predicted for the meson production amplitude is like 1/Q. In practice such tests require a sufficiently
large lever arm in Q

2 at fixed xB : for this the rather high beam energy of COMPASS presents an
important advantage. A further prediction concerns the helicity structure of the process: at large Q

2

the dominant amplitudes for DVCS are for a transverse γ
∗, whereas for meson production longitudinal

γ
∗ and longitudinal meson polarization should dominate. Other polarizations are suppressed by further

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: Diagrams for meson leptoproduction with (a) gluon and (b) quark exchange with the target.
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Fig. 4: Diagrams for the (a) Compton and (b) the Bethe–Heitler processes, contributing to leptoproduction µp→ µpγ.

powers of 1/Q. The meson polarization is experimentally accessible from the decay angular distribution
if the meson decays (for instance ρ

0 → π
+
π
−). Information on the polarization of the virtual photon

is contained in the azimuthal angle ϕ between the hadron and the lepton planes in the leptoproduction
process µp → µpρ, µp → µpγ, etc. This angle corresponds in fact to a rotation around the momentum
of the exchanged γ

∗ and is hence intricately related with the angular momentum along this direction.

The cleanest and most detailed access to the exclusive dynamics at amplitude level is possible in
DVCS. In this case not only Compton scattering (Fig. 4a) but also the Bethe–Heitler process (Fig. 4b)
contribute to the leptoproduction amplitude. Which mechanism dominates at given Q

2 and xB depends
mainly on the lepton beam energy E`. Large values of 1/y = 2mpE` xB/Q

2 favour DVCS and small
values of 1/y favour Bethe–Heitler. The Bethe–Heitler process is completely calculable in QED, together
with our knowledge of the elastic proton form factors at small t.

In kinematics where the Bethe–Heitler amplitude is sizeable, one can use the interference of the
two processes to gain information about the Compton amplitude, including its phase. This is highly
valuable since GPDs enter the γ

∗

p amplitude through integrals of the type

∫
dx

H(x, ξ, t)

x − ξ + iε
. (2)

Since GPDs are real-valued due to time reversal invariance, the real and imaginary parts of this expression
contain very distinct information on H . This information can be accessed in suitable observables, which
can be identified by using the structure of the Bethe–Heitler and Compton processes at large Q

2 and
small t, but without knowledge of the unknown Compton amplitudes [13]. To see how this works let us
consider an unpolarized target and discuss the dependence of the cross section on the angle ϕ, and on the
charge e` and longitudinal polarization P` of the muon beam. We schematically have

dσ(µp → µpγ)

dϕ

= ABH(cos(ϕ), cos(2ϕ), cos(3ϕ), cos(4ϕ))

+ AINT(cos(ϕ), cos(2ϕ))

(
e`

[
c1 cos(ϕ)ReA(γ

∗

T ) + c2 cos(2ϕ)ReA(γ
∗

L) + . . .

]

+e`P`

[
s1 sin(ϕ) ImA(γ

∗

T ) + s2 sin(2ϕ) ImA(γ
∗

L)

])

+ AVCS(cos(ϕ), cos(2ϕ), P` sin(ϕ)), (3)

where ABH, AINT, ci, si are known expressions and A represents γ
∗

p → γp amplitudes for different
γ
∗ polarization. The . . . in brackets stand for a ϕ-independent term and a term with cos(3ϕ). Both are

expected to be small in the kinematics under study but can readily be included in a full analysis. With
muon beams one naturally reverses both charge and helicity at once, but we see how all four expressions
in the interference can be separated: in the cross section difference σ(µ

+
) − σ(µ

−

) the Bethe–Heitler
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contribution ABH drops out and one has access to the real parts of A(γ
∗

T,L). With angular analysis one
can separate these two and test, for instance, the scaling predictions A(γ

∗

T ) ∼ Q
0 and A(γ

∗

L) ∼ Q
−1 of

the factorization theorem. In the sum of cross sections σ(µ
+
) + σ(µ

−

) the imaginary parts of A(γ
∗

T,L)

can be separated from the Bethe–Heitler and VCS contributions by their angular dependence, since their
coefficients change sign under ϕ → −ϕ whereas the other contributions do not.

In the region of moderate to large xB DVCS can be analysed along similar lines to meson produc-
tion, if necessary after subtraction of the Bethe–Heitler term and integration over ϕ. Part of this kine-
matics overlaps with the xB and Q

2 values where HERMES can access Compton amplitudes through
the Bethe–Heitler interference due to its lower beam energy [14]. Comparison of data in this region will
provide valuable cross checks, with the analysis in the interference region giving more detailed access to
the Compton process and the analysis in the VCS dominated regime being less involved and hence more
robust.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Generalized parton distributions permit one to study qualitatively new aspects of hadron structure, in-
cluding detailed information on the longitudinal and transverse distribution of quarks and gluons, their
orbital angular momentum, quantum mechanical interference effects, and qq̄ pairs in the target wave
function. The theory of how to measure these quantities in exclusive processes rests on solid founda-
tions. Valuable data on Compton scattering and meson production can be obtained at COMPASS in
a wide kinematical region, and with specific advantages from having polarized lepton beams of both
charges.
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Abstract
This paper presents the reactions which can be performed at COMPASS to
study the Generalized Parton Distributions (GPDs). The high-energy muon
beam at CERN allows one to measure Hard Exclusive Meson Production or
Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) in the Bjorken regime in a large
range of Q

2 and xBj (1.5 ≤ Q
2 ≤ 7.5 GeV2 and 0.03 ≤ xBj ≤ 0.25). Ex-

ploratory measurements dedicated to ρ
0 or π

0 production can be investigated
with the present setup. DVCS measurement requires an upgrade of the COM-
PASS setup.

1. GOAL OF AN EXPERIMENT WITH THE HIGH ENERGY MUON BEAM

The Generalized Parton Distributions (GPDs) provide a unified description of the nucleon. As explained
by M. Diehl [1], they interpolate between the parton distributions and the hadronic form factors. Exper-
imentally the GPDs can be accessed in exclusive measurements such as Hard Exclusive Meson (ρ, π...)
Production (HEMP) and Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS). The latter reaction is the simplest
from the theoretical point of view but also the most difficult experimentally because one has to select per-
fectly the final state (one lepton, one proton and one photon) among all the possible reactions. In practice
we can now start the investigation of Meson Production and we foresee an upgrade of the COMPASS
setup for DVCS measurement.

Experiments have already been undertaken
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Fig. 1: Kinematical coverage for various planned or proposed

experiments. The limit s ≥ 6 GeV2 assures to be above the

resonance domain, and Q2 > 1.5 GeV2 allows one to reach the

Deep Inelastic regime.

at very high energy with the HERA collider to
study mainly the gluon GPDs at very small xBj

(≤ 10
−2). Larger values of xBj have been inves-

tigated in fixed target experiments at JLab (6 GeV,
with plans for an upgrade at 11 GeV) and HER-
MES (at 27 GeV). The experimental program us-
ing COMPASS at CERN (at 100 and/or 190 GeV)
will enlarge the kinematical domain to a large ran-
ge of Q

2 and xBj (1.5 ≤ Q
2 ≤ 7 GeV2 and

0.03 ≤ xBj ≤ 0.25) (see Fig. 1). A large range
in Q

2 is required to control the factorization in
a hard, perturbatively calculable amplitude and a
soft amplitude which is parametrized by the gen-
eralized parton distributions H,E, H̃, Ẽ.
The GPDs depend on three kinematical variables:
x and ξ parametrize the longitudinal momentum
fractions of the partons, while t relates to the trans-
verse momentum transfer.

Since the theoretical proof of factorization assumes that the transfer t is finite (that is t/Q
2 → 0)

[1, 2], we consider in the following |t| smaller than 1 GeV2. Another condition of factorization con-
cerns the helicity of the virtual photon. In case of Hard Exclusive Meson Production it is mandatory
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Fig. 2: Longitudinal forward differential cross section for ρ0

L production (Fig. from Ref. [3]). Predictions reproduce quark

contributions (dotted lines), gluon contributions (dashed lines) and the sum of both (full lines). The data are from NMC

(triangles) [4], E665 (solid circles) [5], ZEUS 93 (open circles) [6] and ZEUS 95 (open squares) [7].

to impose that the virtual photon be longitudinal in order to select the perturbative gluon exchange.
Experimentally we should consider Rosenbluth separation for π

0 production, while for ρ
0 production

we can select longitudinal ρ
0’s through the angular distribution of the decay products and assume the

s-channel helicity conservation. Hard Exclusive Meson Productions seem more complex to analyse as
they contain non-perturbative information on both the target and the produced meson. Nevertheless
they offer the possibility to disentangle different GPDs (vector meson production depends on H and E

only; pseudo-scalar production depends on H̃ and Ẽ only) and to separate contributions from different
flavours. Forward differential longitudinal ρ

0
L electroproduction cross section measurements which pro-

vide the largest counting rates, have already been undertaken and are presented in Fig. 2 as a function
of c.m. energy W for three values of Q

2 (5.6, 9 and 27 GeV2). The theoretical curve is an incoherent
sum of the quark and gluon contributions [3]. No measurement has been done at xBj larger than 0.05.
Thanks to the expertise of the NMC Collaboration for these absolute measurements we will explore a
larger domain in xBj , Q

2 and t with the muon beam available at CERN.

Deeply virtual Compton scattering is accessed by photon lepto-production: lp → l
′

p
′

γ. In this
reaction, the final photon can be emitted either by the leptons (Bethe–Heitler process) or by the proton
(genuine DVCS process). If the lepton energy is large enough (see Fig. 3 with Eµ = 190 GeV, Q

2
=

4 GeV2, xBj = 0.1), the DVCS contribution dominates over the BH contribution so that the cross section
is essentially the square of the DVCS amplitude which, at leading order, has the form:

T
DV CS ∼

∫ +1

−1

H(x, ξ, t)

x − ξ + iε
dx . . . ∼ P

∫ +1

−1

H(x, ξ, t)

x − ξ
dx . . . − iπH(ξ, ξ, t) . . .

(where ξ ∼ xBj/2 and t are fixed by the experiment). At smaller lepton energy (see Fig. 3 with Eµ =
100 GeV and same values of Q

2 and xBj as above), the interference between BH and DVCS becomes
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Fig. 3: Cross sections for the photon leptoproduction µp → µpγ as a function of the outgoing real photon angle (relative to the

virtual photon direction). Comparison between BH (dotted lines), DVCS (dashed lines) and the total cross sections (full lines)

for two energies of the muon beam available at CERN: 190 and 100 GeV. The interesting domain is limited by a transfer |t|

smaller than 1 GeV2, i.e. θ investigating a small region around 0 degree.

large and offers a unique opportunity to study Compton scattering amplitude including its phase. A
careful analysis of the dependence of the cross section on the azimuthal angle φ between the leptonic
and hadronic planes and on Q

2 allows one to disentangle higher-twist effects and to select the real or
imaginary parts of the DVCS amplitude (see the details in the previous text of M. Diehl [1]). If a
longitudinally polarized lepton beam and an unpolarized target are used, the angular analysis and the Q

2

dependence of the cross section difference σ(e
↑

) − σ(e
↓

) allow one to select the imaginary part of the
DVCS amplitude and thus the GPDs at the specific values x = ξ. This study is being investigated at
HERMES [8] and JLab [9]. If two muon beams of opposite charge and polarization are used, the angular
analysis and the Q

2 dependence of the sum of cross sections σ(µ
+↓

) + σ(µ
−↑

) allow also one to select
the imaginary part of the DVCS amplitude. Moreover the same method applied to the difference of cross
sections σ(µ

+↓

) − σ(µ
−↑

) allows one to select the real part of the DVCS amplitude which, for a given
ξ, is sensitive to the complete dependence on x of the GPDs. The deconvolution (over x) of this formula
to extract the GPDs is not yet clearly solved, but comparison to model predictions can easily be made. It
is clear that the muon beam of high energy at CERN can offer many possibilities in order to investigate
the many-faceted problem of the GPDs knowledge.

Figure 4 shows the azimuthal distribution of the charge asymmetry which can be measured at
COMPASS and the strong sensitivity to two different models [10]. The first one is based on a simple
parametrization of the GPDs: H

f
(x, ξ, t) = H

f
(x, ξ, 0)F

f
1 (t)/2 where F

f
1 (t) represents the elastic
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Fig. 4: Azimuthal distribution of the beam charge asymmetry measured at COMPASS at Eµ= 100 GeV and |t| ≤ 0.6 GeV2

for two domains of xBj (xBj = 0.05 ± 0.02 and xBj = 0.10 ± 0.03) and three domains of Q2 (Q2 = 2 ± 0.5 GeV2,

Q2 = 4 ± 0.5 GeV2 and Q2 = 6 ± 0.5 GeV2) obtained in six months of data taking with a global efficiency of 25% and with

2 · 108 µ per SPS spill (Pµ+ = −0.8 and Pµ− = +0.8).

Dirac form factor for the quark flavour f in the nucleon. The second one [11–14] relies on the fact that the
GPDs measure the contribution of quarks with longitudinal momentum fraction x to the corresponding
form factor as is suggested by the sum rule:

∫ +1

−1

H
f
(x, ξ, t)dx = F

f
1 (t).

As one can associate the Fourier transform of form factors with charge distributions in position space,
one can expect that the GPDs contain information about the distribution of partons in transverse position
space. In fact it has been demonstrated that, when t is purely transverse which amounts to ξ = 0, then
H(x, 0, t) is the Fourier transform of the probability density to find a quark with momentum fraction x

at a given distance from the centre of momentum in the transverse plane. Qualitatively one expects that
quarks with a large x come essentially from the small valence ‘core’ of the nucleon, while the small x

region should receive contributions from the much wider meson ‘cloud’. Therefore one expects a gradual
increase of the t-dependence of H(x, 0, t) as one goes from larger to smaller values of x. This suggests
the parametrization: H(x, 0, t) = q(x)e

t〈b2
⊥

〉

= q(x)/x
αt where 〈b2

⊥

〉 = α · ln 1
x

represents the increase
of the nucleon transverse size with energy. The domain of small xBj reached at COMPASS is related to
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the observation of see quarks or meson ‘cloud’ or also gluons and it provides a large sensitivity to this
three-dimensional picture of partons inside a hadron.

2. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPASS

The highest luminosity reachable at COMPASS is required to investigate these exclusive measurements.
The experiment will use 100–190 GeV/c muons from the M2 beam line. Limits on radio-protection in
the experimental hall imply that the maximum flux of muon to be expected is of 2 · 108 muons per SPS
spill (5.2 s spill duration, repetition each 16.8 s). Under these circumstances, we can reach a luminosity
of L = 5 · 10

32 cm−2s−1 with the present polarized 6LiD or NH3 target of 1.2 m long, and only a
luminosity of L = 1.3 · 1032 cm−2s−1 with a future liquid hydrogen target of 2.5 m length.

In order to get useful cross sections with positive and negative muon beams, it is necessary to per-
form a precise absolute luminosity measurement. This has already been achieved by the NMC Collabo-
ration within a 1% accuracy [15]. The integrated muon flux was measured continuously by two methods:
either by sampling the beam with a random trigger (provided by the α emitter 241Am) or by sampling
the counts recorded in two scintillator hodoscope planes used to determine incident beam tracks. The
beam tracks were recorded off-line, in the same way as the scattered muon tracks, to determine exactly
the integrated usable muon flux.

Moreover µ
+ and µ

− beams of 100 GeV energy, with the same and as large as possible intensity
as well as exactly opposite polarization (to a few %) are required. The muons are provided by pion
and kaon decay and are naturally polarized. The pions and kaons come from the collision of the SPS
400 GeV proton beam on a Be primary target. A solution was proposed by Lau Gatignon [16]. It consists
in: 1) selecting 110 GeV pion beams from the collision and 100 GeV muon beams after the decay section
in order to maximize the muon flux; 2) keeping constant the collimator settings which define the pion
and muon momentum spreads (both the collimator settings in the hadron decay section and the scrapper
settings in the muon cleaning section) in order to fix the µ

+ and µ
− polarizations at exactly the opposite

value (Pµ+ = −0.8 and Pµ− = +0.8); 3) fixing Nµ− to 2 · 108
µ per SPS spill with the longest 500 mm

Be primary target; 4) using a shorter target to find Nµ+ close to 2 · 108
µ per SPS spill.

This paragraph presents the experimental procedure to select the exclusive HEMP or DVCS chan-
nel and the difference equipments that are required. They are mostly part of the existing high-resolution
COMPASS spectrometer: muon detection which insures a good resolution in xBj and Q

2, meson de-
tection and identification in RICH or photon detection in calorimeters of good energy and position reso-
lutions to allow two-photon separation. The COMPASS spectrometer intercepts only forward outgoing
particles (until 10 degrees) and the photon or meson detection limits the experiment to small xBj val-
ues (xBj ≤ 0.15). At these high energies the complete final state, including the low-energy recoiling
proton, needs to be detected because missing-mass techniques are not efficient due to the experimental
resolutions (the resolution in missing mass which is required is (mp +mπ)

2 −m
2
p = 0.25 GeV2 and the

experimental resolution which can be achieved is larger than 1 GeV2). Consequently the high-resolution
COMPASS spectrometer needs to be completed by a recoil detector to measure precisely the proton mo-
mentum and exclude other reactions under high-luminosity conditions. In the next section we shall try
to by-pass the necessity of a recoil detector to investigate the cleanest channel: µp → µpρ

0 where ρ
0’s

are identified through their decay to two charged pions accurately measured in the forward COMPASS
spectrometer.

3. A PRAGMATIC SOLUTION WITH THE PRESENT SETUP

With the present COMPASS setup we can undertake Hard Exclusive ρ
0 Production (with the largest

cross section) as we can benefit from the good expertise for this measurement in the previous NMC and
SMC experiments and so produce data in this field as soon as possible. At the same time we can also
investigate Hard Exclusive π

0 Production to see the limit of this setup.
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In this context the constraints and limits of these experiments are the following:
1) With the present polarized 6LiD or NH3 target the production occurs on quasi-free nucleons in the
nucleus or in the coherent scattering on the nucleus.
2) Luminosity determination is needed, but can be realized indirectly by measuring at the same time
unpolarized Deep Inelastic Scattering and using known or calculated structure functions F2 and R (the
‘EMC’ nuclear effects have to be taken into account).
3) The selection of longitudinal ρ

0 will be made by the angular distribution of the decay product. No
Rosenbluth separation is envisagable for π

0 production.
4) The absence of a recoil detector prevents the complete exclusivity of the channel.

Precise simulations of exclusive ρ
0 and π

0 production have been performed [17, 18] and were al-
ready presented at the COMPASS meeting in Munich in 2000. The selection of exclusive events can be
summarized as follows:
1) Deep inelastic events are selected by cuts on variables depending on the scattered muon kinematics:

2 ≤ Q
2 ≤ Q

2
max and 35(20) ≤ ν ≤ 170(90) GeV for ρ

0

1 ≤ Q
2 ≤ Q

2
max and 15(10) ≤ ν ≤ 170(85) GeV for π

0

The values outside(inside) the brackets correspond to the beam energy of 190(100) GeV.
2) ρ

0 and π
0 are identified through decays: ρ

0 → π
+
π
− and π

0 → γγ. Only two hadrons of opposite
charge associated with the vertex defined by the incident and scattered muons are required for ρ

0 pro-
duction and only two photons with the incident and scattered muons are demanded for π

0 production.
For ρ

0, hadrons have to be identified as pions. It is then required that each pion decay is emitted in the
laboratory at an angle smaller than 180 mrad (the acceptance limit of the forward spectrometer) and its
momentum is above 2 GeV. For π

0 it is demanded that each decay photon has energy above 2 GeV and
enters either electromagnetic calorimeter ECAL1 or ECAL2. In addition, the separation of two photons
at the entrance of a calorimeter should be larger than 4 cm.
3) To isolate at best the exclusive ρ

0 events, a cut on the inelasticity I
1 is used. In Fig. 5 the inelasticity

distribution is shown for the SMC ρ
0 sample [19] for the events with the invariant mass in the central

part of the ρ
0 invariant mass peak. For the inelasticity distribution the peak at I = 0 is the signal of ex-

clusive ρ
0 production. Non-exclusive events, where in addition to detected fast hadrons, slow undetected

hadrons are produced, appear at I ≥ 0. However, due to the finite resolution, they are not resolved from
the exclusive ρ

0 peak. For the cut −0.05 ≤ I ≤ 0.05 defining the exclusive sample, the amount of the
residual non-exclusive background for the SMC experiment was up to about 10% at large Q

2.
4) Finally for the ρ

0 channel a cut on the invariant mass of the two pions can be applied in order to re-
duce the non-resonant background. For the SMC sample the invariant mass distribution after selections,
including the cut on inelasticity, is shown in Fig. 5. Although the shape of the mass spectrum varies with
Q

2, a mass cut, i.e. 0.62 ≤ mπ+π− ≤ 0.92 GeV2, allows a selection of ρ
0 events with the relatively low

amount of non-resonant background.
It is clear that the good resolution on charged particles associated to ρ

0 decay allows the criteria 3 and
4 and thus provides a good signature of the exclusive ρ

0 channel. The selection of the π
0 channel de-

pends strongly on the quality of the electromagnetic calorimeters, but constraints cannot be so nicely
determined.

The simulation uses event generators based on a traditional parametrization on NMC data for ρ
0

production and on two models of GPDs for π
0 production. Secondary interactions of the decay charged

pions, absorption of the decay photons in the target, kinematical smearing based on the experimental
resolution, trigger acceptance, acceptance for pions and photons and track reconstruction efficiency are
considered. A global ρ

0 selection efficiency which takes into account secondary interactions, three-track
efficiency, two-pion acceptance, a cut on I and Mπ+π− and muon trigger acceptance is evaluated to

1I =
M

2
X

−M
2
p

W2 where W 2 = (p + q)2 is the total energy squared in the virtual photon–proton system and MX2 =
(p + q − v)2 is the missing mass squared of the undetected recoiling system (p, q, v are the four-momenta of the target proton,
virtual photon and meson respectively.)
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Fig. 5: The SMC results [19] for µN → µρ0N . (left) Inelasticity distribution after selections; (right) mass spectrum after

selection including the cut −0.05 ≤ I ≤ 0.05. The full line represents a prediction according to the Söding model.

Table 1: Total cross sections and counting rates.

190 GeV 100 GeV
σ

tot
µN→µX 48 nb 38 nb

σ
tot
µN→µρ0N

286 pb 250 pb 〈Q2〉 ∼ 2.9

N
cuts
µN→µρ0N

/year 97 kevents 15 kevents 〈xBj〉 ∼ 0.034

σ
tot
µN→µπ0N

1.3 to 5.2 pb 5.8 to 23 pb 〈Q2〉 ∼ 1.6

N
cuts
µN→µρ0N

/year 625 to 2500 events 1860 to 7440 events 〈xBj〉 ∼ 0.040

0.21(0.04) with the medium Q
2 trigger (which consists of the ‘middle trigger’ and the ‘ladder trigger’

of the muon trigger hodoscopes) and to 0.36(0.30) with the full Q
2 range trigger (which includes, in

addition, the newly implemented ‘outer trigger’). The values outside(inside) the brackets correspond to
the beam energy of 190(100) GeV. A global π

0 selection efficiency which takes into account secondary
interaction, two-photon acceptance and muon-trigger acceptance is found close to 0.30.

Total cross sections integrated over the Q
2 and ν acceptance and expected counting rates (with the

medium Q
2 trigger) for a period of 150 days (1 year) assuming an overall SPS and COMPASS efficiency

of 25% are presented in Table 1. The two limits for π
0 production correspond to the two models. About

two-thirds of the produced ρ
0 are longitudinally polarized.

The background to the reaction µN → µρ
0
N has been studied. It is due to the events with at

least two slow undetected particles which are outside the acceptance of the spectrometer or for which
tracks are not reconstructed due to inefficiency and which pass all selections for exclusive ρ

0 events.
A first possible source of this background is ρ

0 production with diffractive dissociation of the target
µN → µρ

0
N

∗ with the subsequent decay of the excited state N
∗ in N + kπ. In the lower part of Fig. 6

a schematic drawing of the inelasticity distribution for these events is presented. Although the smearing
effects are not taken into account it is clear that the events from diffractive dissociation of the target into
the lowest masses excitations of the nucleon will contribute to the exclusive ρ

0 sample in the inelasticity
cut. An estimation has been found close to 20%.
A second source of background will originate from the large number of inclusive deep inelastic events.
Simulation with a sample of 5000 events only, using the generators LEPTO and JETSET, has given an
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Fig. 6: Inelasticity distribution for the simulated µN → µρ0N events at 190 GeV; (bottom) calculated distribution of the

inelasticity for µN → µρ0N∗ for a continuum distribution of N∗ masses.

upper limit of contamination of 20% also.

4. AN IDEAL SOLUTION WITH A COMPLETED SETUP

As mentioned in the previous section it is clear that only a recoil detector which allows low-energy recoil-
ing proton detection will help to select exclusive channels such as HEMP or DVCS. The latter reaction
is surely the most delicate because one has to select a final state with one muon, one photon and one
low-energy proton among many competing reactions listed below:
1) Hard Exclusive π

0 Production µp → µpπ
0 where π

0 decays in two photons, for which the photon
with higher energy imitates a DVCS photon, and the photon with smaller energy is emitted at large angle
outside of the acceptance or its energy is below the photon detection threshold.
2) Diffractive dissociation of the proton µp → µγN

∗ with the subsequent decay of the excited state N
∗

in N + kπ. (The low-energy pions are emitted rather isotropically.)
3) Inclusive Deep Inelastic Scattering with, in addition to the reconstructed photon, other particles pro-
duced outside the acceptance or for which tracks are not reconstructed due to inefficiency.
Moreover one has to take into account a background which includes beam halo tracks with hadronic
contamination, beam pile-up, particles from the secondary interactions, and external bremsstrahlung.

A simulation has been realized in order to define the proper geometry of the detector complement-
ing the present COMPASS setup and to analyse the operational conditions. The goal was to maximize
the ratio of DVCS events over DIS events for a sample of events with one muon and one photon in the
COMPASS spectrometer acceptance plus only one proton of momentum smaller than 750 MeV/c and
angle larger than 40 degrees (it is the typical kinematics of a DVCS event at small t). The simulation
relies on the event generator program PYTHIA 6.1 [20] which includes most of the known processes [21]
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one muon, one photon and one recoiling proton and condition for charged particle detection up to 40 degrees and for photon

detection up to an angle of 24 degrees and above a threshold of 50 MeV.

such as Deeply Inelastic Scattering and Deeply Meson Production. The experimental parameters such
as maximum angle and energy threshold for photon detection and maximum angle for charged particle
detection could then be tuned. With photon detection extended up to 24 degrees and above an energy
threshold of 50 MeV and with charged particle detection up to 40 degrees, one observes that the number
of DVCS events as estimated with models is more than an order of magnitude larger than the number of
DIS events over the whole useful Q

2 range (see Fig. 7).

The COMPASS setup will be instrumented with two electromagnetic calorimeters ECAL1 and
ECAL2 [22, 23]. They are mainly constituted of lead-glass blocks called GAMS. They are cells of 38.4
× 38.4 × 450 mm3. Typical characteristics of such calorimeter are:

– energy resolution: σPγ/Pγ = 0.055/
√

Pγ + 0.015,

– position resolution: σx = 6.0/
√

Pγ + 0.5 in mm,

– high rate capability: 90% of signal within 50 ns gate with no dead time,

– effective light yield: about 1 photoelectron per MeV; hence low-energy photons of down 20 MeV
can be reconstructed.

The separation of the overlapping electromagnetic showers in the cellular GAMS calorimeter is carefully
studied in Ref. [24]. The result of the study shows that at 10 GeV one can reach a 100% level of the
separation efficiency for a minimum distance between two photon tracks at the entrance of the calorimeter
of D = 4 cm. The last value is slightly shifted to D = 5 cm at 40 GeV.
This excellent performance of the calorimeters will provide a key role in the perfect separation between
DVCS events and hard π

0 events.

One possible solution to complement the present COMPASS setup is presented in Fig. 8. It con-
sists of one recoil detector described below, an extended calorimetry from 10 to 24 degrees, and a veto
for charged forward particles until 40 degrees. This calorimeter has to work in a crowded environment
and in a magnetic fringe field of SM1 and therefore it has to be studied further.

At the present time our studies have focused on the possibility to design and successfully operate a
dedicated recoil detector. One goal is to identify and measure the protons’ momenta between a minimum
value and 750 MeV/c. A solution consists in a large time-of-flight setup between a thin segmented
cylindrical layer of scintillator counters, about 3m long and surrounding the 2.5 m long target, and a
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Fig. 8: Proposal for a detector complementing the COMPASS setup. A recoil detector, an extended calorimetry from 10 to 24

degrees, and a veto (V4) for charged forward particles until 40 degrees have been added.

thick layer at about 1 m distance from the first layer. The thickness of the first layer has to be as small as
possible in order to detect protons of minimum momentum. With an hydrogen target of 3 cm diameter,
target wall thickness of about 3 mm of equivalent scintillator and a first layer of 4 mm, a minimum
momentum of 270 MeV/c is reached. All the counters are read at both sides by photomultiplier counters
to determine time and position with very accurate resolutions (300 ps and 1.8 cm). The consequent
resolution in momentum varies from 3 to 10%. The resolution in t is twice this value, thus it is very
desirable to further study all the parameters which can be improved. Moreover, the exclusion of extra
particles has to be studied with kinematical fits depending on the experimental resolution and/or with
low-energy π

0 detection. This detector has to work in a high-rate environment. It has to be as large and
hermetic as possible within a reasonable cost. The actual realisation of such performances is under active
investigation.

Counting rates, given in Table 2, have been estimated assuming six months of data taking (1 year)
assuming an overall efficiency of 25% and considering the present COMPASS setup where the photon
detection is limited to 10 degrees plus a proton detection from 250 to 750 MeV/c (|t| ≤ 0.64 GeV2).
This statistics allows for the φ distribution presented in Fig. 4 for Q

2
= 2, 4 and 6 GeV2 and xBj = 0.05

and 0.10. Studies devoted to the t dependence of the cross section can be investigated but for that it is
quite worth while to try to improve the t resolution.

We have tested the concept of this detector using the already existing muon beam and a simplified
setup (one sector of scintillators with reduced length). The muon beam was scattered off a 10 cm long
polyethylene target, mostly equivalent in radiation length to the foreseen long liquid hydrogen target.
We used three scintillators read out at both sides, a 4 mm thick one close to the target (A), a 5 cm thick
one 80 cm away from the target (B) and an extra scintillator (C) to know if particles go through B or
are stopped in B. The rates observed in the scintillator close to the target, using the nominal intensity of
2 · 108 muons per spill, is of the order of 1 MHz (mainly due to Möller electrons). It demonstrates that
the background environment is acceptable for the time-of-flight system.

The result of the time of flight operation [see Fig. 9(a)] shows a clear proton signal. With the
knowledge of the β velocity and the energy lost in B for stopped particles, one can reconstruct their
masses. It is done in Fig. 9(b) where one can see pions, protons and deuterons for raw data, corrected
data and the target out contribution which is about two orders of magnitude smaller.

The position resolution obtained on A and B and the time-of-flight resolution are better than 2 cm
and 300 ps respectively. Extension to long (3 m) and thin scintillators have to be studied carefully and
technology has to be improved to achieve still better resolution. An efficiency study of such a recoil
detector is being performed.
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Table 2: Number of events for bins in xBj and Q2.

Eµ = 190 GeV
xBj = 0.05±0.02 xBj = 0.10±0.03 xBj = 0.20±0.07

Q
2

= 2 ± 0.5 10058 8897 2000
Q

2
= 3 ± 0.5 3860 2540 1300

Q
2

= 4 ± 0.5 2058 1136 600
Q

2
= 5 ± 0.5 1472 677 520

Q
2

= 6 ± 0.5 875 459 357
Q

2
= 7 ± 0.5 642 299 242

Eµ = 100 GeV
xBj = 0.05±0.02 xBj = 0.10±0.03 xBj = 0.20±0.07

Q
2

= 2 ± 0.5 13670 9921 4300
Q

2
= 3 ± 0.5 5933 3200 2000

Q
2

= 4 ± 0.5 4532 1537 770
Q

2
= 5 ± 0.5 3000 995 600

Q
2

= 6 ± 0.5 1806 885 499
Q

2
= 7 ± 0.5 810 870 352
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Fig. 9: (a): Energy lost in the B scintillator as a function of the measured β. (b): Mass distribution of particles stopped in B.

The three peaks are pions, protons and deuterons respectively.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

This study takes advantage of the high energy of the muon beam available at CERN which provides a
large Q

2 and xBj range and encourages us for the following roadmap. Hard Exclusive Meson Production
has to be undertaken as soon as possible with the present setup. A large number of ρ

0 events (a few 10K)
can be produced in one year. The ρ

0 channel which decays in π
+
π
− is the easiest channel to isolate,

the π
0 channel is more difficult but very important to test the calorimetry performances. A complete

experiment with both Hard Exclusive Meson Production with a large set of mesons and Deeply Virtual
Compton Scattering has to be envisaged in a next step with a completed COMPASS setup. For this
purpose one needs a ‘long’ hydrogen target, a recoil detector, and an extension of the calorimetry at
larger angles.

COMPASS is the unique place which provides µ
+ and µ

− of 100 GeV in order to study carefully
two scales of observation xBj = 0.05 ± 0.02 and xBj = 0.10 ± 0.03 on a large domain of Q

2 from 2
to 7 GeV2 and to measure the azimuthal distribution of the Beam Charge Asymmetry which seems very
promising to test the geometrical interpretation of GPDs.
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